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Abstract
We have yet to create the ultimate interactive experience. Why is that so, and how can that
change? How can we increase our chances of getting it right? Interactive, location-based experiences are a new genre and need a new way of thinking about designing them. We also need a better way of dealing with the sophistication of modem technology, enabling us to get to the heart of
designing these new interactions.
This thesis makes progress in this area by creating a classification system for the space of interactive location-based entertainment experiences. It begins to develop a theory of interactivity as it
can be applied to this genre. The theory also guides the birth of a library of interactive design
techniques and the development of a design approach as a series of steps and questions that must
be answered to complete an experience. It is proposed that across a variety of experience types
(games, rides, theater shows and museum installations), the design approach will be similar. It is
also hypothesized that given one distinct hardware system, a range of different interactions can be
explored.
Furthermore, this thesis looks at how technology can be used to aid in the development process by
designing a rapid development environment for prototyping new interactions. By establishing a
new way of looking at the problem I hope to be able to reach the goal of creating compelling
experiences. Through the construction of a new set of tools, this thesis details the fundamental
elements of a location-based, interactive attraction and exposes all of the technical, practical and
artistic issues that must be resolved to successfully complete and deploy them.
Thesis Supervisor: Tod Machover
Title: Professor of Media Arts and Sciences
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CHAPTER 1

Designing a Dream

It is not thatfar into the future. You think you are about to see the latest installment
of the James Bond movie series. All of a sudden you receive an urgent call on your
cell phone. It is M, you are needed immediately at MI5, James Bond needs your
help. What you thought was simply a movie is now real. You are about to enter a
world of espionage and mystery, as today is your first day of physical trainingwith
the MI5. You will be meeting Qfor yourfirst lessons in gadgetry.You are going to get
to ride in your new super-vehicle. This is The James Bond Experience; an interactive
adventure where you must save the world. All of a sudden in the middle of a lecture
on the use of the Interpol system, you are informed by M that there is an emergency.
You are being called to duty. A terroristis holding the world hostage and it is your
duty to find him.
It is my dream that one day we will be creating experiences that fully immerse us
into new worlds. The James Bond experience could be a new type of theme park
where you are expected to be more than a passive observer. The theme park of the
future will rely on coordinated media, where one will have to already be familiar
with a story that is composed of different mini-interactive experiences. The experiences will span from cell phone applications to theater shows and rides. These mega
interactive-paloozas will require the close integration of technology and content. The
next revolution in the entertainment industry will be the ability to integrate content
across media to provide a unifying experience. The ability to create these experiences is closely tied to the technology that is available and needed to produce them.
These experiences will only be successful if one is able to understand both the content and the technology.
Many would agree that today's interactive experiences are far from perfect, yet
nobody has a solution as to how they can be made better. What has happened? It
appears that Moore's law has broken down. Although we see increasing amounts of
technology being incorporated into today's experiences, we are not seeing a dramatic
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increase in interactivity. By understanding what has been done in the past and
what the missing pieces may be for the future, this thesis hopes to begin to resolve
these problems.
The development of large-scale interactive experiences requires the coordination
of many, including low-level engineers, designers, artisans and a variety of technicians. At the core we are still novices with respect to the design of the interactive
content. This thesis examines both the technical and theoretical sides of designing
and building large-scale interactive, location-based entertainment experiences. It
evaluates how location-based experiences are designed today, who the people are
that are creating them, how the design process needs to change to allow interactive
content and how we can evaluate their success? It also looks to analyze and map
out the space of location-based entertainment experiences based upon a variety of
criteria such as user capacity and level of interactivity.
The work also examines how location-based entertainment experiences are engineered and what the necessary systems are to create and run them. The majority of
the current problems limiting interactivity have stemmed from two issues, our frustration with technology and the lack of the proper design approach. One thing is
for certain, you can't approach interactive content design as you would any other
entertainment media.
This dissertation reflects my lifetime of interest in entertainment technology and
content. It is also the culmination of my eight years of technical and design experience at MIT. I am hoping that this work begins to carve a new path as we begin
to think about how we will be entertained in the future. It also examines how
today's sources of content fit into an interactive context. This thesis is the result of
a unique chain of events that occurred in my life during my studies at MIT. The
end result is due to being both at right and wrong places at the right times. It is
through these triumphs and hardships, that I now fully understand what one must
think about to create these new experiences. Here is my story.
I arrived at MIT in the fall of 1994 with the intention of becoming an investment
banker. That lasted as far as the second week of second semester. I was taking
intermediate economics classes, one of which was taught by a Noble Prize laureate. I was bored and was open to taking advantage of the freshman pass no credit
policy. I was also taking my first Media Lab class MAS.100, taught by Michael
Hawley and Nicholas Negroponte. I decided that it was worth trying out Course 6,
the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science major. I dropped the economics
classes and switched into 18.03, Differential Equations and 6.001, Structure and
Interpretation of Computer Programs. When I asked the 6.001 professor to sign
my add/drop form, he looked at me as if I were nuts, saying "This is when most
people drop out." I spent the next two days catching up and then I was hooked.
Simultaneously I began to learn of the work that Tod Machover's group was
involved in and connected it to a television program that I had seen years ago about
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the Hypercello. I have a strong interest in electronic music, having spent many
hours when I was little programming our Yamaha DX-7 keyboard, the first commercial FM synthesizer. I began working with Tod my sophomore year, first taking his class and later as an undergraduate researcher. I was thrown into a project
called the Brain Opera, the largest interactive music experience built at that time.

Brain Opera
Everyone of the fifty or so people who worked on the Brain Opera has a novel's
worth of stories to tell. It pushed the limits of technology, art and design. The
project consisted of three main components; an interactive installation area called
the Mind Forest, a live performance and an online component. The general idea
was that amateur participants would create music in the Mind Forest. Elements of
their interactions would then be incorporated into a live performance which also
included live players on the Internet. The performance consisted of three virtuosos
playing versions of the Mind Forest instruments. It debuted in New York at the
Lincoln Center Summer Festival in July of 1996.

FIGURE 1-1.

Brain Opera Mind Forest

I first began working on the project developing a set of interactive, multi-user java
applets to appear on the Brain Opera website. At the time, they were the first of
their kind. I was also hired to be the webmaster for the site, maintaining not only a
graphical site, but a text only version. It was important at the time to be able to
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support users on a minimal machine over a modem line. I began to get interested
in the design of the installation and got involved in configuring all fifty of the PCs
that were to be running all of the instruments. I was stuck installing ram, soundcards, vram and Windows95 on all. It was if I were running my own Dell computer shop. I also got involved in the construction of the Mind Forest, piecing
together all of the custom interfaces with the computers and various audio hardware. There were five different types of instruments, each with a completely different set of hardware. Documentation for this project was minimal, at best. I
quickly began to learn that what would work within the context of a research lab
was far different from what would be required for a project needed to tour around
the world.
In setting up the project, I learned what would become one of my first troubleshooting techniques; always check your cables. In setting up the network, it was
determined that all of the cables were miswired, evidenced by the network working, but slowly. Having discovered this, we purchased a complete set of new
cables and were able to get things working.
In early July, two large trucks arrived at Lincoln Center full of steel, computers,
sound equipment and a variety of custom designed set and electronics pieces. My
previous experience as a commercial mover came in very handy as we unloaded
the two trucks. This would be the first of many instances, where I would be moving these boxes into a new space. The project was to be up for approximately two
weeks, with shows being performed eight times per day. People were also given
little instruction as to what they were supposed to do to use the instruments in the
Mind Forest. After a short amount of time, we realized two things; first, it was
inhuman to have people perform eight shows a day and second, participants
strongly benefited from some initial instruction. It was at that point, that I began to
become aware of one of the key issues in designing interactive experiences, the
relationship between the participant and the designer. Questions such as how the
participant interacts and what may be predetermined quickly came to mind. These
problems were further examined as I toured the project around the world.
We ended up bringing the project to Austria, Denmark, Portugal, Japan, Brazil and
Florida. In each city, I had to deal with problems related to pieces breaking. We
also had to deal with a variety of shipping and installation issues, such as network
and power problems. We had generators explode and had to work through telecom
strikes, but the project always was up and alive by opening day, due to the diligence of the small group of people touring the show. It was a great experience and
if you could get past the stress of putting it together, it really made a statement
about where things may be going.
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FIGURE 1-2.

Brain Opera Mind Forest

WebCrawler
One of the touted features of the Brain Opera was the ability for anyone to upload
audio content to the website to be incorporated into the performance. Broadband
was not as ubiquitous as it is today and I thought we would have more luck if we
tried to go out and grab the sounds. This was also well before Napster and Gnutella. So I designed a java based web crawler to go out to the web and perform a
breadth first search over all of the links of a seed web page. The crawler would
download any audio file that it encountered. Over night I quickly obtained
gigabytes of content. Some of these sounds were later incorporated into the Brain
Opera performances and recording.

Laser Rangefinder
Following my involvement with the Brain Opera, I got very interested in building a
complete musical experience from the ground up, starting with sensor design. It
was at that point that I began working with Joe Paradiso, building and designing a
scanning laser rangefinder. The goal was to build a small scanning device that
could track multiple hands, in front of large, rear-projected images. It was an
excellent project, giving me experience in analog and digital electronics, machining, optics, and software. I spent approximate two and a half years perfecting the
device. We presented an installation at SIGGRAPH 98 with Pete Rice, using the
rangefinder with his Stretchable Music software. It was a very natural pairing, cre-
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ating an intuitive means of interaction. Stretchable Music is a an application in
which various graphic objects appear on screen as scripted by the composer. Each
object represents a different musical theme. While the objects are on screen, the
user can pull and stretch them about, changing the music for the associated track.
The rangefinder was further refined by other students, following my Master's thesis and was used in other installations as well. The work on the rangefinder gave
me an appreciation for what it takes to design a new interface from the ground up.
Working with Pete Rice, proved to me that an interface is only as good as the content it is paired with. It is at that point that I became interested in building experiences, rather than simply interfaces.

FIGURE 1-3.

Scanning Laser Rangefinder

Musical Jacket
Simultaneously, while exploring what it meant to build a new sensing system, I
became interested in how one could create a Hyperinstrument with no computers,
no wires and no headaches, that could be turned on instantly and completely selfcontained. The Media Lab was also pursuing a research effort in wearable computing. Working with Josh Smith, I developed an embedded music platform, complete with MIDI synthesizer and interactive sequencer, which we called the
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FIGURE 1-4.

Stretchable Music with Laser Rangefinder

MiniMIDI board. The synthesizer board was connected to an embroidered, capacitive-sensing keyboard on a Levi's jean jacket.
I developed three different modes for the jacket, playing pitches, rhythm jamming
and a combination mode. During the pitch mode, you could select your instrument, pick your quantization and play notes out of a c-major, g-major or f-major
chord. In the drum mode, a four layer beat is always on. Each of the buttons layers on an additional track. You can also adjust the tempo up or down. Every eight
bars, the keyboard is remapped and each button represents a new sound, keeping
the old pattern. The final mode retains the four layer drum track, but allows the
playing of the notes of the original mode. The jacket was a big success, in part to
its design as a whole instrument. It was presented in the SIGGRAPH 98 Art Gallery. I also built two jackets for a show in EPCOT Center for Disney.

Musical Play-Doh
In my continual search for new ideas and new ways of creating music, I came up
with a simple way of using Play-Doh as musical interface. Since Play-Doh is
slightly resistive, I created a sensing platform that could roughly determine the
shape of the mound of Play-Doh on top of it. I used that to control the mix of a
musical sequence. Once the sequence was playing, you could change various filter
parameters on the sound by mushing the Play-Doh around. The Play-Doh project
was also a test for designing musical instruments for young children. The key element of most interest in this project is that rather than building a virtual system for
playing with Play-Doh, much as exists for things such as Lego, you can use technology to add new features to a play pattern that already exists for a toy. This
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FIGURE 1-5.

Musical Jacket

project was also an experiment for a larger project coming down the road called
Toy Symphony.

SimpleThings
The idea for Toy Symphony was simple, what would happen if you gave children
some intelligent musical toys and put them on stage with a symphony orchestra? It
is a very interesting idea, but has a variety of problems that must be addressed.
What would the children be doing? How will the audience understand what the
children are contributing? Will it be fun for the children? How do you balance the
ability for the children to manipulate the music with the intelligence of the toys?
How can you give auditory feedback to the children? How can you make sure the
children play in sync with the orchestra? Finally, how can the system be designed
such that it is resilient to the abuse of children and touring?
Having built a single complex sensing system for my master's thesis, I began to
switch into a contrasting mode of design. What if you took many simple objects
together? Could a large group of people perform a complex task as one? Could a
concert hall full of listeners perform a symphony? The first idea for the SimpleThing was that of a giant additive synthesis machine. Each person would be given
one small sound, collectively they would add up to something larger. It would
immediately solve the feedback problem, as it would be clear what each person
would be contributing by having a local sound source.
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The SimpleThing idea also went beyond a single experience. I wanted to build a
device that could link a home experience to one that is location-based. One of the
problems of location-based entertainment is that of prior practicipant knowledge.
By creating an object that could allow a user to bring his or her bits with him or her
to an event, you create an ongoing link back and forth. The people would already
be familiar with the types of interactions that could happen with the object. There
were also ideas of using the objects to interact with a variety of different spaces
and experiences. This was all part of a bigger vision of how one could think about
creating coordinated media experiences, linking everything such as the web, film,
videogames and theme parks. I also began looking at new platforms for scalability. While working on the SimpleThing, SEGA introduced the Dreamcast and was
willing to donate a few development systems to the lab.
Having been the person who installed all of the operating systems on the Brain
Opera computers, the idea of using a game console was exciting. Just put in the
disc and turn it on. I decided to focus on using the audio and MIDI capabilities of
the Dreamcast. We began to develop what would be the first Toy Symphony demo.
Tod would be playing a new version of the Hypercello which would connect to a
network of SEGA Dreamcasts. Sixteen amateur participants would use a SimpleThing to control his or her console. The piece consisted of a a variety of interactive modes allowing the users to play sounds directly out of the SimpleThings,
trigger samples and control MIDI sequences. It was a success in that it showed
that you could build a system that could scale easily. By decentralizing the audio
generation, it also solved many of the auditory issues related to the audience
understanding what each person was contributiong.

FIGURE 1-6.

Simplethings
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FIGURE 1-7.

Simplethings with SEGA Dreamcast

Having now designed a large software system, built a complete instrument,
designed a complex sensing system and gave life to Play-Doh, I began to reach
even farther. What about all of these experiences is the same? How can we begin
to generalize the development and design process for these new creations?

Brain Opera - House Of Music
Just when I thought my involvement with the Brain Opera was over, I was brought
in to help with the final installation in a new music museum in Vienna, Austria
called the House of Music. We had to reengineer the project to last in a museum
environment. As there would be no performances, we created a new element
called the Future Music Blender, which highlighted the Sensor Chair, one of the
main performance instruments. When we finished the project, it would be handed
off to the museum. The concept of working was further refined now. All the systems had to be able to work without any help from a staff of MIT engineers. It is
with this project that the line became blurry between the elements that were built
by outside contractors and those that would be designed by students in the lab. The
most important job was managing the integration of the technology, melding carpentry with electronics. Now that the Brain Opera was put to rest, it was a good
time for me to take a break from MIT.
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FIGURE 1-8.

Brain Opera Vienna

Walt Disney ImagineeringR&D
I took the summer of 2000 off to work at Walt Disney Imagineering R&D in Cambridge, Massachusetts. I was really interested in getting experience working in an
industrial setting. I got a very good wake-up call as to what life is like in the real
world. I had not worked more than one week, when one of the Vice Presidents
flew out on a Monday morning to announce that they have decided to close the
Cambridge lab as well as the branch in East Hampton, New York. Ironically, when
I was talking to Disney initially about the job, I requested that I go to California,
but they wanted me to work in Cambridge. Having already scheduled other events
in my life for the summer, it did not seam feasible for me to pick up and move at
that point. I was also working on a project that could only be completed in Cambridge, although I am not allowed to tell anyone about it. I ended up staying in
Cambridge, flying out to Glendale when needed. I worked until the moving trucks
arrived and then took the rest of the summer off.
I spent two weeks in California at the main R&D lab and finally was able to see
how some of the magic was created. Although a research lab, I was surprised to
see how little technology there was under development. More importantly the
efforts put into real-time interactivity were minimal. For Disney, being a company
based on the evolution of cell animation, it is understandable that they would have
issues with giving up control. They are a company that prides itself on its high
production values for its experiences. They have traditionally controlled every
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thing you hear, see, feel and smell. This illustrates the primary problem for interactivity. How can you design experiences where the outcome may not be predictable, that maintains a high level of direction? How can you interact with Mickey
and make sure he does not do something stupid?

SecretSystems
I returned to school, following my summer at Disney, and knew what I would want
to do for my thesis work. One of the main problems that I witnessed at Disney was
the large delineation between the people who were labeled as technical and those
as creative. It is my feeling that the design of successful interactive applications
requires knowledge of both. I also feel that one must not underestimate the complexity of building these experiences. I decided that I would start from the ground
up, building a set of development tools that would be the epicenter for both the
design of the interactions and as well as the technical infrastructure.
I was interested in taking the best features of all of the tools available today and
build something new. I wanted to create a middle ground between artists and engineers, a generic platform that could abstract out the design from the technology. I
also wanted a way to capture and document the development of new interactive
techniques, enabling the creation of a body of knowledge related to real-time interaction. I also wanted this to run on one machine.
My goals were now set. I also coined the tools the SecretSystems, analogous to
the hidden man behind the curtain.

HyperStrings:DigitalArchaeology
In the middle of my initial work on the SecretSystems, I became involved in resurrecting one of Tod's old projects, the HyperString Trilogy. The trilogy consists of
a cello, a viola and a violin piece, each using a special instrument that can extract
characteristics of the playing and use that information to generate electronic
accompaniments. The first time all three pieces were performed together was in
1996, at the Lincoln Center Summer Festival. Each individual piece was actually
developed years earlier. It was based on technology from the late eighties to early
nineties. With nothing more than old equipment and old emails, our task was to
rebuild the systems, perform two concerts and three recording sessions. Simple,
right?
It took at least two months of my full time effort, in a warehouse in Somerville,
playing with Mac II's, old sound cards, old software and co-processor cards to
bring this project back to life. Bugs plagued the project. A major show stopper
was the infamous Sound Accelerator Rev B card which did not work. We tried all
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sorts of replacements, but none would work with the special audio program
LiveList. Just when we were about to break the bad news to Tod, that the project
looked doomed, I fixed the card by pushing in a large bga dsp chip. Instantly it all
made sense as we had the entire line cards that followed, each with a more hardcore chip carrier. It was at that point that we had to continue with the show.
We scrapped together enough old Macintosh computers, many of which were
acquired for next to nothing, to pull off a show. One of the pieces was unsalvagable. It was the viola piece called "Song of Penance". Tod and I had to do our penance as we rewrote the software in one day using the basic elements of my new
framework. It became the most reliable piece and the easiest one to setup and
record. Knowing that we would never set this up again, it was planned to record
the pieces.
The shows went off as best as one could hope. The cello piece, entitled "Begin,
Again, Again", had to begin again as the computer crashed. This is ironic, as the
previous performance, in 1996, was also restarted after a string broke. There was
also a minor problem with the violin piece, the first time it was performed. All in
all, given our odds and the level of effort to uncover the knowledge, it was a tremendous triumph. The phrase "I think this is what they did", was used over and
over until it all made sense. Having completed this foray into computers as old as
some of the undergrads, I made it a priority for my toolset to be able to capture all
of the information to not only run the project, but also to install it. I also became
further concerned with being able to maintain a working history for the field. How
can we archive interactive works?

Public Anemone
My final project at MIT was the Public Anemone. This was a collaboration with
Cynthia Breazeal's Robotic Life group at the MIT Media Lab. We presented this
at SIGGRAPH 2003. The project uses the Secret Systems to create an interactive
experience. It is fully detailed in chapter 7.

Epilogue
This journey took me many places, both physically and mentally. I feel I have
come full circle, touching on every element that one must think about in building
these experiences, from moving boxes to building things that move. The rest of
this document details the end results of this interesting trip.
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CHAPTER 2

Background History

Technology and Entertainment:Its SordidHistory
A relationship between technology and entertainment has always existed in two
forms. The first category uses technology to captivate the senses. In this case, our
further understanding of technology and biology is used to create more intuitive user
interfaces through imagery, sound, touch etc., employing technologies such as computer graphics, virtual reality, haptics and digital audio. The second category is technology for interactivity. While sensory technology seeks to provide the highest
quality content, technology for interactivity is used to make experiences accessible
and changeable. This can take the form of computer networking, user input, user
customization and user-generated content. Traditional entertainment genres such as
theater, opera, and film have always been passive experiences for the audience,
where a participant is simply an observer, but recently that has been changing. In
forging these two roles of technology in entertainment, a middle point exists where
technology can be misinterpreted; this is technology as entertainment. It is most
often the case that upon technological discovery, the new medium is not completely
understood and the early demonstrations of that technology do not display its full
potential to the industry. Most often this grows out of the separation of creativity
from technology within the development environment. These are seen as separate
job descriptions. We are just beginning to understand the idea of the creative technologist, who will bring not only an understanding of the fundamental technology,
but also of the implications it has in its integration with new media. In this chapter I
will examine the role of technology in entertainment and how that has evolved over
time with respect to sensation and interactivity. I will then discuss how new interactive experiences are being developed that are based around coordinated media,
allowing a participant to further gain access to content by exploring other media
sources. By only looking at the whole gamut, with parts in movies, books, the Internet, television, videogames, theme parks, etc., will you absorb the whole story.
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The technology that can most efficiently engage a user is sensory stimulation. This
can take the form of audio, video, force-feedback and, in some cases, smell. We
are slowly heading towards the ability to fully synthesize reality. Through recording we are able to reproduce natural sounds of the environment. We have already
reached the point where we can record audio at the highest fidelity of human hearing. Auto-stereoscopic displays that can reproduce 3-dimensional imagery are not
that far away. Graphics processors continue to increase in speed and number of
polygons they can synthesize, getting closer to the goal of real immersive 3-D.
Hollywood has jaded our vision of the future by providing utopian views of how
technology is going to create interactive experiences through the development of
perfect simulation. I would like to first examine this general theme of the creation
of a completely simulated world. I would then like to jump back to the present and
look at the current reality of creating real physical experiences. We will then look
back and trace the historical routes of technology within entertainment and examine the relationship between them. Finally I will begin to conceptualize where the
entertainment industry should be heading in incorporating technology.
In popular culture, the ultimate entertainment experience may be Star Trek: The
Next Generation's Holodeck. "The Star Trek Holodeck is a universal fantasy
machine, open to individual programming: a vision of the computer as a kind of
storytelling genie in the lamp." [Murray97]. The Holodeck is a phenomenon of
the 1990's but the idea of synthesized environments began much earlier. In "Brave
New World" (1932), Aldous Huxley "describes a society that science has dehumanized by eliminating love, parenthood, and the family in favor of genetic engineering, test-tube delivery, and state indoctrination." [Murray97]. Huxley details a
movie-like experience called a feely for which a participant is subjected to the
physical responses of the characters. In this case the same technology that is used
to take away the emotions of society is used to synthesize them with the feelies.
Aldous Huxley's idea of the feelies and Star Trek's Holodeck both foreshadow the
coming of total sensory fulfillment. This idea has taken many different physical
forms, each with a different physical interface. It has often been viewed in movies
as a VR type headset that one puts on. In the film "Strange Days", a device called
the wire is used as a sort of drug where one wears a headset that is used to replay
and record people's experiences. "If the ultimate purpose of media is indeed to
transfer sense experiences from one person to another, the wire threatens to make
all media obsolete." [Bolter99]. The idea of "Jacking In", where your mind is
directly stimulated, eliminates most of the physical problems of perception by synthesizing all of the internal signals without the need for external stimuli.
It is not exactly clear what will happen when total sensory fulfillment finally does
arrive. What happens when our perceived reality is no different from actual reality? Movies such as the Matrix warn of the day when computers will synthesize
all of the senses necessary to keep us satisfied. Within the Matrix, while eating in
a restaurant, Cypher states, "You know, I know that this steak doesn't exist. I know
when I put it in my mouth, the Matrix is telling my brain that it is juicy and delicious. After nine years, do you know what I've realized? Ignorance is bliss." In the
movie Total Recall, vacations are sold as memory implants. Why pay to travel
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when you can acquire all of the memories and souvenirs for a lower cost? We can
forever debate the social implications of synthetic living, but until we actually
develop the wetware interface to connect right into our cerebrum, we must continue to develop physical media to satisfy our senses.
But these movies are all fantasy. We must build our interfaces and experiences for
the current state of the interactive entertainment industry. The entertainment industry has continued to pursue this idea in a variety of ways. From shopping malls to
theme parks, we are constantly flooded with sensations form sound to smell.
Theme restaurants create eating experiences. Stores create buying experiences that
are reinforced by print media and commercial television. Movie theaters engulf us
in sound and visuals. A large part of entertainment is spectacle for which these
larger than life spaces lend themselves. The physicality of the spaces as well as the
sense of community within these shared spaces is something that we are genetically drawn to. This is the motivation for the creation of location-based entertainment (LBE) experiences. Although the term location-based entertainment has
grown to have connotations of small arcade and mall experiences, I prefer to use
that term more broadly to cover all places that you go outside of your normal
everyday travels where special experiences are created. It is at these special places
where we first see the newest technologies for purely economic reasons. Given the
fact that these venues are the epitome of current technological entertainment experiences, I would like to examine how they have developed throughout history and
the impact they have had on our own personal experiences with entertainment and
technology.
For as long as one can go back, technology has been used to build places and experiences that further heightened a participant's enjoyment by providing more accurate sensory fulfillment. In all three of the great ancient cultures, Greek, Roman
and Egyptian, architecture was used to manipulate sound and light in unique ways.
The Greek amphitheaters were designed such that everyone could hear as well as
possible, an art that even today often fall far short of this level of perfection. The
Roman Coliseum and the Circus Maximus enabled large numbers of people to
experience the same content, providing a social physical experience. The Valley of
the Kings in Egypt created a large spectacle. Although the quality of sharing an
experience with many people doesn't directly relate to our five senses, it does however relate to our sense of validity and truth. Sharing an experience with others
confirms within us the believability of the content.
Validity and truth have played large roles in developing our modem ideas of entertainment. Magic and spiritualism have been central to what we would today consider entertainment, but previously would fall under the gamut of religious
experiences. Prior to both the industrial and electronic revolutions of the twentieth
century, there was a general misunderstanding of magic and the technology to produce it. People were misled to believe that various mechanical devices, chemical
reactions and in some cases simple mental tricks were the work of spirits and the
world beyond. "Smoke and mirrors" were actually a predominant technology for
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these early tricks. Right around the turn of the twentieth century, advances in technology brought about a series effects, which could be classified as "sideshow science." [Hopkins9O] As the public became more educated with the technology of
the era, they were more open to illusion becoming entertainment.
One of the most famous tricks of the nineteenth century is an effect called Pepper's
Ghost (1863), named after a physicist and chemist John Henry Pepper
[Hopkins90]. The trick is a means of creating ghost-like effects by using a piece of
glass as a projection surface for two different scenes placed right angles to each
other. By changing the amount of light in each scene, you can mix the images
together. A famous show based around this technique is called "Tavern of the
Dead", where a participant is placed into a coffin and the audience sees him fade
into a skeleton. The trick is so effective that it is still used today. The Haunted
Mansions at Disneyland and the other Disney theme parks use it to create a scene
of dancing ghosts in a ballroom. The effect is so believable that a confused guest
once shot a bullet through the glass in front of him, trying to kill the ghosts. A spider web has since covered up the bullet hole.

FIGURE 2-1.

Pepper's Ghost

In forming these early optical and mechanical techniques of illusion, performers
were able to establish the beginnings of the science of perceptual compression.
The performers began to understand how to create a believable experience by supplementing the main illusion with spectacle [Crary99]. Early magicians began to
understand exactly what people could be made to believe and what seemed real to
a viewer. They learned various stage techniques to create scenery, which included
changes from night to day, rainbows, rain and lightning. Fire and water effects
were also developed. By the turn of the century the large theatre show was fully
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established. These were probably the most elaborate entertainment experiences
that a person of that time could have. Meanwhile a new entertainment experience,
the projection of moving images, was developed that was cheaper and could reach
more people. Although film does reach out to provide entertainment to everyone,
there is a technology that has been developed to do even better and that is broadcast media.
The first moving picture system was developed by Emille Renaud in 1877
[Hopkins90]. It was later followed by his TheAtre-Optique in 1892, which was the
first commercial system for the projection of images, used in public. It employed a
system of glass slides held together in a sort of filmstrip. The slides were hand
painted and were combined with a background image that was projected over the
slide image. A variety of personal moving image devices were also developed
such as the mutoscope, enabling viewers to watch mini films. It was not until the
Lumiere brothers perfected film projection and capture with the cinematograph
that the film industry began to take off. The early technology, although silent, did
allow many people to partake in a relatively low-cost entertainment experience. A
variety of technologies developed, up until today, to enhance the film experience.
The first improvement was the addition of sound, which was followed by color,
with little improvement other than image quality up until today, when we have
multi-channel audio and large format film like IMAX and IMAX 3-D
[Dodsworth97].

FIGURE 2-2.

Theftre-Optique

The twentieth century also brought about a need for new image generation techniques to supplement, and in some instances replace, the live-recorded film. In
1914, "Dinosaur Gertie" was the first animated film produced. Animation was further developed, and in 1937 Disney released the first full-length feature animated
film "Snow White" [Thomas95]. Snow White proved that you could tell a compel-
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ling story without the need for live actors. Disney's animation techniques developed that would enable his characters to behave in human-like form, being
charactures of real emotions. Stop motion animation and photography further
developed but it was not until the advent of computer graphics that we were able to
obtain the most desirable results. Within the final decade of the twentieth century
we saw the first completely computer generated movies appear such as "Toy
Story" (1995) and "Antz" (1998). We even saw the first entirely computer generated characters in a live movie with "Star Wars Episode 1 The Phantom Menace"
and most recently Disney's "Dinosaur". Film technology has continued to develop
and with the advent of home theater the experience of going out to a movie is converging on an experience one could have at home. Although film does reach out to
provide entertainment to everyone, there is a technology that has been developed
to do even better and that is broadcast media.
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FIGURE 2-3.

The First Animated Films

Broadcasting began with the invention of radio. Radio provided a means for people
to experience remote content live for the first time. As radio defined itself as a
medium, we began to listen to radio shows on a daily basis. It was also a means of
creating a listening experience, which was local within the home but was global
among the community. People could listen at home and know that others were also
listening elsewhere at the same time. It was the first distributed entertainment
experience. Radio was also an information channel for news and other material.
The boundary was crossed between news and entertainment by the famous "War of
the Worlds" broadcast with Orson Welles detailing an alien invasion. The immediacy of the radio content confused people as to whether the accounts were real.
Broadcasting further evolved with the development of television.
The television was one of the most important inventions of the twentieth century
along with the telephone and the personal computer. Humans are inherently visual.
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Television is a hybrid medium that expanded on the abilities of radio by adding
visual moving images. With television we were able to see real-time images of war
as well as children's cartoons. Television was an important development in that scientists discovered that you could compress the needed color bandwidth for viewing. By breaking up the signal into luminance and chromaticity, they were able to
maintain the black and white standard while providing color at a lower bandwidth
than expected by taking advantage of how the human vision system works. Television only works because people began to further understand the science of visual
perception. It is still a far cry from the film, but it is acceptable. Movies are everywhere today. Theaters are no longer the special places they once were. Today,
theme parks are the places where we can be most immersed.
The most recent set of technologies that have been developed for sensation in
entertainment fall under the rubric of Virtual Reality (VR). The two components
that allow us to perceive VR successfully are head-mounted displays (HMD) and
haptic force feedback devices. We want to be able to see and feel things as we
would in the real world. There are a variety of limiting factors in developing
HMDs including size, image resolution, and the ability to head and eye track. Virtual reality seeks to bridge the gap of creating a Holodeck-like experience by providing limited access to the virtual world by allowing a user to don physical
equipment that serves as an interface between our senses and the simulated environment. Although putting on goggles and gloves can provide some of the necessary cues, we can not provide all of the physical sensations of motion with VR.
That is the realm of the theme park ride experience.
The theme park experience is one that seeks to provide prolific sensory stimulation
in all forms. Upon entering a successful theme park you are taken out of everyday
surroundings. You should have no sense of the city outside. Everything in a theme
park is designed to feel larger than life. At the Disney theme parks the buildings
are designed to use forced perspective. By making the higher stories shorter, they
make the buildings appear to be taller. The scale of the buildings, the colors of the
paint and the ambient sounds are all chosen to create a certain look for each experience. In order to build up expectations and prepare a guest for a ride experience,
the line is decorated with a variety of elements that relate to the theme. A pre-show
experience follows, that sets the story and builds more anticipation. The ride can
be anything from a roller coaster to a motion simulator. It provides an inundation
of sound, visuals and motion. Upon leaving the ride a gateway is provided back
into the main theme park by means of what is often a store. The theme park ride
tells a story in a little amount of time by providing exaggerations of sensations.
The theme park is our modem day Holodeck, containing many experiences with a
variety of themes that we can share together [Murray97]. Universal Studios advertises its parks as the ability to "ride the movies". We can go to these special places
and actually get to share some of the physical experiences of our favorite characters, but that is not enough. We also seek to become part of these experiences. We
want to feel a personal connection with them. That will be accomplished through
the use of interactivity.
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Total sensory fulfillment within the context of entertainment is unique in that one
day one will be able to create experiences for which there is no physical risk. We
continue to entertain ourselves in theme parks, where we would hope that safety
inspections insure our livelihood. In almost all entertainment applications, one
seeks to obtain some suspension with reality. One hopes to forget about the problems that we face everyday. It is all about having fun. Within the entertainment
industry, almost all of the technological innovations are leading towards sensory
fulfillment. But that is not enough. We also seek to become part of these experiences. We want to feel a personal connection with them. That will be accomplished through the use of interactivity.
Interactivity in entertainment can be defined by the presence of two features; the
first being the ability to control the experience in some way, while the second
would be the ability to provide some sort of user-generated content to be integrated
with the experience. The earliest form of user-generated content would probably
be cave paintings. These were the first evidence of artistic expression. In a similar
form, hieroglyphics were used to document Egyptian culture and provide a means
of written communication. It is through the development of written culture that we
have the first forms of interactive technology. We can create user-generated content
by writing our own stories. We can also decide how we are going to parse the
information by taking our own path through the words. Written communication
also created a distribution medium for linking people together. For the first time
people far away from each other could interact by sending written correspondence.
But it was not until the invention of movable type that written technology became a
global technology.
Gutenberg's invention of moveable type and the printing press brought about what
was arguably the most important revolution in past millennium. Second only to the
digital revolution of the 20 th century, the printed revolution provided a means to
distribute knowledge across the world. The printed book expanded on the ability of
written communication to provide interactions among people in a distributed manner. The book is both a distribution medium as well as a physical interface. As a
physical interface we relate to the size and font of the type. We can also characterize books by the number and size of the pages as well as whether or not they contain color. We can visually index a book by knowing how far we have to flip by
judging the thickness of the number of pages. As a distribution medium a book is
unique in that we can quickly share our knowledge by printing more copies. The
printing press has provided a variety of written media including magazines, newspaper, comic books, as well as traditional books. Each of these media is a unique
interface [McLuhan94]. We interact with them differently. We may clip newspaper
and magazine articles, but would never cut up a book. Comic books are often collected and sometimes are not even read to preserve their quality. As a physical
interface, printed media will be around for a while. It wasn't until almost 500 years
after Gutenberg's invention that we were able to improve on the distribution media
with the invention of the Internet.
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The Internet and World Wide Web (WWW) is a distribution media. It simply provides a pathway to exchange and access information. The web browser and computer is the physical interface. With the WWW we have access to more textual
information than ever before. We have reached a point where there are now more
documents that are digital than printed. The connectivity of the web provides us
interactive access to information. Hyperlinks provide us with a better interface at
indexing content. Disregarding other web content such as video and audio, and
simply looking at how the web reflects on textual content, until the day that the
physical interface of the computer is reduced down to a book or newspaper, we
will require printed media.
A similar revolution happened with sound. Although radio provided an interactive
means of gaining access to content, it wasn't until the widespread use of the phonograph that sound became interactive and tangible. With recording we were able to
not only choose what we wanted to hear, but when we wanted to listen to it. The
ability to time-shift access to content is one of the characteristics of an interactive
medium. The recording industry has had an interesting development as far as the
ability to interact with sound. The history is as follows: records, analog tape, 8tracks, compact discs and finally computerized digital audio. Analog tape provided a means of re-recording as well as performing a variety of editing tasks that
were not provided with vinyl. 8-tracks were unique in that they allow you to
change songs in a non-linear manner. Compact discs are a combination of all three
previous media. You can play back the sound in a linear fashion at a quality higher
than record players can provide. You can also play the tracks back in any order you
choose. Finally through the use of computer CD-ROM recorders, you can now
make your own audio compact disks. Interesting enough vinyl has not disappeared
completely.
The interface of the record has brought about a new genre of music. Hip-Hop, rap
and techno music have all supported a culture around the mixing and manipulation
of vinyl records. The mechanical manipulation of the needle in the record groove
has not yet been duplicated in a digital form. I am confident that someday the
record will completely disappear. The abilities to manipulate digital audio and
music on a computer within the past fifteen years have produced a variety of protocols and tools for this function.
In 1984 the MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) protocol was released
[Chadabe96]. This was a large stepping-stone for interactivity within music. For
the first time, equipment from different manufacturers could be used to control and
communicate with each other. MIDI is a music compression scheme that allows
music to be described as changes in pitch, note velocity, and a variety of timbre
effects. It essentially encapsulates much of what traditional sheet music does with
a variety of extras. With MIDI you only need to record these note changes and not
the actual audio data. You can share MIDI files with people over a network. MIDI
only assumes that each listener has the same sound generating devices. Although
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MIDI could be simply used for playing back prerecorded content, it can go one
step further in making music interactive.
MIDI is essentially a descriptive language for music generation [Roads96]. That
implies the ability to change how the music is generated by parsing and modifying
how the MIDI messages are sent. Today's interactive music systems are based
around the ability to manipulate MIDI in unique ways. MIDI is also used to algorithmically synthesize music in real-time [Dodge97]. The development of MIDI
satisfies our definition of interactivity in a variety of ways. We can create our own
musical content through sequencing programs. We can use the MIDI file protocol
as a distribution medium. We can also modify music as it is being played in realtime with a variety of musical interface controllers. Interactive music is one of the
main areas of interest for the creation of experiences due to the fact that it clearly
crosses age and gender barriers. It is also interesting in that the creation of a successful interactive experience relies on a good relationship between the source of
the creative idea (the programmer or composer) and the ability for a user to supply
his or her own influence on the outcome. The technology for creating interactive
music has always been improving. Tools such as MAX are readily available for a
non-programmer to put together an interactive application with MIDI [Winkler98].
Although MIDI does provide a unique level of description for music, technologies
such as MPEG-4 are creating new descriptions for audio synthesis algorithms to
give people even more control over the sound.
With sound, text, networking and graphics all providing methods for interaction,
we have now seen a melting of all of these into a variety of mixed digital media.
The videogame system is a development of the past twenty years that has provided
a unique set of technologies for interactivity. The Atari 2600 is considered the first
widespread videogame console to be used by the public [Herz97]. Its minimal
interface along with its ability to connect to your television and provide an instant
on experience is in part why the console is so important. Game consoles bypass all
of the difficulties associated with computer technology. You simply put the game
in and turn the system on. Everyone has the same hardware so your game will
work on your system as well as your friend's. With the release of the Sega Dreamcast, we are now seeing consoles that can compete with the speed of computers
costing five times the price. It also includes a modem such that console games can
be connected via modem. Playstation2 (PS2) has just been released which takes
even further steps to provide a compelling home entertainment experience.
Although it does not include a modem or other network connectivity, it does use
DVD-ROM as the media. This allows the PS2 to function as a standard DVD
movie player too. Both Nintendo and Microsoft have also released next generation
consoles.
The game consoles are designed to do what they do and nothing else, but that will
be changing. The economics of the videogame industry are such that little money
is made on the sale of a console. Most of the money is made from game sales.
This allows a very powerful piece of hardware to reach a large number of people.
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They are as powerful as a good pc yet for the tasks they are designed, they perform
better. The only draw back of the game console is the physical controller interface.
Many arcade games are ported to consoles and the pc, yet a person at home is not
going to have a flight simulator cockpit in his living room. The quality of the
images has also changed as the arcades have been traditionally much faster than
the consoles that replicate them. Now the graphics capabilities have caught up, but
we will forever be severing the original interfaces for which the game was
designed. We are actually seeing a reversal of how technology is introduced into
the gaming industry. Many of the arcade game engines are now derivatives of the
home consoles with added features. Thus we are seeing more accurate ports of the
arcade games to the home market. We will soon begin to see non-videogame console experiences that link television and home theater into a unified platform.
Entertainment technologies are converging within the home but with that you lose
the uniqueness of a variety of hardware interfaces. The joystick is clearly not the
ideal interface for interactivity. Again today for the most engaging of physical
interactions we must look towards LBEs.
The first example of a location-based experience that successfully integrated technology into a physical space would probably be "Poeme Electronique" at the Brussels' World's Fair in 1958 [Treib96]. It is an architectural installation designed by
Le Corbusier with the music being composed by Edgar Varese. For the short period
that the building was up, over one million visitors experienced an eight-minute
piece that explored architecture, light, sound, color and rhythm. The experience
encapsulated music and images as objects. The images consisted of everything
from animals to images of war. "The sounds in Poeme Electronique, many of them
the result of electronic processing, are derived form percussion and melody instruments, bells, sirens, electronic tone generators, machines and voices."[Chadabe96]
These sound objects were pieced together to form musical phrases that were influenced by the curves of the architecture of the building. "Poeme Electronique" was
the first real multi-media installation that did successfully integrate the architectural space with the electronic content. That trend has continued today.
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FIGURE 2-4.

Poeme Electronique

Museums are now a place where digital interactive content is placed side-by-side
with renaissance art. The "look don't touch" rule is beginning to be broken. The
early interactive experiences were no more than simple computer kiosks that incorporate a traditional keyboard, mouse or touch screen and provide little more than
video playback [Smith99]. The content of these interactive stations is nothing more
than supplemental material to the traditional museum exhibits. That is quickly
changing. Interactive pieces such as the "Virtual Fishtank" in the Boston's Children's Museum are commissioned works that stand alone, providing a complete
and coherent experience themselves. Entirely new museums are being developed
that are completely interactive. At Seattle's Experience Music Project each guest is
given a PDA-like device to help aid him through the museum. There are a variety
of interactive exhibits where a user can get a hands-on education about various
aspects of the music business. Although these exhibits seek to provide some sort of
physical interactive experience, they are often still encapsulated by the mystique of
the traditional institutional concept of a museum. Are these experiences entertainment or education? Museums have always had the connotation of being places of
learning. The Experience Music Project is a museum, but has a large concert stadium connected to it. It is a new hybrid that maintains a historical collection of
musical articles as well as provides entertaining interactive experiences. There is
no right way to walk through a museum. They are meant to be un-encumbering to
a guest. Theme parks on the other hand are designed to provide a series of short
stories presented as very physical experiences.
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FIGURE 2-5.

Experience Music Project

Theme parks are the places were we can hope to participate in the most engaging
interactive experiences. Technology is continually being developed to allow guests
to customize and dictate their paths through an experience. Already we are seeing
small elements of this. The E.T. ride in Universal Studios customizes the experience to each user by asking for your name upon entry. At the end of the ride E.T.
says goodbye to you personally by calling your name. The Indiana Jones ride at
Disneyland offers 3 different options of how you ride, giving completely different
sequences of events. The Horizons exhibit in Epcot Center gave passengers 4
options of riding back through a movie sequence; earth, space, water and air. Disney Quest is a new model of a computerized theme park where rides are a combination of virtual reality and motion simulators. One of the most engaging
experiences is CyberSpace Mountain where you virtually design a roller coaster
and then experience it in a 2-person flight simulator, including full 360-degree rolls
and flips. Disney Quest also includes a variety of collaborative experiences where
you can do anything from raft down a virtual jungle cruise to fly through a bazaar
on a magic carpet with the cast of Aladdin [Dodsworth97]. These experiences provide the user with some ability to modify and customize what he can do, but they
are crude at best.
We now have the technology to really create interactive experiences. It will take
an understanding of the content as well as the ability to successfully integrate it
with technology to produce interactive experience for which the technology is
transparent and a user can fluidly partake in an entertaining activity.
In developing any form of technology a step is often taken that can prove detrimental towards its ability to be successfully integrated with designers' content. It is
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most often the case that these first demonstrations of the new technology incorporate content designed by the technologists themselves. The demonstrations often
expose the technology and all of the technical possibilities instead of focusing in
on the content of the application. A variety of technical advances have suffered
because of this. Some technology was integrated so poorly that we have yet to see
anyone else attempt any development in those areas.
Interactive movies is a realm that was tried and has generally failed. Although
interactive CD-ROM movie adventures have had success, a variety of interactive
movies failed in movie theaters. "Mr. Payback" (1995) was a short interactive film
that ran at a few theaters across the country. Installed at each viewer's seat was a
joystick with four buttons. At various points in the movie the viewers were given a
choice of what a character should do. The most number of votes were used to
determine what should happen. The movie bombed. It did not work due to the fact
that the movie was awful. Although technologies have been invented for audience
participation such as Loren Carpenter's Cinematrix paddle system, that have
proved successful as an interface, there have not been any further attempts at creating interactive movies for the theater [Dodsworth97]. In questioning a screenwriter as to how Hollywood could make a bad movie I was told that the studios
reach a point where they have invested so much money in pre-production that they
have no choice than to follow through with the movie. Such was probably the case
with the interactive movie. I am sure that the majority of the production involved
the logistics of installing the hardware. Interactive films also require a unique
screenwriter who can understand how to create a plot that has multiple twists.
They are also hindered by the lack of a successful tool set to clearly develop stories
with multiple paths. In creating most of today's films developers do not understand the extra steps necessary to create interactive content. It often requires an
order of magnitude more effort and time for which most studios and writers are not
willing to commit. For now it will take a giant effort of the industry to get over
that hurdle. Once a successful application of interactive film is developed we will
see more of them.
Another failure of the film industry that almost set it back a number of years was
the development of computer graphics. Tron was the first movie to extensively use
computer graphics for special effects. It too suffered by being a bad movie. It also
tried to extensively and prominently display the computer graphics. The computer
graphics were the story and that was it. Following the release of Tron studios were
unsure about the use of computer graphics in film. Computer graphics did improve
and the studios learned to adopt them. We even now have completely computegenerated characters. But like most of these failures, the disconnect between the
development of the story and the integration of the technology was too large for
this initial trial to be successful.
Graphics are not the only computer technology to have initial failures in entertainment. CD-ROMs had problems as well. The promise of the CD-ROM media left
many anxious to take advantage of the large storage capacity. Initial CD-ROM
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experiences were nothing more than enhanced books. The CD-ROM was used
simply as a distribution medium for large amounts of data that was put together in
an arbitrary means. Video was one of the new media forms that could now be
incorporated into an experience. The CD-ROM games grew from one disc
upwards of five or six to accommodate the massive amount of movies. These
experiences had limited interaction for the user. Luckily the novelty of the CDROM as a distribution media wore off and people began focusing in on the content
of these games. Games such as Myst and Riven have fully taken advantage of the
ability to incorporate beautiful graphics, interactivity and video. There are many
games that have now benefited from the ease of distribution of the CD-ROM but
new media is promising even greater capacity with more room for content.
DVD-ROM has a potential capacity of twenty-eight times that of a CD-ROM. We
are already seeing DVD movies with supplemental content that can run on a computer. Sony as well as Microsoft have adopted DVD media for their next generation game consoles. The DVD has not been defined outside of the movie industry.
Due to the large capacity, DVD holds the promise to provide a variety of experiences from watching a movie to playing a game all on the same disc. The enormous amount of data requires a large development time and cost to fill it up.
It will take some time until the full potential of this media is met. We are going to
be forever increasing the amount of data that we can distribute to the end user.
Past practice has taught us, no pun intended, that size does not matter, it is how you
use it. These large portable storage media enable us to package movie clips, full
audio tracks as well as graphic content, but as is the case with most interactive
media, it only functions well if the developers create an engaging experience for
the user.
At the MIT Media Lab, technology is constantly developed that can be incorporated into interactive entertainment experiences. In particular the Physics and
Media group, led by Neil Gershenfeld, focuses in on the "atoms" of media. His
group develops new sensors and technology for creating physical interfaces. Many
projects at the lab focus on incorporating the new technology with interesting content in a variety of areas. In October 1999, at the Sens*bles conference at MIT, the
Physics and Media Group presented a project for which they collaborated with the
Flying Karamazov Brothers juggling group. They worked together to create a
variety of sensors for their juggling clubs. They put together a show that incorporated the technology with their juggling. The show was in effect about that technology with the jugglers giving a long explanation of what the technology was
doing. It was a failure in that there was little benefit in having the two parties work
together. The juggling capabilities were not enhanced by the technology nor were
the uses of the technology beyond this small scope apparent to the viewers. The
mappings of the sensor data to the changes they made were very literal, in effect
questioning its role in the performance. This project suffered in that it did not take
advantage of the Media Lab resources as a whole; ignoring the groups who look at
how to successfully integrate digital content.
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Although various groups at the Media Lab do simply focus in on developing core
technology, the lab on a whole does have a very good understanding of how to create experiences that successfully incorporate technology. The Karamozov show
suffered because the Karamozovs themselves did not understand what the technology can do. They were only interested in direct mappings, for example where a
sensor trigger plays a note directly rather than influencing some ongoing process.
They were also so excited about having technology from MIT that the technology
was prominently spoken about. It really was a step backward for the lab in that
previous collaborations with artists such as Yo-Yo Ma and the magicians Penn and
Teller really did focus on integration of that technology and creation of the content
rather than simply displaying the technology. The Yo-Yo Ma project consisted of
the development of a new Hypercello that incorporated sensors that measured how
he was playing [Chung92]. The data from the sensors was used to indirectly control an entire orchestra of sounds. Instead of simply triggering notes that matched
his playing, the data was used to control musical processes. The Penn and Teller
project developed similarly. It consisted of a special Sensor Chair that was able to
sense where an occupant's hands are in space. That data is also mapped to musical
content. In this case the whole performance is framed by a magic trick. In both of
these performances the technology was not the focus, the entire concept was. The
Karamozov project did not look at creating a complete show. It simply pasted
technology on top of something else. Hopefully this is a lesson learned that will
not be repeated.

FIGURE 2-6.

Yo-Yo Ma playing the Hypercello

One of the most controversial projects at the Media Lab recently was the Brain
Opera [Machover96]. The Brain Opera is an interactive music experience for the
public that opened in 1996. It consisted of three parts; a live performance, an interactive installation and an Internet component. The general idea was to incorporate
user-generated content from the Internet, the lobby installation as well as the live
performers along with some prerecorded and pre-composed pieces to create a new
experience with each show. In reality the integration across all these media was
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minimal, but it was a start. The technology was hidden both on stage and within
the performance space. The goal was to create something new and to define a new
relationship between the public and a composer. It was a successful Media Lab
project in that it took the work of over fifty students, faculty and staff to create it.
Some of the first multi-user musical java applets were also developed for this
project. The project incorporated a variety of novel sensing systems that were specifically designed for the musical application that they would work with. It was
the integration of the project that was key. It was only a beginning, but for me it
was a starting point for many things that I wish to pursue in the realm of interactive
experience design.
More recently, other projects have made further progress balancing, interface
design and content. Pete Rice's Stretchable Music continued this exploration of
the relationship between the composer and the end user. The installation at SIGGRAPH 98 allowed a natural interaction with something synthetic [Strickon98- 1].
The laser rangefinder, when combined with the physical dynamics that were programmed into the objects, gave a feeling tangibility to the music objects. Other
projects have continued the use of graphical and tangible interfaces for music composition.
Joe Paradiso has continued his exploration of low-cost sensors for music controllers. The Tapper is a set of sensors that can be applied to an ordinary pane of glass.
The glass subsequently becomes responsive, being able to pinpoint both the location and amplitude of taps. This sensor has been used on store windows, creating
an interactive experience right on the street. Another one of Joe's sensors is a lowcost sensor for measuring dancers in a club-like atmosphere [Paradiso02]. Mark
Feldmeier has recently completed developing these sensors that wirelessly transmit information about the rate at which someone is dancing. Collectively, the
information of the group is used to drive the music being generated.
We may not need new devices to create new experiences. We may already be carrying the interfaces with us. Golan Levin has recently performed a piece called
Dialtones [Batista0l]. It is performed using the audience's cellphones. Audience
members register their phones and download specific ringtones. They are assigned
specific seats and the piece is performed by calling individuals at specific times.
The audience becomes a collaborative, polyphonic output device. But why stop at
cellphones.
Majestic, is touted as "The Game that Plays You."[Young0l] Majestic is a game
unlike no other. It uses software that people are already familiar with such as AOL
Instant Messenger, Realplayer and the web. It doesn't stop there. Majestic also
incorporates the use of phones, email and fax machines. The premise is that the
player is drawn into a government conspiracy. Play occurs over real time. Players
interact with characters through email and IM. Players also receive phone calls
from people in the game. Puzzles are solved by searching the web, calling fictitious companies and pulling clues off of faxes. It was subscription based with
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players paying $9.99/month. Unfortunately the puzzles were too easy and the
game ended after the fourth episode. It did make progress in interactivity by creating a game that was layered over a variety of different media. The game was ubiquitous to some extent. It is this creative adoption of existing technology where we
are going to see the most interesting ideas evolve.
Much is the case with a recent project at the Emerging Technologies venue at SIGGRAPH 2002 [Newton-DunnO2]. Block Jam is a musical construction toolkit,
where each block has a graphical display, pushbutton and dial. Users can create
music sequences by connecting blocks. There are two different types of blocks,
play blocks and path blocks. Play blocks start sequences, while path blocks direct
them. By varying the length of time one holds down the play block button, one can
vary the tempo of the sequence that it starts. The music was interesting and the
blocks were fun to play with. The project didn't incorporate any far reaching technology, but it was elegantly designed. This project got so many things right.

FIGURE 2-7.

Block Jam

We are also seeing the development of larger integrated spectacles such as Tod
Machover's Toy Symphony. The Toy Symphony is a collaborative effort between
children and symphony orchestras. Children create their own compositions using
Hyperscore, a graphical musical composition tool, which are then played by the
orchestras. Kids also perform on stage using toy instruments designed at MIT.
The tools and instruments seek to minimize the learning curve of playing an instrument while allowing as much creative expression as possible. This form of user
generated content is breaking down the barriers between the audience and performers.
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The largest spectacle that one can partake in today would be Las Vegas. Las Vegas
represents a form that I would refer to as 15-minute entertainment. Hi-tech shows
such as the Fountains of Bellagio or the Treasure Island Pirate Show thrill audiences for fifteen minutes and then cycle again and again, every night. These hotels
spend millions on these spectaculars that are designed to draw people in to the
casinos, yet they stop at drawing people in to these experiences. While each hotel
tries to out do each other, they neglect the opportunity waiting right there to create
a truly engaging experience. Each Vegas hotel is intricately themed, creating a uniform aesthetic that follows you. Using modem technology, these fantasy worlds
have the opportunity to draw the guests into them in ways never before imagined.
So what now? We know how technology has developed to create experiences that
seem real. We know about technology that began to engage the user. We also
know about the problems of integration of the technology with the content. So
what can we expect in the future? We will see the development of interactive experiences that span across media. Although parts can be experienced individually,
the whole story is only revealed by participating in all of the parts. These experiences would not be the media blitzes that we see today from such franchises as
Star Wars. They will be experiences that have integrated media. You will be able
to watch a movie and then go to the web for further experiences. Games and toys
will be more than replicated content. We are already seeing this today with such
technologies as Enhanced-TV and the web. Enhanced-TV allows people to play
along with the television by participating on a web site. It is currently in use with
the show "Who wants to be a millionaire." But that is only a start.
Television shows such as Dawson's Creek and Oz have created web sites that
incorporate new content. The Dawson's Creek website allows you to logon to the
desktops of the 4 main characters computers, examining their journals and files.
The Oz website supplemented the show last season by providing mini-movies
detailing the story of a policeman who went undercover in Oz. The web is now
seen as a medium where culture is built around television and movies. Much of the
content is user-generated in the form of fan pages and sites that offer speculation
and info into new movie releases. Studios are taking advantage of this fan base by
directly releasing trailers and info on the web. But the web is not enough.
Physical spaces such as live performance venues and LBEs will now provide a
means for user preparation as well as a post event experience. By linking content
to the user outside these spaces, the experiences themselves will be further appreciated. In effect the Disney pre-show is no longer a 5-minute event; it is all of the
activities leading up to the location-based experience. Technology is being developed to allow a user to take home parts of the event with him. This allows a user to
quickly make the jump into finding post event material. The web is a cheap way of
engaging a user after an event, allowing a user to easily experience new content.
Games and toys will follow, where they are not simply recreations of episodic
movie or TV content. A child may bring a toy to a theme park where the toy serves
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a vehicle for bringing new content in and out of the venue. It will not be easy to
create these experiences, but the technology is available to do it.
I hope to begin the development of a system that can bring the engineers closer to
the content creators by developing a language for interactive experience design. I
hope to generate a new programming paradigm by building a flexible design environment that allows access to all sorts of physical media. You could imagine that if
one wanted to send a single channel of digital audio over the web, it would be a
simple as connecting two modules. You could also take in data from almost any
source such as serial or MIDI controllers. I hope that by working at the middle
ground, others will follow in creating physical experiences that reach across spaces
and media. By developing a system that allows one to quickly experiment with
interactive experience design, I hope to learn what works well. This platform for
networked entertainment experiences could be the start for a new methodology of
interactive design.
Coordinating media is a challenge that many of the big companies are not ready to
handle. In part there are two problems. The first problem is that they already make
money off of the content and experiences as they now stand and they are not willing to make any additional investment. The second problem is that the companies
themselves are very compartmentalized, so coordinating these smaller groups is a
huge challenge for the upper management. It is also a problem in that technology
within the entertainment companies is limited to specific areas. The entertainment
companies need to look towards creating positions where people have a grasp of
not only technology, but also of how to effectively use it in the context of interactive entertainment. The big companies such as Disney, Time Warner and Sony
must become organized in this manner, as the next big area beyond the dot.com is
the creation of coordinated entertainment experiences. Much as the independent
film industry has proved to be a viable means of combating the large companies,
we will soon see the equivalent for digital entertainment. The record industry is
about to collapse with digital distribution, Hollywood can not create a decent film
and the videogame industry has not been able to step that far outside of fighting
games. Successful integration will be the next boom. Entertainment networks are
the answer that will provide meaningful experiences that outlast individual movies,
books, games, rides and television.

What does history tell us?
So what does this long story reveal to us about how we should go about building
new experiences? Throughout history, many theatrical techniques developed that
were based on a variety of assumptions as to what the audience would be looking
at. Understanding of the human perceptual system was key in everything from
magic shows to arena spectaculars. Perceptual cognition isn't strictly confined to
mental tricks, but also encompasses the physical limitations of the body. Visual
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compression schemes, such as those used in broadcast television as well as auditory algorithms such as audio masking, help increasing the bandwidth of a variety
of data streams [Pohlmann95]. As for interactivity, there exists a core set of features. First off is the ability to create user-generated content. This is how participants will be able to leave their marks. It shows that the system is able to taylor a
unique response to each individual. Another feature is the establishment of a pathway for the transmission of information. This is most modernly implemented as
data networks. For the users, it means understanding all of the auditory, visual, and
tactile means of conveying information. We also need the means of encapsulating
sensor input and content generation by some sort of a descriptive language. MIDI
is such an example of parameterizing both musical input and output data. People
are also interested in personal access to content. People don't want to be herded
through an experience. Like the modern museum exhibits, such as the Experience
Music Project, where people are given pda devices, we are interested in having the
ability to pick the pieces we are most interested in and diving deeper. The ability to
time-shift access to content in this way is an important feature to recognize. Finally
we should be aware of how the tangibility of data helps people retain a piece of
their experience. The ability to both bring from and take home information out of
an experience allows the attraction to extend itself outside of its space. Today, this
is only evidenced by the photos one can buy on a thrill ride, but as these experiences become more interactive, that data could be encapsulated into something
else, such as a cd, being the final result of an interactive music attraction. All in all,
we must look back at history and the many simple things that help make our experiences entertaining. Once the immediate spectacle wears off people are going to
look deeper. We must make sure that something exists there.
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CHAPTER 3

Modem Technical Systems

A variety of technologies exist for getting data in and out of a computer. These cover
everything from digital audio to remote network communications. Unfortunately
not all hardware manufacturers offer the average programmer, the ability to communicate with their devices. While some companies design their hardware to use open
standards, others require exclusive developer licensing. Independent of these specific developer agreements, there are quite a variety of devices that one can write
software for.

DigitalAudio
One of the primary features that has become increasingly important is the playback
of low-latency digital audio. From the Brain Opera to the Hyperstrings, a separate
computer was always used to play back digital audio. A variety of software tools are
available for such purpose, each using a platform specific SDK for audio output. It
is becoming increasingly easier to write one's own digital audio playback software.
A large number of software libraries are available for that purpose.
Windows Multimedia
The lowest level that one can program audio playback on a PC, using Windows is
through the Windows Multimedia waveout functions. Latency with the waveout
functions is on the order of 100ms, at best. Waveout relies on setting up a callback.
It is the programmer's responsibility to set up a number of buffers to be passed to the
sound driver when called. Waveout programming is also limited to two channels.
These libraries are most often used for games.
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DirectSound
One of the limitations of using the waveout functions on Windows, is that only I
stereo stream could be playing at any one time. This means that you are not only
limited to one audio application playing, but also one stereo stream within that
application. As a fix to this, Microsoft created the DirectSound API which sits as a
layer between your application and your hardware. DirectSound takes care of
mixing the channels for you. Unfortunately, DirectSound is just a layer above the
Windows waveout functions, so latency is not improved and in some cases is worsened. DirectSound also simplifies things by the creation of a single double buffered scheme, rather than a round robin arbitrary series of single buffers.
DirectSound seems to be the primary API associated with game programming.

Sound Manager
For Mac OS 9 and earlier, the default method of outputting digital audio is through
the use of Sound Manager. Sound Manager is also limited to a single stereo pair
and has similar problems of waveout with regard to latency. Sound Manager applications implement a double buffering scheme with a callback.

ASIO
The ASIO (Audio Streaming Input Output) SDK is a cross platform library, Windows and Mac OS 9, for the streaming of multi-channel digital audio in and out of
a computer. The SDK is managed by Steinberg and requires a developer to register
to download the necessary code. It is currently the standard to which all manufacturers make their hardware compatible, even in the case of simultaneously offering
alternative proprietary means of using their audio hardware. ASIO allows one to
create a fixed callback for all channels, with latencies as low as 64 samples. You
can also set significantly high sample rates, upwards of 96KHz. In Mac OS 9 and
Windows, ASIO is the best sdk around for streaming audio. It is also great in that
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ASIO handles all of the hardware i/o, making it easy to switch audio interfaces.
Software can run on many different sound output devices.
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ALSA
The ALSA (Advanced Linux Sound Architecture) is a set of programming libraries
for sound input and output in Linux. It can be used for writing drivers as well as
writing multi-channel audio applications. Latency is similar to that of ASIO, but
the use of the Linux, provides additional constraints for the user with regard to the
availability of drivers. Hardware manufacturers rarely write ALSA drivers.

Digidesign DirectIO
Hardware manufacturers often have proprietary means of communicating with
their hardware. Such is the case with Digidesign. Digidesign licenses DirectIO, a
set of libraries, used to write audio software for playback on Digidesign hardware.
For the purpose of investigation, I had tried to acquire the appropriate code fragments, but was unsuccessful. Fortunately for end users, ASIO drivers exist for
some of the Digidesign hardware interfaces.

MOTU MAS
Mark of the Unicorn (MOTU), provides a similar set of libraries for accessing its
multi-channel audio systems called MOTU Audio System (MAS). A developer is
free to access these libraries, once approved, although they are only available for
Mac OS 9.
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Core Audio
Core Audio is Apple's latest audio system for Mac OS X. It provides low-latency,
multi-channel audio streaming. It is the defacto standard now for Macintosh. It
incorporates many of the features found in ASIO. Core Audio also incorporates
object based patching support in its Audio Units SDK. You can code little widgets
such as sample rate converters and effects units to be inserted into your signal path.
Core Audio allow you to query your system for information on the hardware capabilities. It operates in a callback and allows you to service all of the channels
simultaneously. We are on the verge of seeing plenty of hardware support for Core
Audio. The current release of Mac OS X also include an audio setup utility used to
configure parameters of your audio system. Like ASIO, Core Audio has standardized multi-channel digital audio on the Mac. There is only one way of playing
audio and it is of the highest quality.
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MIDI Musical Instrument DigitalInterface
MIDI is an asynchronous serial protocol, used to control electronic musical instruments. It is the heart of any interactive music application today. It is the means of
connecting musical controllers and synthesizers. It operates at 31.250 KBPS over
0 to 5 volts. MIDI is a compression scheme that works by sending descriptive
changes of music, rather than digital audio. The following figure shows the tradi-
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tional physical circuit and pinout for MIDI ports. Most synthesizers contain MIDI
in, out and thru connections, while controllers often only have an out. In connections simply receive MIDI while thru connections simply reflect what is already at
the input. MIDI out connections may filter the data, removing the messages
intended for itself. The MIDI protocol includes messages for time code and has
also been adopted for machine control. MIDI has proven to be a great standard,
but its low bandwidth can quickly produce latency problems when too many messages are sent. Getting MIDI in and out of a computer is accomplished in a variety
of different ways on every platform.
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FIGURE 3-3.

MIDI Hardware 1/0 Circuit

Windows Multimedia
Windows Multimedia also provides services for MIDI input and output for a variety of different MIDI hardware options. MIDI output is relatively straight forward,
while MIDI input requires the creation of a callback routine. System Exclusive
messages are read in separately. MIDI input and output varies dramatically across
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Windows platforms, as the maximum number or ports differs as well as the scheduling of threads and processes. I have experimented and used this method of MIDI
i/o, but one can never get timing information better than ims. This really makes
Windows a non-ideal solution to MIDI playback and input. Windows XP is supposed to solve most of this, but has other problems as well.

OMS
OMS was originally called the Opcode Music System and late rebranded Open
Music System. It was developed by Doug Wyatt and a team of Apple programmers for Mac OS 9 and earlier. OMS manages all of the MIDI resources for your
computer, allowing one to create MIDI sources and destinations that can appear in
applications that use OMS. This is accomplished through the use of the OMS
Setup utility. The utility serves as a front end to your hardware resources. Any
application that supports OMS can then present your MIDI hardware as sources
and destinations within the program.
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FreeMIDI
FreeMIDI provides a similar means of organizing MIDI devices to OMS. FreeMIDI is distributed by Mark of the Unicorn and can handle a variety of MIDI
devices. Applications that support FreeMIDI can allow one to communicate with
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the sources and destinations directly. FreeMIID also includes its own setup program.
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FIGURE 3-5.

FreeMIDI Setup

DirectMusic
DirectMusic is Microsofts's latest effort in the creation of a MIDI library. It supposed strengths are support for more channels and better timing. It includes hundreds of pages of documentation, providing more tools then one would need. It is
mostly targeted at playback, especially for games. It includes support for downloadable sounds (DLS), allowing programmers and designers the ability to take
advantage of a supplied software synthesizer. Windows will still be Windows, and
as great as their claimed timing may be, in reality we know to expect the worst.
ALSA
ALSA also provides limited support for MIDI input and output. The hardware
support is minimal at best, but tricks can be played in a unix environment that can
not be tried in windows as far as timing.
Core MIDI
Core MIDI is Apple's newest MIDI API for Mac OS X. It was written by Doug
Wyatt, one of the original programmers of OMS. It incorporates all of the best features of the earlier APIs. Although hardware support is minimal right now, it provides excellent support for time-stamped MIDI input and output. Included in the
latest release of Mac OS X 10.2, is a MIDI setup tool similar to OMS, allowing
you to configure your studio and set sources and destinations. Applications using
Core MIDI, may choose to make use of this data or requery the system for the connected devices. Simple callbacks are used to service incoming MIDI data streams
and devices can be easily opened and closed dynamically. Core MIDI also provides a trivial mechanism for directly patching MIDI ports together. Although its
documentation was the most succinct, a simple header file, it proved to be the most
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developer friendly API I have used to date. This is the API that I am currently
using and have had the most success with.
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DMX512
DMX512 is the communication protocol used to control most professional lighting
fixtures. Electrically it is RS-485 serial at 250KBPS. RS-485 is a bus protocol
allowing up to 32 devices to share a set of communications wires. RS-485 also
requires the bus to be terminated with a simple resistor. Unlike MIDI, DMX512
continually sends all of the channel values, not just the changes, in a packet
referred to as a universe. Each universe can have from I to 512 data bytes or channels. Each channel can be any value from 0-255. DMX512 is most often transmitted on twisted pair cable with 5-pin XLR connectors, although only 3 pins are
used. The pinout can be determined from the following figure and table. DMX
cable must be a shielded twisted pair. Microphone cable will not work. One suitable cable is the ProPlex PC224T, consisting of two twisted pairs and a shield. the
following table summarized the pinout for these cables. Each DMX device has a
set of dip switches for setting the base address. Sophisticated robotic intelligent
lights may use a number of channels, for everything from color selection to strobe
rate. The first projects that I used DMX with, involved nothing more than sending
MIDI commands to a DMX lighting board. As my work progressed, I realized that
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the lighting board could be eliminated completely, sending DMX right out of the
computer.

FIGURE 3-7. DMX XLR Connectors Male Input (top) Female
Output (bottom)
TABLE 3-1.
Pin

DMX Pinout
Wire

Signal

Shield

ground/OV

Inner Conductor (black)

Data -

Inner Conductor (white)

Data +

Inner Conductor (green)

Spare Data -

Inner Conductor (red)

Spare Data +

Art-Net
In an effort to increase both the bandwidth of DMX512 along with the ability of
computer control of intelligent lighting, a variety of standards are being developed
for the packaging of DMX512 data into ethernet packets. One such protocol is
Art-Net. Art-Net includes the ability for device discovery as well as a theoretical
limit of 255 universes of data. A practical expectation is roughly about 60 universes. Art-Net communication occurs through the use of UDP packets over a
1OBaseT network. The following table details the contents of an Art-Net DMX
packet.
Broadcast communication can occur on port Ox1936 on either
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2.255.255.255 or 126.255.255.255. As Art-Net uses ethernet, it is platform independent and can be incorporated into any system.
Field
I

Name
ID[8]

Size
Int8

Description
Array of 8 characters, the final character is a null termination.

2

OpCode

Intl6

Value = 'A' Yr 't' '-' 'N' 'e' 't' OxOO
The OpCode defines the class of data following ArtPoll within
this UDP packet. Transmitted low byte first.

3
4

ProtVerH
ProtVer

Int8
Int8

5
6

Fillerl
Physical

Int8
Int8

7

Universe

Intl6

8

LengthHi

Int8

9

Length

Int8

10

Data

Int8

OpOutput 0x5000 This is an ArtDMX data packet. It contains
DMX5 12 information for a single Universe.
High byte of the Art-Net protocol revision number.
Low byte of the Art-Net protocol revision number. Current
value 14
Pad length to match ArtPoll
The physical input port from which DMX512 data was input.
This Field in for information only. Use Universe for data routing.
The high byte is currently set to zero. The low byte is the
address of this Universe of data. In DMXHub, the high nibble is
the Sub-net switch and the low Nibble is the Universe address
switch. Transmitted low byte first.
The length of the DMX5 12 data array. This value should be an
even number in the range 2 - 512. It represents the number of
DMX512 channels received.
High Byte.
The length of the DMX5 12 data array. This value should be an
even number in the range 2 - 512. It represents the number of
DMX5 12 channels received.
Low Byte.
An array of DMX5 12 lighting data.

[Length]
TABLE 3-2.

Art-Net DMX512 Packet

InterapplicationCommunication
A variety of APIs and tools exist to allow one application to send and receive information from another. Many of these target digital audio and MIDI, allowing for
the control of a software synthesizer from a sequencing program.
Re Wire
ReWire is a technology developed by Propellerheads that allows one to stream up
to 64 tracks of digital audio between applications. It also allows one to send MIDI
to another application and get back sample accurate audio streams. A common
transport mechanism allows you to synchronize playback of a ReWire application
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with the host. Reason is a software synthesizer that supports ReWire playback.
Using ReWire, Reason can be transformed into, in essence, an audio renderer,
allowing one to receive high quality digital audio directly from a given set of control parameters. ReWire is supported on the Windows platforms as well as Mac
OS 9. You must become an authorized developer to use this technology. I have
successfully written my own ReWire host application, which allowed me to stream
digital audio from Reason into my program.

FIGURE 3-8.

Cubase ReWire Panel

DirectConnect
DirectConnect is a similar library to ReWire but is limited to Digidesign products.
DirectConnect allows one to stream multi-channel digital audio into ProTools'
mixer. It is used for such applications as Soft Samplecell. I have tried to acquire
the relevant code but was unsuccessful in my attempts.

IAC
Interapplication Communication (IAC), is a set of tools available on Mac OS 9 and
earlier, allowing programs to talk to each other. The most effective use of IAC is
that in OMS. OMS allows for 4 separate IAC channels, such that MIDI can be
quickly and easily routed between applications. IAC can also be used to send
generic Apple events.
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VST
Virtual Studio Technology (VST) is Steinberg's plug-in architecture for writing
dsp widgets. Most recently there is added support for MIDI control, in essence
enabling one to write a synthesizer. VST plug-ins require a host application. This
is nice in writing a host application, you would immediately have access to a variety of existing modules. Second, in writing a plug-in, it can be used in a variety of
existing applications. VST support exist in Windows, Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X.
Support in Mac OS X is built into Core Audio. It looks like a promising technology.

RS-232
RS-232 is a standard serial protocol for device communication. Almost every custom device that I have designed, communicated using RS-232. It is really simple
to implement as most modem microcontrollers have built-in UARTS. Most modem computers have at least one serial port. RS-232 is a single-ended, voltage
interface, with a logical zero being any value from +3V to +25V and a logical one
being any value from -3V to -25V. A nine pin DB-9 connector, shown in the following figure is most commonly used, although a 25 pin DB-25 may be found as
well. RS-232 also includes pins for flow control, but these may be optionally used.
On many Macintosh computers you may find a smaller Din-8 connector, shown in
figure. These use RS-422, which is a differential version of RS-232. This allows
for higher bandwidths and longer cable lengths.
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Windows provides its own api for communicating with serial ports, while UNIX
and Mac OS X can simply use posix file i/o.

DATA
SET
READY
(DSR)

CL
I

REQUEST
TOSEND
(9Tm)

FIGURE 3-9.

RINGINDICATOR
(RI)

RS-232 DB9 Pinout Male

to + serial data in to card

from + serial data out from card

to - serial data in to cord

from - seral data out from card

signa ground

FIGURE 3-10.

RS-422 DIN-8 Pinout Male Connector From Device

Ethernet
Ethernet is a means of networked communication. It is the way computers can talk
to each other. The most common form of cabling is CAT-5, with RJ45 connectors.
The following figure and table details the pinout for a standard ethernet cable.
Standard cables connect computers to hubs and switches. For connecting a computer to a computer or hub to hub, a crossover cable is required, which is detailed
in the next table. Most new Macintosh computers have the ability to autosense the
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connection and crossover automatically. The following figure and tables illustrate
the proper cabling for ethernet.

Pin 1-8
FIGURE 3-11.

Name
TX+
TXRX+

RX-

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RJ45 Connector Front View

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Wire color
White/Orange
Orange
White/Green
Blue
White/Blue
Green
White/Brown
Brown

TABLE 3-3. Ethernet Cable
Color
White/Orange
Orange
White/Green
Green
Blue
White/Blue
White/Brown
Brown
TABLE 3-4.

Name
TX+
TXRX+
RX-

Pin
1
2
3
6
4
5
7
8

Nam
e
TX+
TX+
RX+

RX-

Straight Through
Pin
3
6
1
2
4
5
7
8

Name
RX+
RXTX+
TX-

Ethernet Cable Crossover

A variety of communications protocols exist for sending data over a network. The
primary difference between protocols is in who will receive the packets as well
how you know the packet was received.

TCP/IP
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP/IP) is the most robust form of network communication. Packets are sent to a destination address, with guaranteed delivery.
Packet order is also preserved along with error correction through a checksum.
This all comes at a cost of additional bandwidth overhead.
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UDP/IP
User Datagram Protocol (UDP/IP) is a lightweight, connectionless scheme for
communicating on a network. Packets are sent to a destination address, but delivery is not guaranteed. There is no ordering and no checksum. These trade-offs
come with the ability of lower latency and higher bandwidth.
IP Broadcasting
IP Broadcasting uses the exact same scheme as UDP/IP, but packets are sent to a
reserved broadcast address. The broadcast address is derivative of a host's subnet.
Broadcast packets are serviced by all hosts on that particular subnet which can
either benefit or hurt you, depending on your application. Since all packets are serviced, if the majority of broadcast packets are not intended for a particular host,
that host will be wasting time reading them. On the flip side, IP Broadcasting
allows you to easily scale the number of hosts on the network without a reduction
in bandwidth.
IP Multicasting
IP Broadcasting is limited to a local network. If broadcast packets are required to
cross networks, IP Multicasting is necessary. In order to receive multicast packets,
one must subscribe to a multicast address. Multicast also requires that the hardware between networks support forwarding of those packets. One can also specify the number of hops that packet will live by specifying the IP Time-to-Live
(TTL) field.

FireWire
FireWire or IEEE1394 is a high speed serial bus capable of upwards of 400MBPS.
It incorporates means of asynchronous and isochronous data streaming. Although
a communications protocol exists, many companies are adopting the physical layer
and implementing their own protocols.
MLAN
MLAN is a new standard proposed by Yamaha. It provides for the streaming of
digital audio and MIDI over FireWire or 1394. Yamaha has incorporated MLAN
into many of its synthesizers and digital mixers, enabling user to simply connect a
single FireWire cable to a mixing console. In Mac OS 9, ASIO drivers exist for the
few MLAN devices out there, but Apple has also announced support for MLAN in
OS X.
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ProgrammingTools
A variety of tools exist for the programming of interactive content. Most of these
integrated environments enable one to visually program an experience.

Macromedia Director
Macromedia Director is a programming environment that is traditionally used to
create experiences such as museum kiosks. It has been further extended to allow
the creation of simple 3D games. Director follows a metaphor of the theater, with
the stage being the main screen that everything is drawn on. Sprites and other
sources of content are considered part of the cast. Director allows one to create
relatively complex applications in a simple fashion. One does not need to compile
your application, as it is interpreted in real-time. A variety of export options exist,
that enable you to publish your project to an application or to Shockwave, for the
web. To create a standalone app, you create a projector, which becomes a doubleclickable file. A variety of companies provide what are referred to as Xtras, which
are compiled widgets that enable all sorts of new features such as the use of Beatnik audio. The Speaking Trees in the Brain Opera were created with Director.
That worked well, but there was limited access to other sensing hardware. Director also offers minimal real-time support for interactivity.
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MAX/MSP
MAX is a Macintosh application for the creation of interactive music applications
and experiences. One creates applications by graphically programming, using text
boxes. MAX includes all sorts of objects for the creation and manipulation of
MIDI streams. Recently, additional features have been included for digital signal
processing of digital audio with MSP. MAX has support for OMS, FreeMIDI,
MOTU MAS and ReWire. MAX is a great tool for designing interactive pieces.
There is a large community of developers who are sharing both patches and modules. I have experimented with MAX a lot and find it very useful. It really is the
only tool currently available for the design of interactive applications where you
can get good access to i/o. Unfortunately, MAX applications can be difficult to
debug once they reach substantial size. It also can be difficult to find spurious links
that you may have deleted accidentally.

MDI
Pitch
input

Oscillator
frequwes

FIGURE 3-13.

Simple MAX Patch

For the Future
It is now clear that we have a variety of means of getting data in and out of a computer. We can also communicate with plenty of devices, from sensing systems to
robotic lighting. Audio and MIDI are becoming increasingly important as our systems become more powerful. What once required racks of specialized hardware,
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can all be accomplished using a fast computer and a good multi-channel soundcard. Hardware companies are trying to use standard apis across multiple platforms. For the experience developer, he will choose the platform that balances the
best performance with the availability of hardware support for I/O. Mac OS X
looks to be a clear winner in the latency and I/O department, but hardware limitations may allow PCs to dominate in pure processing ability. Experiences of the
future will require coordination of all of these media, including audio, MIDI,
DMX and sensor input. Real-time interactivity has a unique set of constraints that
requires careful planning, but for the first time ever, a tremendous number of
options exist to leverage off of a variety of existing tools.
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CHAPTER 4

So where does the content for our current entertainment experiences come from?
The answer is that most is reappropriated from other media. Consider the following
media:
-

-

books
movies
television
plays and musicals
music
comics
toys
videogames
games
rides

There are thus 90 ways that one media could transform into another. Many of these
adoptions are not much else than branding. I would like to pick out a few of the most
successful and least successful adoptions of content in order to make a specific point.
We need to understand how these media interact. New experiences will exploit these
links for their merits rather than simply a way to make more money.
Books ->Movies
How many times have we seen a movie and uttered the phrase, "It was good, but the
book was better."? Books to movies have had great success. Ian Flemming's James
Bond series has to be one of the best. Most recently, the Harry Potter series and the
Lord of the Rings trilogy have brought some of the most compelling content to the
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big screen in ways never seen before. The goals were to remain as true to the original as possible. There was success in doing this at the cost of eliminating the
imagination of the reader. Books allow a person to create his or her own vision of
the story, while movies implant that vision in the strictest fashion. For example,
Peter Benchley's Jaws, when adopted for film, created mass hysteria and fear of
sharks. Other books, such as Jurassic Park, were written, destined to become film.
People were anxiously anticipating seeing these mysterious creatures come to life.
Unfortunately, many books today are written as such, limiting the content to what
could fit in 90 minutes of film.
Books ->TV
Books that become television series have great success in that the television series
does not simply retell the same story. TV shows are episodic in nature and allow
the production of additional content. TV shows must also present a conflict and
resolution within 1 hour or a half hour. They are timed constrained, while books
can be limitless. The HBO show Sex and the City is such an example, based on
same titled book by Candace Bushnell. It has proven to be a great success. In a
completely different approach to how a book can become a television show, TBS's
Worst Case Scenario adopted a reference manual for its content. It is based on the
survival guide written by Joshua Piven and David Borgenicht. It reenacts some of
the worst case survival events of the book, such as how to jump off a cliff. It has
also added a contest element to the show by pitting two people against one another
in survival race, each episode.
Books->Plays and Musicals
Many classic texts have become plays and musicals. Andrew Lloyd Webber has
composed a variety of musicals based on classic works such as Gaston Leroux's
Phantom of the Opera, Victor Hugo's Les Miserables and T.S. Elliot's Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats. The theater provides an excellent venue for engaging the audience. Effects often reach out into the theater and the validity of live
actors and actresses add to the show. Books provide no emotional interpretation of
the characters. It is often up to the reader to produce this. Plays provide that dramatization of a character through an actor's performance.
Plays and Musicals ->Movies
The transformation of a play or musical into a movie can work really well as both
are performance media. The ability to perfect the actor's performances as well as
incorporate realistic sets and effects, allow the translation to work. Both media are
time constrained. A Few Good Men is an example of a drama that made that transition very well. Meredith Wilson's The Music Man is also an example, allowing
great dancing and musical scenes to be performed, that would be outside the realm
of possibilities for the stage. Plays are also physically constrained in the sense that
all of the action must occur in one physical location, the stage.
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Movies ->Plays and Musicals
In a similar fashion, movies can easily become plays. Again, people enjoy the real
life aspect of the theater. Currently Mel Brook's The Producers as well as the classic movie The Graduate, have become successes on Broadway. People are always
interested in seeing their favorite actors portray these characters. It is a grueling
experience for most of them as they must perform eight times a week. Broadway
has also provided a means of reinventing content such as was done with The Lion
King. Julie Tamor's unique costumes, incorporated a very sophisticated aesthetic
with the original content, making it one of the hottest shows today.
Videogames ->Movies
One of the worst translations of content would be that of a videogame into a
movie. In almost all cases they have failed. Some examples are Final Fantasy,
Super Mario Brothers, Street Fighter and Double Dragon. Final Fantasy may have
been the worst offender as millions were spent on creating the photorealistic animation, while the story was horrible. The hope was that the initial investment in
creating the geometry for the main characters would be recouped by using the
character in other movies as well. Videogames are becoming more like movies
every day, yet presenting a videogame movie in a theater just hasn't worked out.
People enjoy how many games are framed by cinematic sequences which add to
the story, but without the game play it doesn't seem to work. Games are exciting
since the player fills in the plot. The stories are often classics, such as go rescue
the princess. By removing the actual physical element of game play, the videogame movies are nothing more than retelling predictable stories.
Tv->Movies
Another travesty has been the translation of television shows to movies. Such
examples are the Flintstones, Beverly Hillbillies, Mcale's Navy, Car 54, Dragnet,
Josie and the Pussycats and most recently Scooby Doo. In most cases they do in
fact create new content and story lines, however they lose the idiosyncrasies of
their original form. As was discussed earlier, TV shows fit conflict and resolution
into a short fixed time frame. By moving a show to a movie, the story often
obtains an unnatural flow. Simple characters are over complicated. Dramas may
make an easier translation. Some success has occurred with films such as The XFiles. It was a summer blockbuster, that picked up at the end of the previous season of television. Given the content of the series, it translated very well to film.
Games->Movies
One of the farthest stretches that the entertainment industry has attempted has been
the translation of board games into movie stories. The movie Clue is one such
example, being based on the original Parker Brothers board game. In an attempt to
be different, the film had three different endings when it was released in theaters.
Upon translation to video, all three endings were recut into one. The movie was
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amusing and alot of freedom was taken in developing these characters who were
no more than pictures on a playing card.
Movies ->TV
Movies that became television series were rare. One of the most successful that
developed in this fashion was M.A.S.H. Although marginally successful in the
theater, M.A.S.H. was a great television series. The story of the Korean War drew
many parallels to that of the Vietnam War, currently being fought. Movies to TV
can work, as the movie often serves as a pilot, providing in depth character formation.
Movies->Rides
Many movie titles have been reappropriated in to theme park rides. Examples are
Men in Black Alien Attack, Back to the Future: The Ride, Terminator 3-D, E.T.,
Indiana Jones Adventure, Twister, Honey I Shrunk the Audience, Jurassic Park,
Star Tours, King Kong, Jaws, and Earthquake. They all draw on themes of the
original movie, but most follow the similar plot line. Something goes wrong and
the rest of the ride accelerates towards a dramatic ending. Some of these rides
have added elements of minor interactivity. In Men in Black Alien Attack, visitors become agents and have to save the streets of New York by shooting aliens in a
sort of moving shooting arcade. What these rides miss in content, they make up
for in flare. Firestorms, explosions and flash floods are all common elements that
can be reset and replayed at a moments notice. Rides are great at providing physical embodiments of key sequences in film but most lack character and story development.
TV->Rides
One of my most favorite rides is the Twilight Zone Tower of Terror at Disney's
MGM Studio in Orlando Florida. It brings you into an episode of the Twilight
Zone, being a perfect balance of ride and theming. The building is the tallest one
in the park and looks like an old 1930's hotel. You enter through the lobby and
everything remains exactly as it were on that frightful day, complete with layers of
artificial dust. You are heared as a group into a small room, fashioned as an old
library. With a crash of lightning the TV turns on and you start to watch an old episode of the Twilight Zone, complete with an introduction by Rod Serling. This is
where you find out the story of the strange occurrences that happened so long ago.
After the film, you get your chance to rind in a still operational, service elevator
car. The rest is for the imagination. This ride was a real stretch for Disney, as it is
one of the scariest rides in their arsenal. The attention to detail along with the ability to quickly bring the guests into this mysterious world, make this one of the best
rides out there. This ride works as you really feel as if you are a character in this
show. The entire experience is about a half hour, developing a conflict and resolving it with your final plunge down the old elevator shaft.
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FIGURE 4-1.

Tower of Terror

Comics->Rides
There is nothing more fitting for the content of a thrill ride than that of a comic
book super hero. In most cases there has been little more than slapping a name on
the ride, such as the various Superman and Batman roller coasters at any of the Six
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Flags theme parks. Universal took a different approach and has dedicated an entire
area of its latest park, Islands of Adventure, to Marvel superheroes. The most
advanced ride in this section would be The Amazing Adventures of Spiderman.
The ride consists of a motion platform that moves on a track between various
scenes. Each scene contains various theatrical effects along with large computer
generated 3D films, where the characters literally jump out of the picture. The
highlight of the ride is when you are thrown off a building and land in Spiderman's
web. Comic book heroes provide a great resource for rides as each book is often
the perfect length for a story you would tell on a ride. Unfortunately, most rides
based on comics do not have any story at all.
Big Brands
Some content has become so universal that we see it in everything from Happy
Meals to Television shows. From Mickey Mouse to Pokemon, we have seen complete industries develop around this ubiquitous content. Products are developed
for no other reason than the fact that a market exists. From trading cards to action
figures, products are created yet most do not do anything to augment any ongoing
plotline. Creating most of these cookie cutter items consists of nothing more than
changing artwork. Trading card games, action figures, ice cream bars and videogames can all be recreated by the same process each time. Once and a while a brand
develops differently, such as the case with Tod McFarlane's SPAWN. SPAWN
began as a dark comic book targeting an adult audience. Following the creation of
the comic an HBO cartoon series was developed, again targeting adults. Tod
McFarlane got interested in creating a line of action figures, although these would
be more detailed than any before. This style of action figure became the standard
for others to copy. A live action SPAWN movie was also created that starred John
Leguizamo. In each case, the artistic level was kept high while new stories were
written.
Reality Entertainment
So what do we do when we can not create fictional content for our experiences, we
fictionalize real life human characters. We build stories of good versus evil and
weak over strong, such as are developed on shows like Survivor. Hours of footage
are concocted into various plotlines. Jerry Bruckheimer's The Amazing Race, pitted teams of every possible age, race, and sexual orientation against each other.
The recently debuted Anna Nicole Show on E! was the highest rated reality show
on cable and the highest rated show on E! ever. The exploitation of violence in the
media with such brands as the Ultimate Fighting Championship have pushed us to
the limit. It may not be that far in the future for us to witness a televised execution.
But with reality television it has come apparent that you just can not make some
things up. It can not get any better than Ozzy Osbourne, shuffling around his
house, taking out the garbage.
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The Game
The Game can be described as a "Ph.D.-caliber scavenger hunt."[FinkelO] "The
clues themselves are so intricate and choreographed that they approximate small
theatrical productions, occasionally employing a half-dozen or more actors." The
Game is played by people from Microsoft, Oracle and other Silicon Valley companies. Entry fees can be as high as $25,000/team. The Game usually runs for about
24 hours and may require the use of the internet, gps, snorkel gear, climbing gear
and Morse code to succeed. These real life adventure games are growing in popularity, and often require a week of pre-puzzle solving just to get started. Although
few of us may have the ability or desire to spend 24 hours running around a city,
bickering with your friends about how to use the periodic table of elements to turn
a mysterious sentence into a phone number, the idea of creating a game that plays
in the real world is compelling. The clues to these puzzles are solved using knowledge readily available. Industry is picking up on this idea with games such as
Majestic. Live Planet was producing a show called "The Runner", which involved
people using the Internet and tv to perform a real live manhunt for a cash prize.
The has yet to air.
Towards a Unified Future
So what does this say for the future? It is clear that we enjoy seeing content reappropriated in a new medium, yet we then become hypercritical, comparing it to the
original source. It is also apparent that there is still much room for improvement in
areas such as games, rides, and toys. I would like to see brands conceived on a
much broader scale. How can a videogame supplement a theme park ride? When
will a movie give you that clue to unlock a puzzle in game? When will Commissioner Gordon call me on my cell phone? When will that utility belt toy actually
do something?
Future content areas will rely on the coordination of a variety of different media.
From toys to rides, success will occur once we can look beyond the boundaries of
a single experience. Each of these media activities must still remain self-contained, but nirvana for me would be seeing them interact. Rides have the potential
of being large-scale games. Imagine if progress through a videogame required you
to actually go to a new physical place. What if a movie started where a book left
off? How can a toy successfully integrate with a tv show?
It will take time to sort this all out, but the most interesting experiences will be
developed, taking advantage of multiple media. What better way to get someone
to watch a tv show than revealing the clue to a new puzzle in a videogame. Rides
will give you a hands on experience, be it driving a car or flying a supersonic jet.
The future of these experiences lies in coordinating communications networks.
From print media to cell phones, future experiences will take advantage of interfaces to which we are already accustomed. Like our favorite adventure movies,
plot twists will steer us to different places. The world will be our own holodeck.
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CHAPTER 5

Control
Understanding interactivity is about understanding control. It is about defining the
relationship between your audience and the content. It is about letting people take
their own paths. In "Responsive Environments", Myron Krueger creates eight definitions for an interactive system and experience [Packer01]. The relationship he
defines, ranges from the experience being a dialogue between the system and the
participant to the experience being an extension of one's self. a physical amplifier or
sorts. He also places the participant in the context of a story, where the interactive
system drives the protagonist, being the user. These ways of classifying these systems help to define the goals of the project. It then becomes a design challenge as to
how you can illustrate the interactions that can occur in the experience.
As the state of these systems is constantly changing, you can't simply put up a linear
storyboard to convey what the experience is about. As these installations may draw
upon a participant's previous experience, you can't assume everyone is on the same
level. You have to think about not only how a user will progress through the experience one time, but also how it may be different the next time he comes back. Characters also need to have personalities that can change. This is not a Disney cartoon
where every step of Mickey's movement is controlled on each frame [Thomas95].
Mickey may be free to move around at his own accord. How can we design for that?
The environment may also change over time. A ride is no longer Pirates of the Caribbean, a series of scenes, each on a constant loop, but can be a series of scenes each
changing dynamically based upon how many times you have ridden it. Lastly these
experiences must be inviting to the participant. We must begin to think about how to
seamlessly convey what a participant is supposed to do in order to interact with the
system.
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Implementation
Often, a majority of the development and installation effort is spent on understanding and integrating new technology, leaving little time to plan out what a user's
contributions are going to be in guiding his experience. This calls for an organized
plan of attack, taking into account everything from where you are going to hang a
light to the algorithms that will allow hundreds of people to collaborate within the
installation. The tools being created will collectively be known as "The Secret Systems", the "Man Behind the Curtain" of sorts; that will be used to design and run
these new interactive adventures. The Secret Systems will abstract the interaction
design from the technology integration establishing a clear set of design paradigms
that all involved can work with. The goal is to create a middle ground for the
design stage between the creative team and the engineers as well as for the implementation stage between the artisans and the technicians. By creating an integrated
rapid development environment the maximum amount of time can be spent experimenting with new interactions having the end result of reaching our goal of an
interactive experience that everyone can enjoy.

How is it done today?
Most location-based experiences are developed starting on two extremes. On one
end an engineer has devised a device that is so cool that someone must find a use
for it. This could be anything from a new projection system to a new ride vehicle.
On the other end, the development may start with a creative designer. Nike, for
example, may want to build a new theme park based around shoes. You put the two
people together and the next thing you know, you are riding in a track cleat on the
new Michael Johnson linear induction launch roller coaster. Often this occurs
when both the engineers and the creative team try to apply their previous design
experience to the location-based entertainment arena.
The core media of the entertainment industry are television, film, music, books,
videogames and theme parks. The large conglomerates such as Disney, Paramount
and Universal, have their hands in all of these. They all seem to suffer the same
problems of approaching the design of location-based entertainment using previous techniques. They script a story and create a series of story boards. They
develop theming which extends all of the way into the queue line. Everything in
the environment is strictly controlled. The stories are often similar in that something drastically goes wrong and the participants must escape the situation. These
hardened techniques must be altered to allow interactivity. Interactive experiences
can't be looked at as physical extensions of existing stories like today's modem
theme park rides such as the series of Superman experiences. They have to be more
than physical, they must also engage us mentally.
Other than MAX, very few tools exist today for the average developer to be used in
the creation of real-time interactivity [DobrianO]. Most experiences are designed
using a variety of coexisting systems such as lighting controllers and sound playback systems [Vassey99]. Most show control systems are based upon embedded
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programmable logic controllers (PLC) which take up large amounts of space and
must be programmed using low-level languages. These systems are highly reliable
but are not really accessible to the idea of allowing continuous control as you
would need in creating interactivity. Many functions within an interactive experience, be it a ride, show or museum are not mission critical and could easily ported
over to a more flexible system such as a modem computer. These tools do not exist
and must be created from scratch. Computing power is constantly increasing and
more functions can be integrated on one machine. Almost everyone has had some
exposure to a modem computer so it makes sense to explore the potential use of
these systems.

Coordination
Very few companies, other than Disney, have the resources to internally complete
an entire experience [Imagineers98]. In order to deploy an attraction, it must be
able to survive the wear and tear of everyday use. This is most important in ride
systems. One is unlikely to design a ride system that relies on a Windows based
operating system. That is not to say that other parts of the ride, including audio
triggers and special effects could not use commercial computer hardware. Ordinarily, everything within an attraction will be based on an embedded hardware
platform. That model changed dramatically for Disney with the development of
Disney Quest, a virtual reality (VR) theme park [Dodsworth97]. Many of the
attractions at Disney Quest used Silicon Graphics workstations. Presently, PCs
have been able to catch up in performance to Silicon Graphics computers with
lower overall system costs. This has prompted the attractions companies to evaluate the feasibility of using commercially available hardware platforms to replace
their higher cost specialized systems.
Let's pretend Michael Eisner has just given the go ahead to build the next Disney
theme park. The higher ups have decided that they want five new big-ticket attractions; two roller coasters, one kids ride, one water ride and one theatre attraction.
They have also made a few demands. At least one of them must be "interactive".
Second, due to the declining stock market, they must be completed with less
money and in quicker time than any other amusement park they have created. You
are given the job of making this all happen. Fortunately you heard about this guy at
MIT who has some new ideas about building large experiences. You give him a call
and you start to talk.
He begins to detail the basic functions:
1. There are large similarities in the systems that you need to build and run each of
these experiences.
2. For each attraction there is an underlying theme or story that the creative team
must make up.
3. For each attraction, there will be a progression of events that occur at specific
times upon entering the experience.
4. There is a need for a number of theatre systems including audio and lighting.
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The ride systems all trigger events to happen at specific times.
6. Interactivity will require both continuous control of the system along with triggered transitions between states.
5.

In the past, this was accomplished by the use of solid-state logic controllers and
show control hardware [Huntington94]. Your MIT friend goes on to inform you
that there are a variety of technological advances that would enable you to run
most of these systems using common PCs.
Great, you go back to your team and talk with your engineers and realize you don't
have that many programmers and need to higher some outside consultants. Very
quickly your budget is being used up and the creative team is going nuts, not
understanding a single word that these programmers are saying. The programmers
don't want to explain anything to the designers. You are very frustrated and call up
your friend at MIT again. Infuriated, you ask, "Why is this not working out? This
was supposed to be easier. We should have used our proven 1960's technology."
Your MIT friend points out the missing points. Yes, with today's technology you
can replace all of the older systems, but it isn't by creating specialized programs for
each task. It is by harnessing the power of the technology to create a means for the
designers to access the technical systems. It is by using the computer's knowledge
of the hardware layout to generate installation plans. It is by using the computer to
enable a means of capturing the designer's ideas. Luckily your MIT friend has just
completed building these tools. You further speak to him about what the general
problems are. He comes back to you with a number and a timeline. Even with his
exorbitant consulting fees, the amount of saved man-hours more than covers his
cost. You are once again back on track.
This hypothetical situation details how a development system, like the one I propose, could be used today. Although project management tools exist to detail personnel involvement and timelines, they are completely disconnected from the
actual implemented systems. Documentation is always one of the weakest points
of these completed systems. It is also becoming harder to find skilled labor to service these attractions, calling for a system that can be smart enough to tell you
when things go wrong. This is a problem I would like to solve. Much of this has
grown out of my involvement with a variety of projects while at MIT, such as The
Brain Opera [Machover96].

The Brain Opera was never designed to be performed in as many cities as it was. It
was built mostly by students who had quite a bit less experience at bringing an
installation to the public than companies like Universal and Disney. The main
focus was making the project work, not making it tourable. Every location required
people, like myself, from MIT to play a major role in the setup at every location.
Every venue was slightly different and needed a new configuration of the actual
layout. Our network connection and power system were also different at every
place. As the tour progressed, the interfaces began to show their wear. Many of the
cables and connectors were not meant to be stressed as much as they were. Lighting and sound setups were also different at every location, but these systems were
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known entities. If more of these known elements are handled efficiently, then we
can devote more time to the design of interactivity.
Who am I?
The fundamental question of all people involved in development for the interactive
entertainment industry is "Who am I?" Are you on the creative or engineering
team? Do you write code or write stories? Interactivity has thrown another cog in
the wheel. My belief is that in order to create successful interactivity, you must be
able to understand both technology and design. That is not to say that everyone on
your team needs to have this ability, just that someone must or perhaps a smart
computer system. There needs to be someone who understands the relationship
between the technology and the interaction. There should be a system that can
relate the initial design to the actual implementation. These are the Secret Systems.
Who will I be?
It is also important to think about what roles people will have who are already successful at creating entertainment applications [BolterO]. What role will the movie
director become? How will a story writer change? What will animators need to
learn to allow their characters to come alive? As the film industry has had increasing reliance on computer generated imagery, what will happen now that you need
to create real physical environments? Things will most certainly have to change.
The videogame industry may have taken a stab at creating interactivity but in a
physical experience you can't die. Location-based interactivity will become a
genre all of itself [Packer01]. Through the further development of these experiences, we will begin to understand the needed building blocks and classes of interactions that are part of these experiences. We will also begin to understand how we
can leverage off of existing technology in new ways.

A New Theory of Interactivity
A New Genre
Location-based interactive experiences are already becoming a genre in themselves. Although nobody has really laid down a strict set of rules, we are already
very familiar with a variety of techniques and operational methods that participants
use within these experiences. When presented with a button, a participant is going
to push it. In the realm of videogames, most understand how to use guns, joysticks
and steering wheels [Herz97]. There are a strict set of rules governing how these
systems operate. The trouble begins when other systems use the same interfaces,
but in a nontraditional manner. This can be confusing at first to a novice user, so it
is up to the experience designer to figure out what techniques can be implemented
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to guide the user to comprehend the mapping. These problems can all be answered
when you figure out what type of experience you are building.
Kinds of Interaction
A theory of interactivity was developed. In creating this theory one must first
understand what kinds of interactivity exist. They can be broken down into the following:
1. Passive-No user interaction, user is a participant i.e. audience member.
2. Direct-Mapping in which interaction with system produces immediate
response based on input with output directly scaled by similar scale of
physical interface. i.e. musical instrument, steering wheel of car, flight
stick.
3. Mediated Direct-Similar to direct in which participation produces an
immediate response but intelligence exists to create alternative, better
response. i.e. small scale musical quantization, pitch correction, collision
avoidance.
4. Indirect-Output based upon sequence of inputs over time. i.e. change of
level by gaining experience points, progression of game, change of behavior
of character, change of mode.
You must understand these distinctions. I have had many conversations about
designing experiences and many people can't get beyond direct mapping. A successful experience involves all of these types. Most of the work in the Hyperinstruent group is focused on exploring both 3 and 4. It is about modifying input
signals and directing changes that stem from patterns of input. However, successful interactions still provide immediate feedback.
Experience Types
The next items that need to be considered are the types of interactive experiences
that can exist. They are the following:
i. Games-Goal Constrained. Goal Directed Experiences.

Theater Shows-Time constrained. Score Directed Experiences.
3. Rides-Physically constrained. Track Directed Experiences.
4. Museum Art Installations-Small scale, timeless, no end, low throughput, no
apparent goal. No Direction.
2.

This list of experience types was derived from a historical analysis of entertainment experiences. Games are probably the oldest form of interactivity. Every culture has some set of games that people play together. Games exist for as little as
one player such as the card game solitaire, or as many as thousands with such
games as Native American Lacrosse. In all cases games are defined by the presence
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of a goal. How do you win? Theater shows also have roots in ancient times. The
gladiators of the Roman Colosseum were a kin to the modem World Wrestling
Federation. The events at the Coliseum brought together thousands of spectators.
The Circus Maximus held hundreds of thousands of people. From ancient amphitheaters to fanciful opera houses, the concept of a show has existed for some time.
Movies and rock concerts also fall into that category. In all cases, the show is
defined by a scripted sequence of events or a score. Rides are a more modem experience. All rides provide a means of moving you through a space via some sort of
vehicle. The main attractions that define the theme park are its rides. It is a challenge each year for every park to release some new way of thrilling the guests. The
final category is the experience with no direction. These are commonly found in
museums as interactive electronic art pieces [Druckrey99]. They are experiences
without an end or a beginning. You can enter and leave at anytime. An example of
such could be Toshio Iwai's Piano - As Image Media, where it is constantly playing
and the user is invited up at anytime to interact.

FIGURE 5-1.

Iwai's Piano - As Image Media

The graph below defines this space with three axis, level of physical constraint,
level of score constraint and level of apparent user goals. Along each axis there is
an experience that is pure in one dimension. A roller coaster is a purely physically
constraining experience. Theater shows and movies are purely score constrained.
Board games provide a high level of goal direction. Between a roller coaster and a
film sits the movie ride. Directly vertical from the movie ride, sits Disney's Buzz
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Light-year Space Ranger Spin. The Buzz Lightyear ride moves on a continuous
speed track, but allows the rider to shoot at various targets throughout the journey
with the ultimate goal of getting the highest score possible. The Brain Opera sits in
the plane of goal and score direction due to the fact that it is a 40% pre-composed
opera with the ability of the user to create music with a goal of influencing the performance. Since the user is free to wander at his leisure there is no element of
physical constraint. I propose that almost all entertainment experiences can be put
into this graph. For an individual experience, the axis that is the highest value
defines its primary type. The most interesting line is X=Y=Z. It is along this line
that you find an experience that is part ride, part show, and part user directed. It is
my assumption that the ultimate interactive, location-based experience will be
found there. Rides and theme parks attract many each year, but it is no surprise that
when one compares a full Disney experience, where a ride is part show and story,
to your average park attraction, that one can easily choose which one is more
enjoyable. It is also clear that a great game can captivate us for hours. When we are
speaking of location based attractions, we are interested in experiences with the
highest production value possible. Attractions are themed for a reason. If it is interactive, it has to reflect in some way, what the user is doing. Interactivity will allow
us to be immersed into the story like we never were before instead of just being
along for the ride.

Fbliercoaer

FIGURE 5-2.

Graph of the Space of Interactive Experiences
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Experience Rules
Each of the primary experience types brings a set of constraints and associated
characteristics that define itself. These will be examined thoroughly. There are also
two rules that exist that one must be aware of. They are the following:
i. You can't die.
2.

Interaction extends outside the venue whether you want it or not.

The first rule is important. It basically means that independent of the death of any
character you become in an experience, your acquired knowledge is carried on
with you. It also suggests that the most successful interactive experiences will be
the ones in which you or your character are in no danger of death and that the
experience is well aware of your previous escapades.
The second rule is also important to be aware of. The experience does not end at
the venue. People interact by discussing it and seeking other sources of content.
You have to be aware of other resources such as books and movies as derivative
content for a game. Online content may also exist, such as fan websites.
Both of these rules deal with scope. This will become increasingly important as
we begin to create experiences that cross both media and physical boundaries.
Prior knowledge will dictate what we can expect of participants. These factors will
be further evident in how you design for prior knowledge.
Experience Characteristics
There are two experience characteristics that play a large role in how you think
about what you are designing. They are temporal changes and participant
changes. Temporal changes describe how an experience will vary for the participant both in time lapsed for a single session as well as how it can change for multiple sessions. What changes when the user comes back again? What changes if the
user participates for long periods of time? Participant changes describe the characteristics that are peculiar to each user. Does the system remember who you are?
Are there multiple paths that a user can follow. These are the characteristics that
allow your experience to extend beyond a one time session into something that
people can return to and get added enjoyment. They also allow the experience to be
customized to each user individually, providing a deeper connection between the
user and the interactive system.
Design Steps
Before getting to the various techniques there are a series of questions and logical
steps that need to be decided before you begin the actual design.
1. Pick the experience type.
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2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

How many people are going to participate at once?
What is the underlying theme or story?
What are the goals?
What is the length of participation?
What hardware systems are required?
What is the core interaction?
What are the temporal changes?
What are the participant changes?

These are all bigger picture characteristics. They are not focused in details You
must be able to work through these first. Projects that never were completed or did
not live up to expectations, could not answer all of these questions. You have to
know what you are building before you build it. Once answered, you can begin to
think of how you can implement your ideas. This will be most helped by understanding all of the interactive techniques available to you. This will take form
within this thesis as a library, beginning with the simplest and progressing to the
more complicated.
Parsers
Looking back at the type of user interactions that are available, direct, mediated
direct and indirect we can think about what basic elements can be incorporated to
create a fulfilling user interaction. Direct interaction is elementary to create, one
can simply connect the input feature to the output controller. But what is the person controlling? In an interactive system, the majority of interactions can be
summed up by a module called a parser.
The parser is the basic element of most interactive systems. It is a generic element
that can be used to extract and manipulate particular features in a data stream. In
terms of interactive music, the parser is the element that takes a precomposed, or
generated stream of music and applies a transformation to it based on user input. It
can be as simple as a gate in which a user may hold down a button for music to
pass through the parser. The relationship between a volume knob and the level of
audio output can also be realized as a parser for which audio signals are amplified
as they pass through based on the value of the knob connected to it. Similar transformations can be applied to animation streams for an interactive character. One
example can be a 1-dimensional sensor that can scale all movements, providing a
level of exaggeration of motion. Parsers will be fully examined in depth in this thesis.

Parsers work on modifying content sources. Content can be precomputed, such as
MIDI files and animation sequences, but can also be generated dynamically. Oscillators and step sequencers can be used as sources for parsers as well. Content generation methods will be detailed as well as how they can be used. Content
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generators such as oscillators, may also be connected to input parsers that can be
used to control generation parameters.
Example Parsers
The simplest input device for an interactive system is the boolean input device, i.e.
a button. Let's look at all of the input that can be measured from a button.
i. Button state, is pressed.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Button state, is not pressed.
The time button is pressed.
The time button released.
The time between button pressed and released.
The time between button released and pressed.
The frequency of button presses.
The frequency of button releases.
Pattern from sequence of button presses.

Having laid out exactly what a button can do, you can begin to think about how
you may use each of these variables in creating a system response to a user interaction. This line of analysis can further be extended to 1-dimensional continuous
controllers. A slider would be an example of such a device. It can provide the following input information:
1. The value of the slider position.
2. The rate of change of the slider.
3. The time of a slider value change.
4. The rate of acceleration of the slider.
s. The value of at which the slider changes direction.
6. The time at which a slider changes direction.
7. The maximum value over time.
8. The minimum value over time.
9. Boolean value indicating increasing values.
10. Boolean value indicating decreasing values.
11. Pattern recognition of motion of slider.

Having examined the features of a boolean sensor and a continuous controller, one
can extrapolate this analysis to any kind of input device by combining these features.
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Sequencing
Independent of the number of modalities of the system, you will need a means of
defining the path through the experience. Whether it is a game, movie or show you
must have a way of getting from point A to point B. The final area of examination
will detail the structure that provides temporal changes. These are the methods
used to score the experience over time. Traditional show control systems structure
the show as a series of cues. These can be controlled by a human operator or programmed to follow automatically based on time. This is the simplest form of a
show. Interactivity will allow branching transitions as well as transitions occurring
based upon sequences of user inputs. videogames can be viewed as an extension of
traditional sequencing techniques in which level transition is based upon the completion of certain tasks. The various ways one can progress through an interactive
experience will also be thoroughly examined for the four primary types of experiences.
Design Goals
In all systems, with an increase in interactivity, the number of possible states that
the system can be in also increases. Traditionally, an increase in interactivity
within the system will require a corresponding increase in code complexity. The
goal of the Secret Systems is to create a static level of code complexity. It may be
more difficult than traditional methods, such as C programming and MAX, to create simple interactions, but the win will be evident when you try to complete very
large complex systems. The problem is further evident when you evaluate how
code complexity factors into stability and debugability. As code complexity
increases, systems become more difficult to debug. It also becomes harder to test
how stable the code will be over time. Keeping code complexity down is one of the
primary factors that will be different in this approach. Code complexity is also
controlled by the level of detail at which the creator is allowed to design. While
graphic languages such as MAX reproduce many basic mathematical and logical
functions, the goal of the Secret Systems is to create higher level functional blocks,
eliminating the need for such low level programming. C and other programming
languages, on the other hand, provide a very clear way at writing clean functions,
yet provide no visual way of conveying the larger picture of what the experience is.
By creating a larger library of functional graphic blocks with corresponding C++
modules, the Secret Systems will try to maintain a constant level of complexity.
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This characteristic is universal throughout the Secret Systems, from how you add
new hardware devices to how you create mode changes.
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FIGURE 5-3.

Graphs Representing Code Requirements

Running the Show
Running and installing the show is as important as designing it. The tools should
implement, what I have now coined the Push Play Protocol. It should be as simple as pushing a play button to run the experience. One should strive to make the
startup procedures as simple as possible. Although it can be nice to program your
own job security into the system by being the only individual capable of starting
the system up, you will end up shooting yourself in the leg. Problems will occur.
Cables can be kicked out. Mechanical parts will fail. Systems should be smart
enough to detect and fix this. Live shows cannot be down for extensive periods of
time.
Almost every problem that I have encountered during an installation has been
related to cables. One can consider cables as physical pointers. If you have a cable
plugged in to the wrong port, you are essentially indexing the wrong address. If
you have a broken cable, your data will not get anywhere. As often as a programming error is related to a pointer problem, an installation problem is related to a
cable error.

We want more garbage!
One of the problems that I have encountered is how you can save all of the design
and technical work of an entire project. There have also been minimal ways of
learning from previous interactive works as much of the development is system
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specific. By encapsulating the design into files that can be loaded into this system
of tools, instantly you can load up a variety of different applications and trace out
the interaction. You can easily transfer these files to other users and reconfigure the
setup instantaneously. By using a good graphical system, we can finally begin to
explore what it means to create interactive physical entertainment structures.
Designers may still produce garbage that we still hate, but hopefully we will see
more of it. As with most things, "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again." Nothing is going to work immediately, but until we make the effort and examine the
problem, looking at the fundamentals, we are not going to make progress. I hope to
not only try to solve the problem myself, but to enable others to try too, providing
more shots of getting to our goal of understanding what interactive experiences
are.
Endpoints
The fundamental feature of the tools, with respect to hardware is the concept of
endpoints. Endpoints enable you to define where your data is going to or coming
from without knowing the signal path in between. This is important in that minimal effort should be put into connecting your hardware. You want to use it, rather
than integrate it. When using MIDI, the system will not require one to know the
intricate workings of his or her devices. When you add a device using the System
Designer, a graphical object can then be placed into the Interactive Mode Designer,
representing the function of the device that one desires to control. Lighting is similar in that one would only want to know how to control tilt of an intelligent light
without the knowledge that it is DMX channel 16. Sensors work the same way. If
you have a gesture sensor that is transmitting X and Y coordinates, you don't need
to know how the data gets into the computer. You should simply be able to tell the
computer that such a device is connected to your system and then be able to
retrieve the desired data. Endpoints allow you to work on both extremes of the system, specifying the low level hardware infrastructure and then getting access to the
desired features for designing the interactivity without the need to worry about
what goes on in the middle.
Evaluation Criteria
So how do we begin to evaluate the success of these experiences? What makes
them good or bad? The first and foremost did the experience function? Nothing is
worse than a broken attraction. What was the experience like for the operators?
These new attractions need to be simple to run and start up. Parts will ultimately
need replacing. When they do, we want minimal down time. What were the users'
immediate responses? Did they have fun? Did they understand the interactions
and what they had control of? How many people were able to participate over the
course of a day? Many complex interactive experiences have a low throughput that
angers participants. Finally, were all of the design steps followed? How did the
users' reactions correlate to the design steps? Was the length of interaction too
long or too short? Was the underlying theme appealing? Were the core interactions clear? Did the experience adapt to the individual? These basic evaluation
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criteria provide a starting point that can be used to measure the success of these
new experiences. As we begin to make progress in designing successful attractions, we can revise these to provide more quantitative data.
The Perfect Design Experience
The perfect design processes is one where imagination defines reality. Ideas must
supersede technical limitations. Design first, ask questions later. Our ideas may be
far out, but technology will eventually get there. We must look for creative solutions to interesting problems. Complex problems require simple solutions.
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Secret Systems

Overview
How will we ever figure out what interactivity is all about? All of the previous
projects that I have worked on took a stab at the problem. They were all developed
using a variety of different tools, yet each required a variety of similar design steps.
Can these steps be formalized? The number of devices that we want to incorporate
into our experiences is forever increasing. The complexity of the systems we want to
build is growing, yet progress in this area can not occur if can not grasp what we are
building.
Another concern is the ability to build a body of knowledge about interaction design.
The knowledge acquired in the building and designing of these large hardware
installations is often easily lost. I have had to resurrect pieces that where only a few
years old and have found the task daunting, yet in all of them there was no clear representation as to what the system was doing. I could make the system work, but I
had trouble understanding what it did. This is where I feel we need to focus.
We need to be able to zoom in to the heart of designing future experiences. We need
a better way of addressing the problem. I have decided that the way to approach this
is by the development of a graphical tool set, targeting the design of interactivity. By
creating an abstraction barrier that separates all of the details of building the infrastructure from the design of the interaction, I am hoping that we can provide more
chances of reaching the goal of providing more compelling interactions. By creating
a graphical design language, we will be able to share ideas in a way that is very
clear.
Having fully analyzed what is needed to create an interactive experience, one can
begin to see what the core pieces are that must be dealt with. There are essentially
two parts, the integration of many pieces of hardware and the design of the interac-
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tions. One thing that we know is certain, hardware will change over time. What
may be the standard at one time, may be archaic the next. This calls for a set of
tools that can abstract all of the design from the technology. The design tools must
have the ability to grow and adapt or all of the knowledge is sure to be lost. This
can most easily be realized with the creation of an interpreted programming language with a flexible low-level engine that can change over time and across platforms. Creating a text only language will not help us understand what we are
doing. A graphical language will fix that, providing a common visual understanding of all of the pieces of the system. Graphical tools are not new, yet none exist
that encompass all of the features that I wish to incorporate namely; integration of
hardware, show scripting and interaction design. The Secret Systems are these
tools.
The Secret Systems were designed in three parts, consisting of a low-level native
library, a java application and a JNI library. Development began on a PC and was
later moved to a Macintosh PowerBook G4. It started with the programming of a
low-level library, that was focused on i/o for the creation of dynamically replaceable mappings. Once your inputs and outputs are opened, you can swap out the
networks on the fly. Objects in the network can handle a variety of data types
including; MIDI messages, floats, ints, bytes, and booleans. As data flows through
these networks, data types are preserved. The low-level library has the ability to
play digital audio, read and write MIDI, communicate over a network and read and
write from serial ports. These forms of i/o encompass the ability to communicate
with most modem devices, including Art-Net DMX.
Following the development of the native library, work began on the graphical programming environment. One of the requirements for the graphic library used, is
the ability to create connected graphs. A variety of sdks were evaluated and the
decision was made to use Java and the ILOG JViews graphic libraries. These
libraries allow one to create graphical networks of interactive objects. Unlike
other connected graph toolkits, JViews allows you define your nodes to have
graphic functionality, including the ability to create buttons, knobs and sliders. It
also has functions for zooming, panning and object selection within a window.
Using this library, a multiple-document Java application was developed with windows for hardware layout, interactive mode design, mode transitioning and instruction generation. The end result is a fully integrated application where an entire
project can be saved into one file.

Development Tools
Code Warrior
Metrowerks' Code Warrior was the integrated development environment (IDE) of
choice for PC development. Having suffered with Microsoft Visual Studio long
enough, I thought it was time to try something new. I had heard good things about
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Code Warrior and thought it was worth a shot. The first thing I noticed was that all
of the mysterious project settings of Visual Studio were gone. The acid test for me
is how easy it will be to create an empty project, add some files and get it to compile correctly. Code Warrior does that very well. It's project window is very minimal, detailing exactly what files your project contains as well as the linked
libraries. Libraries are added exactly the same way as you add source files.
Another key feature of Code Warrior is the ability to open more than one project
within one environment. Visual Studio actually opens a new copy of Visual Studio
for each project. Code Warrior also allows you to debug one project from another
project, allowing you to work on a library and application simultaneously.

FIGURE 6-1.

Metrowerks Code Warrior
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Visual Cafe
Java development on the PC was done using WebGain Visual Cafe. Visual Cafe is
a fairly good IDE for java. The RAD works pretty well and it was easy to integrate
other java libraries and beans.

FIGURE 6-2.
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Project Builder is not only the best development tool that I have ever used, but it is
also free. It is essentially a graphical front end for the GNU tools, included in Mac
Os X. It can allow you to develop code in Java, C, C++, Objective-C and Objective-C++. It's interface is very simple, but allows tremendous customization such
as custom build stages that can run command line scripts. The text editor has a
nice feature of syntax-aware indenting, which acts as a code beautifier. Projects
can also consist of multiple targets with target dependency. This allows you to create one project that consists of libraries and applications.

ShowProducerFrameworklLibraryBasics
The low-level native library was developed in C++ beginning on the PC. It was
first built as a static library, using Code Warrior and referred to as the ShowProducerLibrary. When it was ported to the Macintosh it became a framework, referred to
as the ShowProducerFramework. Frameworks are unique to Mac OS X, being a
combination of dynamic and static code. Frameworks also include all of the relevant header files needed to use them. They are stored in the Mac OS X file system
as a package which is a special type of folder.
The primary function of the ShowProducerFramework is to provide a generic
means of developing dynamic mappings of arbitrary input to arbitrary output. It
also provides a set of base classes that can be used to construct modules that can
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operate on any type of input and produce any type of output. This has grown out of
my experience with MAX, yet unlike max, my objects can handle different data
types. I feel it is important to keep information in the form that is most appropriate.
Base Types
The library is designed to create networks of objects that handle standard data
types such as int, float, byte, bool as well as MIDI messages. The type midiMsg is
defined in the following code listing. It has member variables for all of the parts of
a standard MIDI message. The channel information is masked off from the status
byte, being the low-nibble. The high-nibble is also masked off and stored as the
status byte. The midiMsg type also includes the ability to contain a time stamp,
stored as a UInt64, enabling high resolution.
typedef unsigned char BYTE;
class midiMsg{
public:
BYTE status;
BYTE channel;
BYTE datal;
BYTE data2;
UInt64 time;
midiMsg(){};
midiMsg(const midiMsg& m) : status (m. status),
channel(m.channel) , datal(m.datal), data2(m.data2){};
midiMsg(BYTE s,BYTE c, BYTE dl, BYTE d2){status=s; channel=c;
datal=dl; data2=d2;};
CODE LISTING 6-1.
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Base Objects
class Mod{
protected:
unsigned int xPos;
unsigned int yPos;
UInt64 time;
BYTE read;
BYTE write;
public:

Mod(){};
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual

void process(UInt64 currTime){time=currTime;};
void setParameter(int param,...){};
void reseto({};
-Mod(){};

CODE LISTING 6-2. Mod Base Object

'0

0

FIGURE 6-4.

Mod Object Inheritance

All objects in a network inherit from the base type Mod. Mod has a variable time
which can be used to store the time at which a Mod was serviced. It contains two
bytes for storing indices to a double buffer, determining the proper buffer for reading and writing. Mod also has three member functions. All objects are evaluated
by calling process, with the current time. This method is overridden by the
derived class. Mods also have a function for setting parameters for initialization.
setParameter takes a variable length argument lists which avoids the need of separate parameter functions for different data types. The final Mod function is reset,
which is often used to reinitialize the object and purge the network.
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All of the derived objects will also be referred to as Mods. Mods can be derived
from one or more additional base classes, MidiMod, IntMod, FloatMod, ByteMod and BoolMod, for the corresponding data types. All base Mods are essentially the same. Each Mod includes variables numXlns and numXOuts,
determining the number of inputs and outputs of the X data type. Every object
contains a unique set of outputs for each data type. An object may have multiple
types of inputs and outputs. Data is pushed through the network from each Mod to
the next as they are processed. Each type includes a buffer of pointers to other
objects of the same type, with a second buffer of corresponding indices. The functions SetXOutput stores those parameters. Data is passed to the next object by the
SendX function, which passes the corresponding data to the appropriate port of the
connected Mod. Each Mod contains a double buffer used for storing incoming
class MidiMod{
protected:
unsigned int numMidiOuts; //number of midi outputs
unsigned int numMidiIns; //number of midi inputs
midiMsg ***midiMsgs;
//2 buffers of arrays of midi msgs
unsigned int **numMsgs; //2 buffers with number of msgs for
each input port
MidiMod **midiOut; //pointers to midi output objects
unsigned int *midiPortNum; //array of port indexes to match
midiOut
public:
void SetidiOutput(unsigned int iport, MidiMod* mod,
unsigned int port){midiOut[lport]=mod; midiPortNum[lport]=port;}
virtual void SendMidi(midiMsg midi, unsigned int port){}
virtual midiMsg Getidi(unsigned int port){midiMsg msg;return
msg;}
MidiMod(void){numidiOuts=0, numidiIns=0;}
virtual -MidiMod(void){}
};
CODE LISTING 6-3.

MidiMod Base Object

class BoolMod{
protected:
unsigned int numBoolOuts; //number of buffer outputs
//number of buffer inputs
unsigned int numBoolIns;
bool **bools;
//2 buffers of data bytes
bool ***boolBuffers; //2 buffers of array of bools
unsigned int **newBools;//2 buffers of booleans indicating new
BoolMod **boolOut; //pointers to midi output objects
unsigned int *boolPortNum; //array of port indexes to match
midiOut
public:
void SetBoolOutput(unsigned int lport, BoolMod* mod, unsigned
int port){boolOut[lport]=mod; boolPortNum[lport]=port;}
BoolMod(BoolMod *mod){boolOut[0]=mod;}
BoolMod(void){numBoolOuts=0,
numBoolIns=O;}
virtual void SendBool(bool data, unsigned int port){}
virtual bool GetBool(unsigned int port){return 0;}
virtual -BoolMod(void){}
CODE LISTING 6-4.
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data. With the exception of MidiMod, only one piece of data can be stored at each
input at anyone time. This is an optimization for the first pass of the library to keep
things simple. MidiMods however, do store more than one message at each input
port, making sure you do not skip a beat. When an object is processed, the read
and write indices switch. This allows the objects to be processed in any order
without worrying about overriding important data.
class ByteMod{
protected:
unsigned int numByteOuts; //number of buffer outputs
//number of buffer inputs
unsigned int numByteIns;
//2 buffers of data bytes
BYTE **bytes;
BYTE ***byteBuffers; //2 buffers of array of bytes
unsigned int **newBytes;//2 buffers of booleans indicating new
ByteMod **byteOut; //pointers to midi output objects
unsigned int *bytePortNum; //array of port indexes to match
midiOut
public:
void SetByteOutput (unsigned int iport, ByteMod* mod, unsigned
int port){byteOut[lport]=mod; bytePortNum[lport]=port;}
ByteMod(ByteMod *mod){byteOut[0]=mod;}
ByteMod(void){numByteOuts=0, numBytelns=O; }
virtual void SendByte(BYTE data, unsigned int port){};
virtual BYTE GetByte(unsigned int port){return 0;}
virtual -ByteMod(void){}
CODE LISTING 6-5.

ByteMod Base Object

class IntMod{
protected:
unsigned int num ntOuts; //number of buffer outputs
unsigned int num ntIns; //number of buffer inputs
//2 buffers of data bytes
int **ints;
int ***intBuffers; //2 buffers of array of ints
unsigned int **newlnts; //2 buffers of boolean indicating new
value
IntMod **intOut; //pointers to midi output objects
unsigned int *intPortNum; //array of port indexes to match
midiOut
public:
void SetlntOutput(unsigned int lport, IntMod* mod, unsigned int
port){intOut [lport]=mod; intPortNum[ lport]=port; }
IntMod(IntMod *mod){intOut[0]=mod;}
IntMod(void){num ntOuts=O, num ntlns=0;}
virtual void SendInt(int data, unsigned int port){};
virtual int GetInt(unsigned int port){return 0;}
virtual -IntMod(void){)

CODE LISTING 6-6.

IntMod Base Object
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class FloatMod{
protected:
unsigned int numFloatOuts; //number of buffer outputs
unsigned int numFloatIns; //number of buffer inputs
float **floats;
//2 buffers of data bytes
float ***floatuffers; //2 buffers of array of floats
unsigned int **newFloats; //2 buffers of boolean indicating
new data
FloatMod **floatOut; //pointers to midi output objects
unsigned int *floatPortNum; //array of port indexes to match
midiOut
public:
void SetFloatOutput(unsigned int lport,
FloatMod* mod, unsigned int port)
{floatOut[lport]=mod; floatPortNum[lport]=port;}
FloatMod(FloatMod *mod){floatut[0]=mod;)
FloatMod(void){numFloatOuts=0, numFloatlns=O;}
virtual void SendFloat(float data, unsigned int port){};
virtual float GetFloat(unsigned int port){return 0;}
virtual -FloatMod(void) {}
CODE LISTING 6-7.

FloatMod Base Object

Global Printing
An important feature of the library is the ability to print out textual information
about each object, or the state of an i/o port. This is accomplished by creating a
global print object. The global print object allows the programmer to define a print
mechanism of his liking, enabling the messages to be piped anywhere. This is
important in that it creates a platform independent solution. As we build applications, we may need different ways of providing error and status information. Messages can also contain a type code, which can be used for filtering. This allows not
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only a platform independent printing solution, but also an application independent
one.
#define MIDI-MSG 0
#define AUDIOMSG 1
#define SERIALMSG 2
#define DMKXMSG 3
#define NETWORKMSG 4
#define ERROR MSG5
#define REWIREMSG6
#define PROJECT-MSG 7
//global print mechanism must be defined in main app
typedef void (*printFunc)(char *message, int type);
class Print{
public:
static printFunc func;
static void outMsg(char *message, int type){
if(func!=NULL){
func(message,type);

}
CODE LISTING 6-8.

Global Print Object

ShowProducerI/O
The most delicate part of the library is the access to i/o. A goal of the library is to
be able to create an abstraction barrier between various pieces of hardware and the
data flowing to and from them. The question becomes, how can you open one
driver and provide a unique representation of that hardware for each mapping?
The answer is through the use of yet another abstraction layer. When you add a
piece of hardware you create either a port, in the case of a MIDI or DMX interface, or a device, in the case of a serial device. This is the one and only pathway
for getting data to or from the piece of hardware. Each mapping will contain a
parser, input or output, that will have a member variable used to store the pointer
to the actual port or device. As designated earlier, data is generally pushed through
the network, yet that does not work for the input ports, as they would then need to
store a additional information about which map to be communicating with. Input
parsers force the input ports to send their data to themselves and then operate on it.
The following figure details the data pathway through these networks. The yellow
box represents a mode or interactive mapping. These are what can be dynamically
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swapped out. Modes contain parsers and Mods, which will be examined in further
depth later.

FIGURE 6-5. Ports and Parsers

DMX Port
A DMXOutPort is the base class for all DMX output interfaces that one can add to
a computer. It contains two unique functions, Blackout, which sets all DMX

channels to zero and SendDMX which is used by the out parser to send data to the
port. The port parameter is actually the channel number that the byte of data
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should go to. A DMX port can be considered a Mod with 512 inputs, each taking a
byte of data.
class DMXOutPort : public Mod

{
protected:

unsigned int id;
public:
virtual void SendDMX(BYTE data,unsigned int port){};
virtual void process(UInt64 currTime){};
virtual void BlackOuto({};
DMXOutPort (){};

virtual -DMXOutPort ( ) {};
CODE LISTING 6-9.

DMXOutPort

MIDI Port
Before one creates MIDI ports, one must initialize the MIDI system. The following function creates a MIDI client, using Core MIDI and searches the system for
all available input and output ports. A list of these ports is stored as an array of
strings which can be presented to the user, for selection.
MidiOutPort is the class for that handles sending MIDI out of the computer. As
MIDI is well integrated into the operating system, there is no need to further derive
any additional classes from this base class. Once the MIDI system is initialized,
you can pass any of the output port names to the constructor for the MidiOutPort.
MidiOutPorts also contain a few unique functions such as panico, which sends all
notes off on all channels. MidiOutPorts are also MidiMods and are processed in a
similar fashion.
MidiInPorts are a bit more complicated. They can be opened by passing the input
port name, but they must install a callback for handling of the incoming data. In
the constructor, they pass a self pointer to the callback. When data is received, it is
put into the MidilnPort's input buffer. This only occurs when the static variable
alive is true. This insures that you are only reading data when you want to, as once
the callback is created, the port is open for business. Since this is an input port, it
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contains a special process function which has pointer to another MidiMod. That
process command is used by a parser to send MIDI to itself.
unsigned int InitializeMidi({
MIDIRestarto;
client=NULL;
MIDIClientCreate(CFSTR("ShowProducer MIDI System"),
NULL, NULL, &client);
numSrcs=GetNumInPorts (;
numDests=GetNumnutPorts 0;
sprintf(msg,"Num Midi Sources=%d Num Midi
Destinations=%d\n",numSrcs,numDests);
Print: :outMsg(msg,MIDIMSG);
srcNames=new char*[numSrcs];
destNames-new char*[numDests];
for(int i=0; i<numSrcs; i++){
srcNames[i]=new char[64];
MidiInGetName (i,srcNames[i]);

}
for(int i=O; i<numDests; i++){
destNames[i]=new char[64];
MidiOutGetName(i,destNames[i]);

}
return 0;

unsigned int ShutdownMidi(){
MIDIClientDispose (client);
return 0;

}
CODE LISTING 6-10.

MIDI System Initialization

class MidiOutPort :public Mod,

public MidiMod

{
private:
//reference
MIDIEndpointRef outRef;
MIDIPortRef

outPortRef;

char name[64];

unsigned int id;
bool open;
BYTE runningStatus;
public:
unsigned int SetPort(unsigned int ref);
unsigned int SetPortName(char *port);
void GetPortName (char *name);
void setParameter(int param,...);
unsigned int SendLongMessage(unsigned char *data,unsigned int
length);
void SendMidi(midiMsg midi, unsigned int port);
void process(UInt64 currTime);
void Panico;
MidiOutPort (;
-MidiOutPort(;
CODE LISTING 6-11.
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class MidiInPort :public Mod, public MidiMod

{
private:
//reference
MIDIEndpointRef inRef;
MIDIPortRef
inPortRef;
char name[64];

unsigned int id;
bool open;
char inputbuff[PACKETLISTSIZE];
InputFunc func;
LongFunc lFunc
public:
static bool alive;
MidiInPort (;
unsigned int SetPort(unsigned int ref);
unsigned int SetPortName(char *port);
void GetPortName(char *name);
void process(UInt64 currTime);
void process(UInt64 currTime, MidiMod *mod, unsigned int port);
void SendMidi(midiMsg midi, unsigned int port);
-MidiInPort (;
CODE LISTING 6-12.

MidinPort
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Devices
class SerialPort {
private:
int fileDescriptor;
struct termios goriginalTTYAttrs;

int port;
char bsdPath[MAXPATHLEN];

int baud;
public:
static int numSerialPorts;
//initializes all the serial ports gets bsd paths
static kernreturnt InitializeSerialPortso;
//8npl

int Open(int port, int baud);
int OpenName(char *path, int baud);
void Closeo;

int getNumBytes(;
virtual int readBytes(void *data,long unsigned int numBytes);
virtual int writeBytes(void *data,unsigned int numBytes);
SerialPort (;
virtual -SerialPort (;

CODE LISTING 6-13.

SerialPort

class SerialDevice : public Mod
protected:
char bsdPath [MAXPATHLEN];

{

int baudRate;
public:
SerialPort *port;
SerialDevice() (};
virtual -SerialDevice(){};
virtual void setParameter(int param, ... ) {};
virtual void SetPath(char *path){};
virtual void process(UInt64 currTime){};
virtual void process(unsigned int currTime,Mod *mod){};
};

CODE LISTING 6-14.

SerialDevice

Devices are more complicated than ports. Devices may need bidirectional communication, calibration and other specialized functions. The ShowProducrerFramework contains an abstraction for serial devices. A class was constructed to
communicate with a serial port directly. The SerialPort object contains the necessary code for communicating with a standard serial port, using posix i/o. A SerialDevice is one level above a port, having a SerialPort as a member variable. By
keeping the port and the device separate, it is easy to dynamically swap the port, or
disconnect it completely. A SerialDevice that is an input must define the process
function which can pass data to a parser.
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MIDI Output Parser
The MidiOutputParser is an abstraction for an actual piece of MIDI hardware.
The output parser is the barrier between the actual data and the communications
media, in this case MIDI. A MidiOutputParser does not have to have to a MIDI
input. It can take any kind of data, but it will repackage it as a MIDI stream to talk
to the device. This makes it very easy for the parser user. For example, if you had
a MIDI controlled fountain, where each note on controlled a different valve, you
could simply create a MidiOutputParser with a number of boolean inputs and the
parser would correctly generate the MIDI stream.
class MidiOutputParser : public Mod{
protected:
MidiOutPort **midiOutPorts;
public:
MidiOutputParser(void){};
void SetMidiParserOutput (MidiOutPort *midi, int
ref){midiOutPorts[ref]=midi; }
virtual void process(UInt64 currTime){}
virtual -MidiOutputParser(void){};
};
CODE LISTING 6-15. MidiOutputParser

MIDI Input Parser
A MidilnputParser performs essentially the reverse operation of an output parser.
It receives data from a MIDI stream, unpacks it and presents it in a form, most relevant to the user. When an MidiInputParser is processed, it grabs all of the current
data from the port. It then sorts through the stream and passes the data back to the
system. For example, a simple input parser would be a MIDI keyboard. A user
would most likely be interested in the pitch and velocity presented as bytes, rather
than a cryptic MIDI stream.
class MidilnputParser : public Mod{
protected:
MidiInPort **midiInports;
public:
MidiInputParser(void){};
void SetMidiParserInput (MidiInPort *midi, int
ref){midiInPorts[ref]=midi;}
virtual void process(UInt64 currTime){}
virtual -MidiInputParser(void){};
};
CODE LISTING 6-16. MidilnputParser

DMX Output Parser
A DMXOutputParser is created for any DMX device that receives a DMX
stream. DMX devices all operate on the same packet of data. Each device has a
start channel number, which is essentially an offset index into to the packet. A
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DMX output parser, takes in any type of data and repacks it into a DMX stream out
of a DMX port. An example may be a servo controller that uses two bytes to create
16-bit servo positions. The input to the output parser would be of integer type and
it would be the job of the parser to break the integer into the separate bytes.
class DMXOutputParser : public Mod{
protected:
DMXOutPort *dmxOut;
unsigned int startChannel;
public:
DMXOutputParser(unsigned int start){startChannel=start;}
DMKOutputParser(void){startChannel=O;dmxOut=NULL;}
void SetDMXOutput(DMXOutPort *dmx){dmxOut=dmx;}
void SetStartAddress(unsigned int start)
{startChannel=start;}
virtual void process(UInt64 currTime){}
virtual -DMXOutputParser(void) {};

CODE LISTING 6-17.

DMXOutputParser

Serial Input Parser
SeriallnputParsers receive serial data from serial devices. As it is likely that the
serial device may have already unpacked the data, the parser's sole responsibility is
to grab the data and pass it to the current network.
class SeriallnputParser : public Mod{
protected:
SerialDevice *device;
public:
SerialInputParser(void){};
void SetSerialParserlnput(SerialDevice *dev){device=dev;};
virtual void process(UInt64 currTime){};
virtual -SerialInputParser(void){};
CODE LISTING 6-18.

SerialInputParser

Network Communication
The ShowProducerFramework also contains a set of classes for network comunication. You can create communications sockets as well as spawn simple servers.
UDP
The UDPSocket class allows you to create a connectionless communication
socket. You can specify which address to bind it to. You can also create broadcast
sockets by using the alternate constructor. The constuctor can take in addresses as
the ip number or by ip name. Read and write functions are pretty straight forward
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taking an array of data and the number of bytes to read or write. Reading is nonblocking and will return the actual number of bytes read.
class UDPSocket{
private:

int sock;
char recvbuf [DEFAULTBUFFERLENGTH];

int lport;
int hport;
struct sockaddrin local;
struct sockaddrin host;
public:
//set new host
int setHost(char *haddr, int hport);
//read into recv buffer

int read();
//read string into data
int read(char *data);
//read numBytes into data
int read(unsigned *data, int numBytes);
//write string
int write(char *data);
//write numBytes of data
int write(unsigned char *data,int numBytes);
//create a socket on any address for port

UDPSocket(int port);
//bind to local address addr
UDPSocket(char *addr,int port);
//bind to local address addr to send to host haddr
UDPSocket (char *addr, int port, char *haddr, int hport);
//bind to local address addr to send to host haddr
UDPSocket(char *addr,int port,char *haddr, int hport,bool
broadcast);
-UDPSocket (;
CODE LISTING 6-19.

UDPSocket
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TCP
A simple TCPSocket class is available to create connected communications sockets. Once the address is open, the read and write functions are similar to the UDP
socket.
class TCPSocket{
private:

int sock;
char recvbuf[DEFAULTBUFFER LENGTH];
struct sockaddrin host;

int port;
public:
int getSocket({return sock;}
TCPSocket(char *addr, int port);
-TCPSocket (;

int reado;
//read string into data
int read(char *data);
//read numBytes into data
int read(unsigned *data, int numBytes);
//write string
int write(char *data);
/write numBytes of data
int write(unsigned char *data,int numBytes);
CODE LISTING 6-20.

TCPSocket

TCPServer
The framework also has a simple means of creating a tcp server. The TCPServer
class allows you create a listening socket and spawn new communications streams.
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By creating a serverfunc, you decide what to do when a new connection is created.
typedef void (*ServerFunc)(char *data,long numBytes,int sock);
class threadParams{
public:

int sock;
ServerFunc func;
char *startMsg;

class TCPServer{
private:

int port;
int sListen,sClient;

int iAddrSize;
struct sockaddrin local, client;
pthread t thread;
ServerFunc sFunc;
public:
bool up;
TCPServer(char *addr, int port);
char *startMsg;
void SetServerFunc (ServerFunc func);
void starto;
static int write(char *data,long numBytes,int sock);
-TCPServer (;
CODE LISTING 6-21.

TCPServer

Art-Net
The ShowProducerFramework contains a special set of classes for Art-Net devices.
Since all Art-Net communicate on the same network, one can use a single broadcast socket for all destinations. By initializing Art-Net, a single UDP socket is cre-
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ated that all Art-Net devices can use. It assumes you have defined the local address
2.0.0.1, which you would bind to on port Ox 1936.
#import "Artmet.h"
bool ArtNetAlive=false;
UDPSocket *artNet;
static char msg[256];
unsigned int InitializeArtNeto{
sprintf(msg,"Starting ArtNet\n");
Print: :outMsg (msg, D)MSG);
artNet=new
UDPSocket ( "2.0.0.1",0x1936, "2.255.255.255",0x1936,true);
ArtNetAlive=true;
sprintf(msg,"ArtNet Alive\n");
Print: :outMsg(msg,DMXMSG);
return 0;

}
unsigned int ShutDownArtNet(){
delete artNet;
ArtNetAlive=false;
return 0;

}
CODE LISTING 6-22.

Artnet.mm

ShowProducerMulti-Track Audio Player
Another key feature of the ShowProducerFramework is the multi-track, lowlatency audio player. This function grew out of a reliance on a separate computer
running a digital audio playback program. There is little reason now to require this
separate machine. The player was first developed on the pc, using ASIO, but is
now written using Core Audio on the Mac. The pc library also included support
for ReWire, allowing multi-track audio to stream from software synthesizers.
Tracks
Audio resources are handled as individual objects and are loaded directly into
memory for the highest performance characteristics. Each audio track is a separate
object. Audio data is loaded into AudioTrack by passing an array of empty tracks
to the loadTracks which takes in a wave file. Once loaded, the samples are converted from fixed point numbers into floating point values. An AudioTrack has a
variety of parameters indicating loop, mute and volume values. AudioTracks
store a pointer to the current sample and also have a boolean flag indicating that
they have reached the end of the track. Data is passed from the track to the actual
play buffers by using the track's member function fillBuffer. FillBuffer automatically will begin to loop a track if the loop flag is set. It will also fill the buffer with
zeroes if the track is finished or muted.
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class AudioTrack{
public:
bool isReWire;
long rwDevice;
long rwChannel;
bool loop;
bool done;
bool mute;
float volume;
char *name;
long numSamples;
long currSample;
float *audioBuffer;
void fillBuffer(float *buffer);
void reset(){done=false;currSample=O;};
float nextSampleo;
void setVolume(float v);
void setMute(bool m);
void setLoop(bool 1);
void getVolume(float *v);
void getMute(bool *m);
void getLoop(bool *1);
AudioTrack(){loop=false; done=false; mute=false;
currSample=0; numSamples=O; isReWire=false; volume=1.0; name=NULL;
audioBuffer=NULL; };
AudioTrack(long rwd, long rwc){rwDevice=rwd; rwChannel=rwc;
isReWire=true; };
-AudioTrack (){if (audioBuffer) {delete [] audioBuffer; }};

CODE LISTING 6-23. AudioTrack

Groups
AudioTracks are put into AudioGroups, forming a multi-channel set. A single
group is generally associated with an interactive mapping. Groups are serviced in
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parallel, maintaining sample accurate synchronization across tracks in an AudioGroup.
class AudioGroup{
public:
unsigned int numTracks;
AudioTrack **tracks;
void setTrack(AudioTrack *track,unsigned int num);
void setVolume(float volume, unsigned int channel);
void setMute(bool mute, unsigned int channel);
void setLoop(bool loop, unsigned int channel);
void getVolume(float *volume, unsigned int channel);
void getMute(bool *mute, unsigned int channel);
void getLoop(bool *loop, unsigned int channel);
AudioGroup(){numTracks=0; };
AudioGroup(unsigned int num);
-AudioGroup(){};//delete [] tracks;};
CODE LISTING 6-24.

AudioGroup

Output
At the time of development, the only available audio hardware support on Mac OS
X was the 2-channel internal output. Unlike the standard stereo output on the pc,
the software that one develops using Core Audio, can easily be modified for multitrack. The standard 2-channel output on a Macintosh is fairly high quality and is
able to run at a low-latency. The Core Audio library is very similar to ASIO with
respect to how audio is handled. The ShowProducerFramework AudioPlayer, is
the abstraction that allows you to play multi-track resources. It is designed to run
with as little as 64 samples of latency which is approximately 1.5 milliseconds.
Before you initialize a driver, you can query the hardware for all of the available
Core Audio devices. This is similar to what you can do with Core MIDI. You can
then pick your output, setup your buffers, and set both the sample rate and the out-
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put latency. The AudioPlayer has simple transport controls that allow you to start,
stop and reset the systems.
int loadTracks(WaveFile *wv, AudioTrack **tracks,

unsigned int num);
class AudioPlayer{
private:
char
*deviceNames [MAXNUMDRIVERS];
AudioDeviceID *deviceList;
UInt32 numDevices;
UInt32 deviceRef;
AudioDevicelD
device;
// the default device
UInt32
inputChannels;
UInt32
outputChannels;
inputLatency;
Ulnt32
outputLatency;
UInt32
Float64
sampleRate;
public:
// info about the default device
AudioStreamBasicDescription deviceFormat;
// bufferSize returned by kAudioDevicePropertyBufferSize
unsigned int currGroup;
UInt32 deviceBufferSize;
std::vector<AudioGroup*> groups;
//get available drivers
UInt32 getCoreAudioDevices (;
//load driver
OSStatus setDevice (UInt32 id);
OSStatus setOutputBufferSize(UInt32 size);
OSStatus setSampleRate(int sampleRate);
OSStatus reset();
OSStatus start (;
OSStatus stop();

OSStatus init (;
AudioPlayer(;
-AudioPlayer(;
CODE LISTING 6-25. AudioPlayer

ShowProducerProjects
I needed a way of organizing an entire project that could be saved to a file. The
ShowProducerFramework has a set of classes that can help you organize a project,
using a model of a graph of connected mappings. The idea of connected mappings
grew out of the work of the Hyperinstrument group. Each of these mappings is
referred to as a Mode. One can create transitions between mappings based on anything from time to the end of audio tracks.
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Mods
The framework includes a variety of predefined Mods that perform functions ranging from MIDI file playback to color scaling for intelligent lighting. All of the
Mods are summarized in the Appendix.
Modes
A Mode is a set of connected Mods. A Mode has vectors storing input parsers,
output parsers and generic mods. A Mode also has an associated AudioGroup for
backing tracks. The Mode class has member functions for adding parsers as well
as well as mods. The types of Mods can be found in the Appendix in a file called
ID.h. Transitions are also stored in a Mode. When a Mode is processed, all of the
Mods are processed and then the vector of transitions is tested. If a transition is
signaled, a new Mode is processed the next time through. The Mode also has
cleanup and startup routines. This feature has yet to be fully implemented. The
idea is that you could add a startup or cleanup task to a list. These tasks could be
as simple as sending out a patch change to a synthesizer or as complicated as seeding the values for the entire network.
class Mode{
public:
std::vector<Mod*> inParsers;
std::vector<Mod*> mods;
std::vector<Mod*> outParsers;

//interactive objects
int numMods;
Mod* addMod(int type,...);
Mod* addOutParser(int type ...);
Mod* addInParser(int type ...);
void deleteMod(int index);
void deleteOutParser(int index);
void deleteInParser (int index);
void createLink(Mod src, int srcPort, Mod dest, int destPort);
void deleteLink(Mod src, int srcPort);
//AudioGroup
AudioGroup *group;
void setTrack(AudioTrack *track,int channel);
//transitions
UInt64 startTime;
std::vector<Transition *> transitions;
void addTransition(Transition *t);
void deleteTransition(int index);
void addTransition(Mode *mode, int type);
void startUp(;
void cleanUp(bool resetAudio);
void reset(;
Mode ();
-Mode(;
CODE LISTING 6-26.
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Transitions
Transitions are the means of creating an experience. By moving into a new mode,
you can create change and progression. The idea of a transition is simple, each
transition has a test to perform and a mode to move to. As a mode is processed all
of the transitions are tested. The first one to signal true is used to determine which
mode to go to next. A variety of transitions were specified although only the audio
transition was implemented. Transitions can be based on time or the state of any
variable of any mod. You can insert a probe into the network to look for a specific
data change. You can use any standard operation to compare the value. The transition class is defined in the following code listing.
//types of transitions
#define TIME 0
#define AUDIO 1
#define MODBOOL 2
#define MODFLOAT 3
#define MODINT 4
#define MIDI 5
//type of comparison
0
#define EQUAL
#define NOTEQUALl
#define LESSTHAN2
#define GREATERTHAN3
#define LESSTHAN EQUAL 4
#define GREATERTHANEQUAL 5
class Transition{
public:
Mode *mode; //where we are going
int transType; //kind of transition
//time transition
UInt64 duration;
void setTrans(UInt64 time);
//audio transition
AudioTrack *track;
void setTrans(AudioTrack *t);
//mod transition
Mod *mod;

int compType;
bool *bModValue;
float *fModValue;

int *iModValue;
//comparision values
bool bValue;
float fValue;

int iValue;
//modValue op value;
void setTrans(Mod *m, bool *modvalue, int op, bool value);
void setTrans(Mod *m, float *modValue, int op, float value);

void setTrans(Mod *m, int *modValue, int op, int value);
bool process(UInt64 currTime);
Transition(Mode *dest,int type);
-Transition();
CODE LISTING 6-27. Transition
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Project
The Project class is the abstraction that helps you organize Modes. A Project also
stores all of the resources such as AudioTracks and handles the opening and closing of ports and devices. The most important element of the Project is the main
processing thread (see Appendix). This determines how data will pass through the
network. It is the most important piece of the system and one must be careful
about how it is scheduled. The main processing thread is implemented as a highpriority pthread. The thread loop is simple:
i. process input parsers

process mods
3. process output parsers
4. process outputs
5. check transitions
2.

If a transition is triggered, the current mode is switched appropriately. A mode
cleanup routine is also called on the previous mode. Right now, that only consists
of resetting the audio pointers on an audio transition. Audio pointers remain constant otherwise. This allows the same audio resources to be used in different
modes and play continuously across mode changes.
The Project class has member functions for controlling the transport. These transport functions allow you to start and stop the audio player as well as the processing
of the modes. A final element of the project is a global communications socket.
This socket is used for sending information across the network as to the state of the
current system. Mode change and transport information is sent out. This is in
place for future expansion, possibly having a distributed system where patches on
different machines were all synced up.
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FIGURE 6-6.

ShowProducer Project
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class Project{
public:
//socket
UDPSocket *sock;
//time
UInt64 startTime;
UInt64 stopTime;
UInt64 currTime;
UInt64 absTime;
//devices
std: :vector<Mod*> inPorts;
std::vector<Mod*> outPorts;
Mod* addInput(int type ....);
Mod* addOutput(int type ...);
void deleteInput(Mod *mod);
void deleteOutput(Mod *mod);
//modes

int currMode;
int numModes;
std::vector<Mode*> modes;
void addMode();
void deleteMode(int mode);
void setMode(int mode);

int getMode(;
//Resources
//audio tracks
std::vector<AudioTrack*> audioTracks;
void setTrack(int ref,int mode,int channel);
int addAudioTracks(const char *fileName);
void deleteAudioTrack(int track);
//audio player
AudioPlayer *audioPlayer;
bool alive;
bool playing;
pthread-t processThread;
//control
void play(;
void stop();
void reset();
//all notes off
void panic();
void newProject(;
Project (;
-Project();
CODE LISTING 6-28. Project
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Secret Systems
The Secret Systems is an integrated development environment for creating interactive experiences that use the ShowProducerFramework. The Secret Systems also
handle hardware integration, going as far as generating explicit cabling and configuration instructions to be used in installation. The following figure details the general architecture of the systems.

FIGURE 6-7.

Secret Systems Overview

The Secret Systems were developed as a multiple document interface application,
using Java. The environment consists of six internal frames, each with a separate
function. Two of the frames, Mods and Equipment, simply list available resources
to be used in the design. The other four frames serve key functions to a project.
The Java application communicates to the ShowProducerFramework through the
Java Native Interface (JNI). Two Java libraries were also built to encapsulate the
mods and the equipment, creating java representations of the native objects. The
Secret Systems can allow real-time editing of the networks and the ability to save
the entire project to a single file.
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The Secret Systems were built as a clickable Java application package for Macintosh OS X. The root directory contains the following additional directories:
1. images -stores device images
2. instructions - stores project instruction files
3. mods - stores mod images and libraries
4. projects - stores Secret Systems project files
5. sounds - store audio resources, way and MIDI files
All references are relative to the root directory. The tools also enforce resources
and files being stored in these directories, allowing the ability for projects to easily
be transferred to other machines.

Secret Systems Frames
The Secret Systems consists of five frames. Three of the frames handle device
integration; the equipment frame, layout frame and instruction frame.
Equipment
The equipment frame (see figure) contains a list of all available devices that the
Secret Systems are able to talk to. It contains a tree of hardware, broken down
into type categories such as DMX, MIDI and sensors, then further divided by manufacturer. Hardware can be selected, then dragged and dropped on to the layout
frame. By selecting a piece of hardware, an image of the device appears in the bottom of the frame. This is also used subsequently as the drag image and finally as
an icon for the hardware in the layout. All of the functioning hardware is listed in
the Appendix.
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FIGURE 6-8.

Equipment Frame

Layout
The layout frame details a virtual representation of all of the hardware that one
may have connected to a particular machine. All layouts begin with a PowerBook
G4. That device cannot be deleted under any circumstances. When certain devices
are dropped onto the layout, dialogs appear for custom configuration. You can also
return to this dialog by shift clicking on the device. A field in the dialog also
allows you to add a generic comment about anything you desire. Upon placing
the pieces of hardware, you can begin to virtually cable the system. The system is
smart enough to only allow appropriate connections, i.e. MIDI in to MIDI out. It
will warn you otherwise. Each type of cable is represented by a different color and
icon. The layout frame allows you to connect the following cable types:
1. Audio
2.
3.
4.

DMX
Ethernet
Firewire
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5. MIDI

6. Optical
7. Power
8. Serial
9.

SPDIF

10.

SVideo

ii. USB
12.

VGA

13. Video
14. WordClock

When you try to connect two devices, a dialog is presented allowing you to choose
the ports of each device. If the connection is legal, then a link is made. If one end
of the link connects to the main computer, the appropriate drivers are opened. If a
link is deleted, the drivers are closed. If a device is deleted, all of the connected
links are purged as well. The goal of the hardware integration was to make things
as simple as possible. It was also important to be able to guide the design process
by only allowing proper connections. Once all of the hardware is laid out, you can
generate cabling instructions. This was most often the first piece of information
that we have looked for when rebuilding a project. It was also where most time
was spent.
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FIGURE 6-9. Layout Frame
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Instruction
The instruction frame displays the generated instructions. Anytime you save a
project, the cabling instructions are regenerated. You can also explicitly regenerate
them by using the command in the tools menu. The instructions are an html file
that is dynamically created and stored in the instruction folder, in the main application directory. Each piece of hardware contains a function that allows it to write its
instructions to the file. The file includes detailed images of the hardware along
with a listing of all of the connected ports. It includes any special configuration,
such as DMX address, along with the typed in comment. The goal of the hardware
documentation is to be able to fully reconstruct the system at a later date, including
all of the special tweaks that may have been made. One of the major obstacles in
creating these new experiences is recreating them. Hopefully this will solve this.
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Mods
The Mod frame lists all of the available mods from the ShowProducerFramework.
These are detailed in the Appendix. In a similar fashion to the equipment frame,
mod images appear when selected and can be dragged to the Mode frame, to join
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an existing interactive network. The Mods are sorted by function, and then further
by data type. Each object can operate on specific types, allowing high precision
where needed as well as the ability to keep specific blocks of data constant, such as
MIDI messages. Some mods require configuration such as the MIDI file player,
which prompts a user to browse for a MIDI file.
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Mod Frame

Mode
The Mode frame is where the core of the interactions are designed. When hardware endpoints are dropped onto the layout frame, parsers are automatically placed
into the mode. These parsers are listed in the Appendix along with the hardware
they represent. The parsers are a mode's access to the outside world. Mods are
dropped onto the mode frame to be connected to other mods as well as parsers.
The Secret Systems again checks for valid connections, in a similar fashion to the
layout frame. The networks can be processed and edited at the same time. Deleting a mod, purges all of the connected links. At the bottom of the mode frame is
the interface to the digital audio player. At the time of development only the 2channel output of the Mac is supported, but this player could easily be expanded to
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higher numbers of tracks. You can import way files from the file menu. Upon
doing so, the audio files are deinterlaced into mono tracks and added to a global
track list. You can pick which of these tracks you would like to use for a given
mode by using the scrolldown lists for in each track. You can then configure the
track to loop, set the mute option or scale the volume. The audio functions are
simple, past projects have usually required the use of a separate computer just to
play back digital audio. The audio player provides sample accurate synchronization across all of the tracks in a particular mode. Each mode is further represented
in the transition frame. By selecting the current mode in that frame, it's corresponding network is displayed along with the mode's audio tracks.
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Mode Frame

Transition
The transition frame is used to select and sequence modes. Each new mode is represented by a rectangle bearing its name. Using the mode selection tool, you can
pick the current mode. By creating links between modes, you can create the pathway that the experience will follow. Modes can be sequenced in any order. Since
the audio tracks are global resources, seamless transitions can occur between
modes using the same backing tracks. When a new mode is created, a set of parsers are also initialized, representing the current system. Links are created between
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modes. A dialog is presented to the user, querying the type of link to be drawn.
Once a valid link is created, it appears in the window and is added to the project.
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FIGURE 6-13. Transition Frame

Secret Systems Menus and Functions
The following table summarizes the menu functions for the main menu bar.
Menu
File

Edit

Tools

TABLE 6-1.
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Command
New Project
New Mode
Open
Import
Close
Save
Save As
Set Defaults
Page Setup
Print
Undo
Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear
Select All
Generate Instructions
Perform Layout

Function
Create New Secret Systems Project
Add New Mode
Open Existing Project
Import Wave Audio File
Close Project
Save Project
Save Project as Another Name
Not Implemented
Not Implemented
Not Implemented
Not Implemented
Delete Selections from Active Frame
Not Implemented
Not Implemented
Not Implemented
Select All in Current Frame
Generate and Reload Instruction Frame
Apply Hierarchical Layout Algorithm to
Selected Frame

Menu Functions

Smoke and Mirrorsto Modern Computers
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Menu

Command

Function

View

Project
Mod
Equipment
Layout
Mode
Transition
Instruction
Audio
Optical
SPDIF
MIDI
Serial
Ethernet
USB
Video
Firewire
Video
SVideo
VGA
DMX
Power
WordClock
Play
Stop
Reset

Toggle Display of Project Frame
Toggle Display of Mod Frame
Toggle Display of Equipment Frame
Toggle Display of Layout Frame
Toggle Display of Mode Frame
Toggle Display of Transition Frame
Toggle Display of Instruction Frame
Toggle Viewing of Audio Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of Optical Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of SPDIF Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of MIDI Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of Serial Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of Ethernet Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of USB Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of Video Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of Firewire Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of Video Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of SVideo Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of VGA Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of DMX Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of Power Cables in Layout
Toggle Viewing of WordClock Cables in Layout
Start Processing of Network
Stop Processing of Network
Stop Processing of Network, Reset Mods, Reset
Audio Pointers

Cables

Transport

TABLE 6-1.

Menu Functions

Secret Systems Architecture
The Secret Systems were developed using Java and the JViews graphic toolkit.

The key element of the JViews package is the ability to create dynamic connected
graphs. More importantly, unlike most connected graph packages where nodes can
be nothing more than a simple graphic, JViews allows you to create nodes that are
interactive, such as designing a knob or a slider. It was important to be able to
build objects that have their own interfaces. This allows you to encapsulate more
information into a smaller package. The sdk also includes interactors that can be
used to manipulate a window or graph, such as move, select, zoom and fit to window. The decision to use Java was based on the idea that the interface should
remain constant, independent of the underlying native i/o. One can simply replace
the JNI library to port the program to another system. While hardware will change
over time, I wanted to retain the ability to study other people's work.
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Another feature of Mac OS X is the application bundle. This allows you to create
a special clickable Java application. Bundles are special folders that include all of
the resources needed by the project. Java bundles can call launch Java applications
with the appropriate flags. You can also include other resources that are needed to
run the project such as Java archive libraries.
JNI Library
The JNI library forms a bridge between two worlds, Java and C++. SecretSystemsJNI is the name of the Java class that allows the Secret Systems to make use of
the ShowProducerFramework (see Appendix). One of the niceties of Project
Builder is the ability to call arbitrary scripts, during the build phase. Creating a
JNI library is usually an arduous set of tasks; first writing the Java class, then running javah to generate a header file, finally writing your native code. We all know
that Microsoft does not support Java so Visual Studio is out. Code Warrior can
build Java projects and native projects but can not call javah directly. Project
Builder allows you to have multiple build targets within one project. It also allows
you to set target dependencies, ensuring the proper build steps occur in the right
order. In building the JNI library a shell script is executed to call javah (see
Appendix). After this script is executed, you can build the native library. It is
important to note that JNI libraries in Mac OS X must be called libX.jnilib. The
sending of data from Java to the native side is significantly easier than the reverse.
As a result any state information, such as the current mode, is polled from the
native side. When a mode change is detected, the current Mode and Transition
windows are updated accordingly.
Java Packages
Two Java packages were built to encapsulate devices and mods. In essence, the
libraries create the graphical representations for the actual native objects. The
objects also go a step further, containing the necessary glue that relates parsers to
devices as well as providing physicality to actual links. Since links between mods
are nothing more than storing a pointer, we need some way of encapsulating bidirectionality.
Devices
The first package to be built is the Device library. Devices all inherit from the base
type Device (see Appendix). A Device has a member functions that can be used to
configure itself as well as print information to the instruction file. It also stores a
pointer to the native object it represents as a Java int. All devices can override the
default update hardware function. This function is used as links are constructed in
a layout to tell a device that it may have been possible for its connection to the host
to have changed. The device can then determine how to reconfigure the native
hardware. One example may be switching the port for a serial device. Graphically, the Device has a member variable which is derived from IltNetworkElement,
a JViews graphic object of the JTGO library. This new type, MylltNetworkEle-
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ment, differs only in the addition of a member variable that points to the parent
device. Since the graphic object is what one interacts with in the layout window, I
needed a way to retrieve the parent class.
The Device library also contains a generic port class (see Appendix). The Port
class has member constants that can be used to set the port type. A string is used to
store the port name. More importantly the Port has a member variables to store
references to a connected port as well as the connected device.
The Device package also defines links. These links are extended from a JTGO
object, but also contain endpoint references to both the connected ports as well as
the connected devices.
Certain Devices are parsers themselves, being generic bus devices, such as a pieces
of MIDI or DMX hardware. The Device library has classes or InputParser and
OutputParser (see Appendix). These parsers store a pointer to the actual port,
where data should be sent or received from. This pointer can be passed on to other
devices in a chain such as the case when you connect a DMX out to a DMX in or
MIDI out to MIDI in. These parsers also include a vector to store references to the
actual mod parser in each mode. For example, if you have a MIDI keyboard in
your layout, you want to make sure that when you connect the out port to a MIDI
interface, that the mods also all get updated so that data can be pulled from the correct port.
Another special type of device is a SeriallnputDevice (see Appendix). A SeriallnputDevice stores a bsd pathname for the current connection. When the pathname
is changed by connecting or disconnecting the device in the layout, the pathname
is used to open or close the port of the native device. The Device library is
strongly connected to the Mod library.
Mods
The Mod package is used to generate the graphical visualization of the underlying
native ShowProducerFramework modes. Mods are similar to devices, containing
an array of ports of the correct data type. Mods create their graphical representation through the use of JViews' prototypes. Prototypes are a unique feature of the
JViews library, allowing one to create graphical objects, specify portions of that
graphic to be nodes in a network, and finally add direct interactions with the object
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that can trigger a call to a static java class. Prototypes are designed using the Ilog
Composer as seen in the following figure.

FIGURE 6-14.

ILOG Prototypes Composer

Using the Composer, one can import graphic images to become elements in the
object. You can also define member properties that can be set. Each Mod, including the parsers, have a graphic representation that was designed in the ILOG Composer.
Mods store pointers to their native counterparts again as Java ints. When the state
of a network changes, these pointers are used to create and delete links as well as
the objects themselves. Special extended classes of Mods exist, InputParser and
OutputParser, in order to facilitate the filtering of these Mods during selection and
deletion.
A Link class exists, in a similar fashion to the layout links. A link not only has a
member object for its graphical representation, but also references to its endpoints,
both the port and mod. Links, as well as mod ports, are color coded for data type,
creating a clear picture of how the network processes data.
All in all, it is a multi-stage process to integrate new functional blocks into the system; writing the native code, creating a prototype, finally creating a java object.
Flexibility in the system exists to create objects that have almost any function and
can operate on any data type.
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File I/O
Project file i/o is handled entirely through Java serialization. This was the simplest
although not the most ideal method. Files are stored as binary and it was often a
problem that with constant revisions of the Java classes, the object ids changed,
enabling version incompatibility. An ascii format such as XML, may have solved
this problem. When a file is opened, the native network is completely reconstructed from scratch. All of the hardware devices are also opened, as the layout is
rebuilt. The file handling proved to be robust and all features of the project were
able to be saved and reopened.

Secret Systems Application Types
The Secret Systems offer a first pass at providing a design tool to the field of interactive entertainment, however they can only be immediately applied to a subset of
the field. Essentially the tools have been built to model the design process of many
of the Hyperinstrument projects, providing a set of connected interactive mappings. They can also be used to sequence thematic elements of a ride or show. If
one were to place the tools in the space of location-based experiences, they would
be heavily waited by physically constrained and score constrained attractions. It
would be easier to design an interactive ride than it would a multiplayer game.
Transitions are currently discrete, with modes lacking the ability to fade from one
to the next. The Secret Systems are also targeted at interactions through hardware
interfaces as part of interactive installations. The tools also force a hardware
dependent number of interaction points. You cannot dynamically add users such as
in an online multi-player videogame.
Interactive computer graphics were also not incorporated as part of the tools, as
that alone could be a complete area of research. In order to incorporate a graphic
system, one must be able to parameterize the various elements to the data types of
the Secret Systems. The data types of the mods limit how messages can be passed
to objects. Future experiences may require new data structures to be passed
through the networks. The lack of global memory forces the constraint that modes
lose state upon exiting. This further constrains the system to projects that do not
need to learn and eliminates the ability to apply temporal changes. The tools lack
the ability to apply user customizations such as participant changes. This may be
minor right now as we need to first create successful experiences that people want
to try one time before we figure out how to get them to come back.
Location-based experiences are primarily about creating immersive environments.
It is most often the case that we may not need to access outside networks or even
want computer generated characters, preferring animatronics and theatrical effects.
As we understand how to make progress in this area first, we can then begin to
expand our designs into other venues, ultimately creating a ubiquitous entertainment expenence.
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CHAPTER 7

Applications

During the development process, a variety of applications were built to make use of
various parts of the system. The first use of the system occurred in May, 2001 with
the performance of the HyperStrings Trilogy. As we were unable to get the original
Hyperlisp code running, I decided to attempt to build a new application on a pc using
my new ShowProducer library.

Song of Penance
Song of Penance is a piece for Hyperviola and a 17 piece orchestra. It initially ran
on a Mac II using Hyperlisp. In rebuilding the project for a concert in May 2001, it
appeared that there would be no way of getting the software working. Tod and I discussed our options and decided that it would be possible to rewrite all of the software
in one day, using my new library of tools.
The plan was to use an old 200MHz laptop with an external MIDI interface along
with a power pc macintosh with a samplecell card. The piece was pretty easy to put
together. The software need only repatch MIDI from the keyboardist to a variety of
synths. The piece was broken down into 12 modes, each created a mapping between
the keyboard and one of four MIDI destinations. The MIDI destinations consisted of
a Samplecell card, Yamaha TX-816, Kurzweil PX-1000 and another Mac running
LiveList. Modes were changed by pressing the program change buttons on the keyboard as labeled in the score.
The software worked very reliably as it was pretty simple. Once we clearly defined
what was needed for the systems, the project went together quickly. It was also nice
to not have to wait for the code to evaluate for twenty minutes as was needed to on
the old mac. The only problem that we had was making sure the keyboardist followed the score correctly and remembered to push the program change keys.
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The Tentacle
In the fall of 2001, my pc library was further utilized to control a nine degree of
freedom robotic tentacle. The tentacle was a cable driven robot consisting of five
finger appendages connected to a two stage body. Each body stage was built using
two CS-80 hobby servos that provided antagonistic drive in two axis. The fingers
were each controlled by one CS-80 servo also using antagonistic drive. The servos were connected to the computer using the Scott Edward's MiniSSCII board. I
created two programs, one of which allowed the robot to follow cues given from a
computer vision system.
The application created a network of linked oscillators to create a procedural animation system for the robot. The five fingers oscillated at a fixed frequency, while
the phase of each finger varied. This provided natural and organic looking movement. The lower body movement was also coordinated such that the body traced
out a circle radially. The upper body rotated around at a slightly faster frequency.
I also integrated the use of the JL-Cooper MCS-3800 controller to run the demo.
The MCS-3800 is a generic controller, complete with a variety of touch-sensitive
faders, LCD screens, jog-shuttle unit and many other buttons. It can be used for
anything, from audio editing to video production. I used it to run and stop the
demo with the play and stop buttons, provide manual control using the faders and
display the current servo values on the LCD screens. The controller proved itself
and I had plans of fully integrating it into the future versions of the software. It
would make a great tool to mix computer control with a human operator. I had a
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vision of creating a demo with a play button, and had fulfilled it with this controller.

FIGURE 7-1.

Tentacle
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FIGURE 7-2.

JLCooper MCS-3800

Following the tentacle project, I moved entirely over to the Macintosh Powerbook.
This would be the platform for my final demo at MIT, an interactive environment
that would cram as many possible types of sensors, lights, audio devices, animatronics and MIDI devices, into one project.

PublicAnemone SIGGRAPH 2002
The Pubic Anemone: An Inorganic Creature was presented at the Emerging Technologies venue of SIGGRAPH 2002 in July of 2002. It was part of a collaboration
that I have with Cynthia Breazeal's Robotic Life group at the MTI Media Lab. The
primary focus of the groups research is in human-robot interaction and the design
of sociable robotic entities [Breazea102]. The project consisted of a thirteen
degree-of-freedom robot that had the body of a sea anemone, complete with a silicone skin. The robot was to live in an interactive terrarium with a pond, waterfall
and a variety of organic looking flora. The demo was conceived as a five minute
day cycle where the robot would wake up, interact with the participants and then
go to sleep. At night, a variety of supporting creatures would emerge, creating a
new modes of interaction.
The project consisted of three main software components; a behavior and motor
system, machine vision and interactive show controls. The behavior and motor
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system were running on a Machintosh dual 1GHz G4 machine. The code was
developed using an adopted version of Bruce Blumberg's Synthetic Characters animation and behavior engine [Blumberg02]. It was all written in Java and used JNI
to communicate natively with the embedded servo control system over two serial
ports. The vision system consisted of two dual Pentium 4 Xeon computers, each
with a FireWire card. Each computer processed input from a stereo camera,
extracting information such as depth mapping, face and hand tracking. The rest of
the interactive elements were controlled by the SecretSystems. Connections
between the three systems were created by using UDP packets. The vision computers provided two streams of information about various objects in the fields. The
SecretSystems informed the behavior engine of the current mode as well as any
changes in the transport, i.e. play or stop.
The environment was conceived to create a complete immersive, interactive experience. To accomplish this, a synthetic world was created that incorporated lighting, sound and music. The terrarium was constructed using a steel Unistrut frame.
Bolted to the steel frame were pieces of medium density fiber board. The mdf, was
turned into artificial rock by stapling chicken wire on to the board. Polyurethane
foam was then poured onto the chicken wire. Once hardened, the foam was
sculpted into rock forms. The foam was then covered with fiberglass, and finally
painted.
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FIGURE 7-3.
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FIGURE 7-5.

Foam and Fiberglass
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FIGURE 7-6.
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FIGURE

7-7. Painting

The installation consisted of a variety of elements, namely the terrarium, the pond,
waterfall, wall crystals, drum crystals and the tubeworms. Each of these were controlled by the SecretSystems project. The hardware for these systems is listed
below in table 7-1.
quantity
I
1

1
8
1
1
TABLE 7-1.SIGGRAPH
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hardware
PowerBook G4 667
PC running Reason
Artistic Licence DMX
DownLink
MidiMan MidiSport 4x4
Yamaha TMX drum unit
Pintech Drum Triggers
Keyspan USA49W 4 port
USB serial adapter
Gilderfluke SER-DMX
servo controller

2002 Hardware List
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hardware
Hobbico Sail Winch Servos
Capacitive Sensor Boards
Leprecon LD-360 Dimmer
Oase Nautilus 30 pump
Color Kinetics CMOPS150 power supply
Color Kinetics JuiceBox2
ultrasonic misters
Color Kinetics C-200 fixtures
Color Kinetics iColorMR
fixtures
CambridgeSoundworks
Soundworks audio systems

quantity
4
4
1

6
4
31
4

TABLE 7-1.

SIGGRAPH 2002 Hardware List

All of the lighting DMX control numbers are listed in the following table 7-2.
Downlink Port
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
TABLE 7-2.
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Device
LD-360
Nautilus 30
Ultrasonic Misters
SER-DMX
tube I servo
tube 2 servo
tube 3 servo
tube 4 servo
CMOPS-150
C-200 1
C-200 2
C-200 3
C-200 4
JuiceBox2
drum icolor I
drum icolor 2
drum icolor 3
drum icolor 4
drum icolor 5
drum icolor 6
drum icolor 7
drum icolor 8

Channel
1
2

7
7
8
9
10
1

4
4
7
10
13
16
19
22
25

DMX Channel Chart
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Downlink Port

Device

Channel

B

wall icolor 1

B

wall icolor 2

28
31

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

wall icolor 3
wall icolor 4
wall icolor 5
wall icolor 6
wall icolor 7
tube icolor 1
tube icolor 2
tube icolor 3
tube icolor 4
pond icolor I
pond icolor 2
pond icolor 3
pond icolor 4
ceiling icolor 1-8
TABLE 7-2.

34

37
40
43
47
52
55
58
61

64
67
70
73
76

DMX Channel Chart

Each of the supporting elements made use of this hardware. Figure 7-8 illustrates
the hardware layout frame of the Secret Systems as was designed for the SIGGRAPH installation. It shows a very clear rendering of how the system is constructed. Each of the color coded cables represents a different media type.
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Tube Worms

FIGURE 7-9.

Tlbeworms

The tube worms were designed to mimic the behavior of real tube worms, reacting
when people try to touch them. They were the most complex of the supporting
creatures. Each consists of a fiber optic bundle which is placed on a one degree-offreedom stage that translates vertically. The stage contains a spring return and is
translated through the use of a sail winch servo. The fiber optics are .25mm in
diameter and are glued in bundles of 10 into the fiber plate. Immediately below the
fiber, a Color Kinetics iColorMR is mounted. The light and fiber bundle can then
move as one (see Figure 7-10). A shell was sculpted and then cast out of Smoothon Liquid Plastic. Inside the shell, a copper sheet is cut into a ring and secured
immediately below the top of the shell, forming the capacitive sensing plate. All of
the servos are housed in a Plexiglas box. Three housed cables connect the moving
plates to the servo box. The SER-DMX board is housed inside the box as well.
The four capacitive sensing boards communicate on an RS-485 bus which is translated to RS-232 and connected to the Keyspan serial adapter. A Cambridge Soundworks speaker set is mounted nearby, providing localized audio for the tube
worms.
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FIGURE 7-10.

'Tubeworm Mechanism and Servo Box
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Drum Crystals

FIGURE 7-11.

Drum Crystals

The drum crystals were designed to be intelligent drum pads, changing color in
reaction to the time of day as well as when struck. They were cast out of Smoothon Crystal Clear resin that was evacuated to remove air bubbles. The mold for
the crystals was made out of silicone cast from a clay model. A Pintech drum trigger was mounted directly to the crystals. A layer of medical grade silicone sheet
was glued to the bottom of the crystal, creating an optical diffuser. The crystals
were mounted to the rock structure using double-sided foam tape. A cavity existed
below the crystal for the placement of a Color Kinetics iColorMR light. A set of
Cambridge Soundworks speakers were hidden in the rock mound.
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Wall Crystals

FIGURE 7-12.

Wall Crystals

The wall crystals provided an interesting visual accessory for the installation. The
crystals were cast in a similar fashion to the drum crystals. They were mounted in
clusters of three on the back wall. Behind the wall, a cavity existed for the placement of an iColorMR light. Each of the clusters could thus be individually controlled. A set of Cambridge Soundworks speakers were embedded in the corners
of the wall.
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Pond and Waterfall

FIGURE 7-13.

Pond and Waterfall

The pond started out as a standard freestanding fiberglass pond, ordinarily used for
backyard gardens. A black acrylic sheet was laser cut with 1500 holes to fit in the
bottom of the pond. Into each hole was threaded a single .75 mm unjacketed fiber
optic cable. The cables were bundled and passed through the pond wall by means
of a pvc fitting that was epoxied in place. The fibers were then split into 4 bundles
and each terminated at a lighting box equipped with 4 iColorMR fixtures. An
additional hole was made in the pond wall for a pvc quick disconnect to the pump.
The Nautilus pump was placed inline between the pond and the waterfall using 1"
flexible pvc pipe. The pipe terminated at the waterfall with 6" of 1" hard pvc pipe
with an endcap. A number of 1/4" holes were drilled in the pipe for water to flow.
A trough led from the reservoir to edge of the terrarium top piece. The pump was
plugged into the Leprecon dimmer, enabling computer control of the flow rate.
The pond was painted a stone color to match the rest of the environment. The
fibers themselves were painted green and then cut to arbitrary lengths, mimicking
pond grass. Four of the ultrasonic misters were mounted inside the pond, while 2
were placed in the reservoir for the waterfall. All of the misters were connected to
one channel of the Leprecon Dimmer as well.
Modes
The demo cycle consisted of 4 interactive modes; day, night, dusk and dawn. Transitions between each mode were triggered by the end of background audio tracks.
The background audio emerged from a set of Cambridge Soundworks speakers
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that were hidden in the rock behind the robot. The transition graph as was displayed in the Secret Systems transition window is shown in the following figure.

* 0 $

Transitions siggraph7-21

FIGURE 7-14.

Public Anemone Transitions

Dawn
During the thirty second dawn mode, the robot begins to wake up. The main environment lights fade from a cool blue to a warm white. The wall crystals fade from
their distinctive red glow to a white as well. The pond grass begins to fade away as
does the illumination of the tube worm fibers. The drum crystals fade from green
to an amber. The waterfall begins to turn on, while the misters shut off. The following figure illustrates the mode window for dawn. As you can see, the mapping
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is very simple. Most of the outputs simply fade from a start value to a finish value
though the use of a linear ramp object.

Modes',s~0~L?
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FIGURE 7-15.

Dawn Mapping

Day
During the day the robot is active, going about its chores and interacting with participants. Some of its chores consist of dunking into the waterfall as well as sprinkling water on the nearby plants. The robot also dips into the pond. The stereo
camera in the wall tracks faces and hands. The overhead cameras can sense when
people reach towards the robot. The robot reacts by showing curiosity and tracking the participants. The robot can also be startled by quickly reaching in. The
effects for day are simple. As all of the transitioning happens in dawn, it is only
important for the day mode to set the outputs to the proper levels. This is accom-
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plished through the use of a variety of SliderBangs as seen in the following figure.
ColorWheels are also used to choose the RGB values of the ColorKinetics' lights

ee

FIGURE 7-16.

Day Mapping

Dusk
Once dusk occurs the robot begins to fall asleep and positions itself on its rock. At
this point the motor drivers can be shutoff, allowing the motors and drive transistors time to cool down. The main environment lights begin to fade from white to
the cool blue. The drum crystals fade to green, while the pond grass begins to illuminate. The tubeworms begin to show their color as well, while they begin to
move with signs of life. The wall crystals fade from white to red. The waterfall
turns off, while the misters begin to turn on enhancing the coolness of the night
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scene. The following figure details the Dusk mode. It is very similar to Dawn, but
reverses the start and stop values of the fades.
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FIGURE 7-17.
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Night

FIGURE 7-18.

Night Scene

Night is the time when most interaction occurs. The transition into night is
announced by the background MIDI sequence that begins upon entering. The
MIDI notes of the sequence are reflected as color changes in the wall crystals.
Each crystal cluster is associated with one note number. The MIDI sequence is fed
into a series of note parsers, each detecting one pitch and starting a blue color fade,
relative to the velocity of the struck note. The MIDI sequence uses three different
channels, each associated with a different instrument in the Reason patch; a Maelstrom, and 2 NN-XT samplers. The Night mode is very complex so I have zoomed
into various parts of the mapping to illustrate the interactions. The following figure illustrates the design of the wall crystals. At the beginning of the mode, a
MIDI file starts playing as is represented in the upper-right portion of the figure.
The MIDI messages are fed to a note on parser. The unfiltered MIDI is immediately sent off to Reason. The pitch information is sent on array of comparators,
looking for particular pitches. The velocities are sent to an array of gates. If a
pitch is detected, a midi ramp is started which uses the velocity of the note to control the amplitude of a blue color decay. A bank of rank selectors, choose the blue
fade over a default red oscillation. These control the iColorMR lights. This simple
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array of modules creates dancing illumination, as the clusters of crystals light up in
sync with the music.
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FIGURE 7-19.
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Wall Mapping

Each drum crystal is designed to have dual functionality. If a pad is struck below a
certain threshold, a single MIDI note will be triggered at the current velocity. Each
crystal has a different sample associated with it. If the hit is above the threshold, a
complete MIDI sequence will be played. The single notes are all played out of one
NN-XT sampler in Reason, while the sequences are used to play back a Recycle
file in a Rex player. In both cases, as the notes are played, the crystals change their
glow from green to blue. The following figure details part of the interaction for the
crystals. Trigger values are passed out of the TMX parser. These are fed to a
series of compare functions. If a value is less than a threshold, a single MIDI note
is generated using a Make Note object. If it is above the threshold, a MIDI
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sequence is triggered. For each MIDI note, a ramp decay is started at the appropriate velocity, creating blue fades. The crystals glow an oscillating green by default.

FIGURE 7-20. Drum Crystal Mapping
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FIGURE 7-21.

Drum Crystals at Night

The tube worms show life by slow oscillating movements of the fibers up and
down. They also glow an oscillating blue. Each tube worm is slightly out of phase
thus they all have the appearance of a nice flowing wave. Upon triggering of the
capacitive sensor, the tube worm reacts, audibly, visually as well as mechanically.
The fibers retract into the cavity while the color changes to a deep magenta. A
MIDI note is also triggered and a sample is played out of another NN-XT sampler
in Reason. A ramp is also triggered for the animation, as the fibers slowly
reemerge. The following figure details the functions for the tube worms. As you
can see, the tube worms involve the use of the capacitive sensors, servos, iColorMR lights and MIDI file playback. The color coded cabling is helpful to understand the accuracy of the data. Sensor values are ints, so the cables are red. The
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LFOs take in floating point values, thus are magenta. The tubeworms were complex in nature, but provided a very simple and fulfilling interaction.

FIGURE 7-22.

Tubeworm Mapping
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FIGURE 7-23.

Glowing Tubeworms

The pond provides an interesting visual aesthetic as the fiber-optic grass glows in a
sweeping oscillatory nature. The fibers are clumped into four bundles and each
controlled by a single light. The intensity of each light is controlled by an LFO
each slightly out of phase of each other. This produces an effect of sweeping a
color across the grass. In conjunction with the misters, the pond looks magical.
The following figure details some of the simple settings of Night, such as setting
the main light colors and turning off the pump.
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FIGURE 7-24.

Effects Mapping

Results
The Emerging Technologies venue at SIGGRAPH provides an excellent testbed
for putting together an installation such as the Public Anemone. The system must
be set up in a short amount of time and once up needs to run reliably for 8 hours a
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day, for almost a week. During that time, thousands of people get to watch, interact and damage your installation. You must be prepared for anything.

FIGURE 7-25.

SIGGRAPH 2002

Initial Design
I tried to streamline the initial design process, by making each part as independent
as possible. Although the Secret Systems were controlling the whole show, the
links between the main systems were as weak as possible to allow independent
testing. Many of the interactions, such as the drum crystals and tubeworms, were
designed without the actual physical set pieces. This required some strong vision
on my part, but the general idea was to keep everything as simple as possible.
Knowing the interactions were fun without the actual set, gave hope that the final
product would be great.
It was most important to present an accurate model of the environment to the robot
behavior engine as the source animations needed to be scripted with the exact locations of some of the set pieces. Dan Stiehl designed a steel Unistrut frame to build
upon. The elements that needed to be placed most accurately were the pond,
waterfall and the rock that the robot rests upon. Other than that, most of the other
pieces were designed on the fly.
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Packing
One of the hardest things and most underestimated is the time and effort to pack
and ship such a project. When you start making the tradeoff between design time
and packing time, you may end up in trouble, which we did. Unfortunately we did
not hire the appropriate packing and shipping contractors, as per my original suggestion months earlier. The end result was a week of chaos, as we were packing
and scheduling shipments. During that time, the entire robotic presence group
were required to be on hand to move and pack boxes and crates. The highlight of
the events was the realization that one of the crates would not fit into the freight
elevator of the warehouse that we were constructing in. Removing the outer elevator doors solved that problem. Upon arrival in San Antonio, not one single palette
or crate arrived without damage. However, almost all of the pieces arrived without
damage. The lesson learned is very important. It is just as important to be honest
about what your weaknesses are as to be about your strengths.

FIGURE 7-26. Moving Out
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Setup
Setup is often the most frustrating experience, as you never know what may not be
working until you try everything. You are always worried that you may not have
the replacement parts or tools to make your repairs. Upon arrival, it was determined that the audio system was damaged for the Reason computer. After some
calls, a suitable replacement solution was designed using a firewire card from
Compusa, a MOTU 828 audio interface and a MOTU MidiTimePieceAV from
Mars Music. A bug in the main environment lighting was remedied by changing
the source voltage switch on the CMOPS-150 form 220V to 11OV. In this process,
a number of protection fuses were blown on the C-200 fixtures. A call to ColorKinetics and then to Digikey remedied that problem. We were also unsure as to the
integrity of the water seals on the pond. They proved worthy. The final problem
consisted of a few of the CambridgeSoundworks systems failing. Another trip to
Compusa resolved that problem with a new set of speakers. The structure as a
whole went together much faster than anticipated, if it were not for the few hardware problems, the environment would have been up by the second day of setup.
By the third and fourth day the environment was running and stable. Code for the
robot was still being developed into the second day of the show.

FIGURE 7-27.

Underneath the Environment
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FIGURE 7-28.

Behind the Curtain

The Show
Was this a successful experience? What does the evaluation criteria reveal to us?
First off did it physically function and was it easy to operate? Running of the
installation was fairly smooth. The Secret Systems crashed every once in awhile,
but during the uptime cycled more than a dozen times. Since it was not until SIGGRAPH that the entire installation was up, it would have been hard to determine
what the problem was onsite. The program was also running on a different computer which may have contributed to the problem, not having the same exact libraries. There was little that the operators had to do all day, once the experience was
running. The startup procedure was relatively simple. Was the experience fun for
the participants and did they understand the interactions? Unanimously, everyone
was awed by the extent of our effort in the building of the terrarium. It was clear
that nothing like this has been tried before. Fortunately the interactions generated
by my designs were very engaging to the attendees. Unfortunately the robot was
not as exciting as we had hoped. The hard part was solved, it looked good, it had
powerful motors and the potential to move in a very organic nature. The effort put
into the environment was far greater than that into making the robot active during
the day cycle. This is more the result of how the project was managed. From the
day we decided to create the project, there was no clear plan as to how the robot
behaviors were to be designed. Contrary, the environment people stuck to their
self-induced harsh deadlines and produced an unexpected amount of unique
pieces. The result of the robot really struck me, as furthering of the field will only
occur if the correct balance is achieved between technology and aesthetics. If the
project looks too good and does not do anything, people will be annoyed. If the
project is very interactive, but looks horrible, people will never get it. The project
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was actually Slash Dotted. Here are some of the comments that appeared on the
website.
I saw this thing at Siggraph in the Emerging Technologies exhibit. I really
didn't find this to be that interesting of a project. The hardware was cool to
look at, but the behavior was weak in my opinion. Basically it just exhibited a
few "canned" movements in response to different stimuli. So if someone
moved fast near it, it would shrink back. Otherwise it would just move to
water the plant. Overall I must say that of all the Emerging Technologies
exhibits this one does not deserve its own slashdot post.
I saw the "MIT anemone" at SIGGRAPH this year, and the actual AI was
rather limited, if even that. The anemone seemed to just have a motion sensor,
and if you tripped it, the robot would play a canned animation of 'fear' by
drawing into the far corner and shaking. Of course, if you tried to put your
hand in that corner, the robot would run right into you (and the MIT people
would give you a dirty look). The robot was also on a schedule, so that it would
water some flowers or go to sleep every ten minutes. All canned animations,
no actual Al. The robot certainly wasn't using any revolutionary new programming. I think the whole deal was just to see if people could be fooled into
thinkning it was more complex than it really was, and to see how they would
react to an atypical robot. Of course, come to think of it, I never interact with
sea anemone in real life, so there's no way to judge how real MIT's robot was.
These comments demonstrate the frustration that some of the attendees experienced. I don't necessarily agree with all of the comments, but often it is true that
projects get caught up in the hype. Whether it is made from duct tape and card
board or titanium, people want to be part of a gratifying experience. People need
to be drawn in, but once in they need to have a satisfying experience. Going back
to my original theory, the design steps could not be successfully answered. The
core interaction was never fully defined. What was the robot doing? The interactions of the night scene were simpler, but easier to understand. The experience
may have been too short. The length of participation was determined by the time
the average SIGGRAPH attendee could commit to interacting, which is not that
long. Longer phases of the cycle would have allowed for more interaction with the
robot. The short cycle did allow anywhere from five hundred to one thousand people a day the opportunity to participate. Not having progressed past the definition
of the core interaction, it was clear the participant and temporal changes were not
going to be addressed. The physicality of the structure successfully constrained the
number of simultaneous participants to those that were in reach. Ultimately, the
Public Anemone may have been satisfying by overcompensating during the night
scene, for lack of interaction during the day.
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Strike
As usual, tearing down the project occurs exponentially faster than constructing it.
The most important thing to keep in mind is to still be mindful of your initial organization. It is more than likely that many of the parts may be coopted for other
projects and it would be most helpful to pack all of the relevant pieces like wallwarts and cables with the appropriate hardware.

Afterthoughts
The applications designed, made use of all of the features of the Secret Systems.
They put the hardware to the test and enabled a fairly large numbers of degrees of
freedom to be controlled in a meaningful manner. Last minute changes were easily
implemented, allowing for great customization. The tools streamlined the installation process. Unfortunately the software tool could do little to fix broken hardware.
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Future Work

Secret Systems Additions
A variety of features could enable the Secret Systems to be more adaptable to many
different types of experiences. It is most often a problem that tools that try to do
everything, never end up doing things right. For the first rev of the toolset, I wanted
to make sure that the tools could clearly demonstrate the kinds of interactions and
types of experiences that were developed in the Hyperinstrument group at the Media
Lab. I have also thought of a list of additional features that would make this system
really powerful.
Transitions
The only transition that was actually implemented was the audio one. There needs
to be additional ways of changing modes. It would mean implementing the time
transition as well as the transitions based on a state variable. The idea would be to
insert a probe into the network and look for a particular pattern or event change.
This would allow for extremely complex transition graphs. Another transitioning
idea would be that of a partial transition. Instead of swapping out an entire mapping,
maybe a mapping evolves over time.
Mode Startup and Cleanup
Mode startup and cleanup are key features to have in the toolset. There just was not
enough time to implement them. Each mode should have a list of tasks that get executed when you leave or enter it. Tasks could be added to the list, such as sending
out a program change to a synthesizer. Initial values could also be sent to DMX
devices, enabling even simpler patches, no longer requiring building a map as was
done for the Day mode of the Public Anemone project.
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Intelligent Network Purging
In creating these dynamic mappings, it is always a question as to what you should
do with old data in the network. It could be possible that you have not processed a
particular mode for some lengthy amount of time. Do you simply erase all of the
input buffers? That is what is currently done, but you may want to be smarter
about it, possibly choosing which parsers and mods to clear.
Global Memory
Right now there is no way to transfer state from one mode to the next. This would
require the use of some type of global variables. One possibility is to make each
mod global. You could then insert the same object into multiple graphs. Another
option would be creating a special mod that is a global variable. These mods could
appear in every mode. They could have a way of storing and passing they variables into the network. Global memory is a needed feature for experiences that
need to evolve over great lengths of time.
Programming Language
The Secret Systems offer a structure that is not that far off from a programming
language. It contains primitive expressions and means of combination. However,
it does not allow loops. This is one of the flaws of any graphical programming language. You often have to copy and paste the same blocks multiple times. Loops
could be built in the third dimension, by the addition layered objects. You could
then specify how many layers you would want, as well as what variable would
change in each layer.
Writing recursive procedures can also be difficult. Although it is easy to create a
loop by feeding an output back to an input, it is more difficult to insure that multiple loops keep data in sync. One loop may be very short, while another may contain a very complex procedure, creating data that is old.
In a graphical language, all of the procedures are objects. Those objects can't be
called arbitrarily. There is a physicality to the function that is not present in most
languages. This new programming language may not be comparable to existing
text based ones. It may be a completely new form. In this world, everything is
evaluated in parallel. Data flows in adjacent paths. This may call for the development of a new type of processing platform optimized for parallel data flow. Fortunately the language of the Secret Systems is very intuitive and has a really short
learning curve. Most of the complexity is in the underlying structure, hidden away
from the user.
Personal User Options
Another feature that should be considered is a way of introducing personal
changes, tailoring the experience to one particular participant. There should be an
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easy way to option the entire application. This could take the form of setting global variables or seeding the network with specific values. We need a way of creating user customization.
Mod and Device Development Tools
Adding new devices and mods is a long multistage process. There should be a
more dynamic way of designing these functions and adding them to the system.
Tools such as Max allow developers to create their own objects. By allowing the
content creators to build new functionality into the system, you can create a global
community people, all furthering the field.
Hardware Controller
Theater shows, rides and other applications all cycle at random intervals. There
needs to be some human interaction to start and cue the experience. You may want
to adjust lighting or volume settings during a show. A hardware controller, such as
the JLCooper MCS-3800, could do the job. This was not included in the final
application. It could also be used to configure the hardware and display status
information.
Compiler
The architecture of the system lends itself to the development of a native code generator. Since the JNI layer simply calls C++, it would be fairly easy to develop a
code generator that could compile an interfaceless application. This could enable
faster loading of the experience and better performance. Macromedia Director has
this feature when one goes to create a projector.
Distributed Sync
One computer may not always be able to handle the load. Sometime you want to
distribute the application across many machines. This would require the addition
of some sort of mechanism to synchronize the machines over the network. One
machine would most likely become the master, while the rest would be slaves. If
you have total control of the network, latency would most likely not be an issue.
Remote Debugging
One of the features that I had hoped to implement was that of a remote debugging
tool using some sort of handled wireless device. It is conceivable that you would
need to go and actually check some of the hardware in an installation. It would be
handy to be able to send test signals out, while you trace out a cable run or examine
a device.
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Simulation
We hope to be able to design the interactions while the interfaces and infrastructure
are also being built. This would require the ability to simulate the inputs and outputs of the experience. Another frame could be created in the Secret Systems
which would provide graphical interfaces for each of the parsers. Virtual hands
could be used to interact with the devices. Outputs, such as lights and motors
could easily be simulated graphically as well. The input parsers would receive
data from the input interfaces of the simulation frame. The output parsers would in
turn send data both to the actual hardware as well as the simulated output hardware. Not all hardware may be able to be simulated. It would also be hard to simulate collaboration, as current operating systems rely on one point of focus with a
single mouse.
Most of these new features would be nice to have. As we continue to create new
tools, we must keep these in mind. Future tools must be able to accommodate
these ideas. They must also be able to adapt and change as we begin to formalize
this design process. The Secret Systems were designed to target a subset of all
interactive experiences. New structural changes will need to be made to the systems to accommodate other design paradigms. Until we begin to use the systems
regularly, we will not know what those changes are, but over time the tools may
begin to converge on integrating all of the elements necessary in building new
experiences.

New Experiences
So now that we have our tool, what can we build? The Public Anemone gave the
tools a test as an interactive theater piece, cycling at a fixed rate. It would also be
interesting to try and develop each of the other two primary experience types; rides
and games as well as a timeless art installation. At one point during my development I thought of creating a location-sensitive ride. The idea would be to strap the
powerbook onto a go-cart and disperse a variety of location beacons throughout a
building or area. You could then drive around and get a personal audio tour for
these locations. A virtual tour of the Media Lab could be built where transitions
are based on IR beacons, while a mode is nothing more than the playback of an
audio track.
The end goal of the development of this system is the creation of new types of
interactive experiences. Unlike MAX and the other show-control tools, this tool set
is targeted at creating large interactive shows with continuous control of many data
types. Rides are just now beginning to see the addition of interactivity. Experiences such as Buzz Lightyear's Space Ranger Spin and Men In Black Alien Attack
allow some user interaction, but are nothing more than glorified shooting galleries.
Designing new rides based on this new theory will require a new set of design
decisions to be made during development. It is going to be very important to
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answer the design steps, understanding how a ride can be built that provides something new each time you experience it. Are we going to see more rides that are
game like? Rides are similar to shows in that there is a time line that needs to be
followed. All of these features are important in seeing how the tools are designed
to guide these functions. New rides can be different each time, taking different
physical paths. The transition editor allows for this type of branching. Rides are
also going to be customized for each person. A ride in the future could be more a
episodic component of a larger story. It could draw on participant's experience in
other media such as the web and videogames. Using these tools will allow for the
greater ability of customizing the theming elements of future ride experiences.
Museum installations are the class of experiences that have no strict time line. People may walk up at anytime. There isn't a preshow and often little instruction.
There may be a variety of components that are spaced around a room that all need
to be linked. The Brain Opera Mind Forest was a collection of such instruments.
One of the major criticisms of the project was the lack of coordination between the
many kiosks. At times it was difficult to hear what was going on. It is quite possible that many of the instruments could be run off of one system enabling coordination of the music. In many of these art installations it will be very important to
understand the relationship of the artist to the participant [Krueger91]. The experience will rely heavily on the part of the theory that deals with types of interaction,
detailing how the artist chooses to mediate the users interactions [Manovich01]. It
also will be important to take into account the possibility for participant and temporal changes as they will show how dynamic the systems are.
Theater shows have had the least evidence of interactivity among any of these
applications, but that may be changing. Theater shows are often the most technically challenging projects, as they often must be installed and taken down in a
short amount of time. They also present a unique situation in that a touring show
may take advantage of existing equipment that may differ from theater to theater.
We need to go beyond single applications and create coordinated experiences, linking a variety of media. We are beginning to see elements of that now with the web
and television. Location-based attractions are not about mini-malls. They are
about creating unique, high quality content. Rides need to change. Shows need to
change. Movies need to change.
The future of entertainment is about creating engaging stories and interactions.
Movies will be episodes of a bigger picture. Content will become dynamic, knowing a user's past history. Characters will call you and send you email. Rides and
shows will change each time you participate. This future work goes well beyond
the scope of this thesis. It also involves not only rethinking the way we design
experiences, but also how to make them commercially viable. There is a large disconnect between the people capable of this new way of thinking and the people
who are designing the content streams. Preparing the source material will be different. Storyboards may not work.
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The ultimate experience for me is one where there is no distinct experience, rather
it would coordinate many different smaller ones. It would involve integrating
everything from cell phones to televisions. Toys would interact with movies.
Videogames would be simulators for rides. It would maintain the balance between
precomposed sections and user generated portions.
These projects are not about technology per se, much of the technology should be
transparent. It will work when people appreciate the experiences for themselves,
not for the technology underneath. It should simply be magic.
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So this journey has now come to an end. Over the course of my eight years at MIT, I
will have received three degrees. I have brought projects to at least six different
countries. I had my picture appear in Vogue magazine. I was on a number of television shows. I got engaged then unengaged. I moved numerous times, both my home
and my office. Two distinct sets of undergraduates have come and left MIT. I have
presented work at SIGGRAPH and am now chairing the Emerging Technologies
venue for 2003. My first computer had a clock speed of 33MHz. The Powerbook
that I am now using has a clock speed of 667MHZ, a twenty times speed improvement. Java was only something that you mixed with milk and sugar when I got here.
I have also seen the growth of two new Media Labs, Ireland and Asia.
The world and the lab has certainly changed. High speed networks are changing the
way we access information. Modern technology has changed the way we manufacture devices. Cost is no longer a limiting factor. You can now get a very powerful
piece of computing machinery in your hands, be it an XBox or a cell phone, for a
meager sum of money, but something is missing. Our methods of design are still
archaic. We have information overload. We can build, but we can not create.
The tools that I have developed are a first step. They were ample enough to support
the kinds of installations that I have been working on. They will need to further
adapt to accommodate other areas of work. They are not designed to target graphical
applications, but the ideas about control will still apply. As we begin to experiment,
we will understand more about how we are going to design these applications.
Building these highly complicated systems also requires the right kind of project
management. I have been in a variety of situations and ranging from the pleasant to
the utterly painful. Putting together an installation for the public is not that far from
sending a rocket to the moon. They are a large investment with potentially large
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paybacks. Things need to be robust and people need to be honest about problems.
The more you know earlier, the better you will be. There are no short cuts.
This thesis is about taking one step back to make ten steps forward. It is about
being clear about what we know how to do, so that we can focus in on what we do
not. It is about developing a new type of person, part designer and part technologist. The Media Lab was founded on the principles of creating projects that blend
art and science, mixing a variety of media. McLuhan said it best with "The hybrid
or the meeting of two media is a moment of truth and revelation from which new
form is born."It is this new form that must constantly be expanded. Technology
exists to provide experiences like no other but we may still be novices at developing the content.
Over time we will gain the necessary knowledge as to how we can more successfully integrate content into our lives. We will make leaps as we begin to understand and use our potential. We are at a very interesting and critical time in our
path. Progress will be exponential as we learn to unleash our creativity.
For the future I see myself becoming a leader in a field yet to be named. There are
few who can truly understand what it is that I do. I wrestle with technical problems as well as creative ones. This thesis forms the back bone for my future work.
It breaks down the large problem of designing interactive entertainment and makes
the first baby steps of progress. I am now ready to continue this journey into my
professional life, sharing this knowledge with the rest of the world.
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MIDIDef.h
//
// manifest constants and macros for MIDI message protocol

//
// MIDI Status Bytes for Channel Voice Messages
Ox80
#define NOTEOFF
0x90
#define NOTEON
OxAO
#define POLY-PRESSURE
OxBO
#define CONTROLCHANGE
0xCO
#define PROGRAM CHANGE
OxDO
#define CHANNELPRESSURE
OxDO // synonym for channel pressure
#define AFTERTOUCH
OxEO
#define PITCHWHEEL
// MIDI
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

Status Bytes for System Comnon Messages
OxFO // beginning of system exclusive message
SYSEX
OxFl
MTCQTRFRAME
SONGPOSITIONPTR OxF2
OxF3
SONGSELECT
OxF6
TUNEREQUEST
OxF7 // marks end of system exclusive message
EOX

// MIDI
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

Status Bytes for System Real-Time Messages
OxF8
TIMINGCLOCK
OxFA
START
OxFB
CONTINUE
OxFC
STOP
OxFE
ACTIVESENSING
OxFF
SYSTEMRESET

//

control numbers for CONTROLCHANGE (MIDI status byte OxBO)
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// NOTE_: not a complete list
#define MOD WHEEL
#define BREATHCONTROL
#define FOOTCONTROL
#define PORTAMENTOTIME
#define DATAENTRYSLIDER
#define VOLUME
#define BALANCE
#define PAN
#define EXPRESSION
#define GENERALPURPOSE_1
#define GENERALPURPOSE_2
#define GENERALPURPOSE_3
#define GENERALPURPOSE_4
#define SUSTAIN
#define PORTAMENTO
#define SOSTENUTO
#define SOFT
#define HOLD_2
#define GENERALPURPOSE_5
#define GENERALPURPOSE_6
#define GENERALPURPOSE_7
#define GENERALPURPOSE_8

Ox01
0x02
0x04
Ox05
0x06
0x07
Ox08
OxOA
OxOB
Ox10
Oxl
Ox12
Ox13
0x40
0x41
0x42
0x43
Ox45
0x50
0x51
Ox52
Ox53

#define EXTERNALEFFECTSDEPTH Ox5B
Ox5C
#define TREMELODEPTH
Ox5D
#define CHORUS DEPTH

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

CELESTE-DEPTH
PHASERDEPTH
DATA INCREMENT
DATADECREMENT
NONREGPARAM NUMMSB
NONREGPARAM NUMLSB
REGPARAM NUM MSB
REGPARAM NUM LSB
RESETALLCONTROLLERS
LOCAL CONTROL
ALLNOTES OFF

Ox5E
Ox5F
0x60
0x61
0x62
Ox63
Ox64
0x65
0x79
Ox7A
Ox7B

#define OMNI MODE-OFF

Ox7C

#define OMNI MODE-ON
#define MONO MODEON
#define POLY MODE ON

Ox7D
Ox7E
Ox7F

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTECminl
NOTECminlS
NOTEDminl
NOTEDminlS
NOTEEmini
NOTE Fminl
NOTEFminlS
NOTEGmini
NOTEGminlS
NOTE Aminl
NOTEAminlS
NOTEBmini

#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTE CO
NOTECOS
NOTEDO
NOTEDOS
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTEEO
NOTEFO
NOTEFOS
NOTEGO
NOTEGOS
NOTE AO
NOTEAOS
NOTEB0

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTECl
NOTECIS
NOTEDl
NOTEDlS
NOTEEl
NOTEFl
NOTEFlS
NOTEG1
NOTEGiS
NOTEAl
NOTEAlS
NOTEBl

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTEC2
NOTEC2S
NOTED2
NOTED2S
NOTEE2
NOTEF2
NOTEF2S
NOTEG2
NOTEG2S
NOTE A2
NOTEA2S
NOTEB2

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTEC3
NOTEC3S
NOTED3
NOTED3S
NOTEE3
NOTEF3
NOTEF3S
NOTEG3
NOTEG3S
NOTEA3
NOTEA3S
NOTEB3

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTEC4
NOTEC4S
NOTED4
NOTED4S
NOTEE4
NOTEF4
NOTEF4S
NOTEG4
NOTEG4S
NOTEA4
NOTEA4S
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#define NOTEB4

71

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTEC5
NOTEC5S
NOTE D5
NOTED5S
NOTEE5
NOTEF5
NOTEF5S
NOTE G5
NOTEGSS
NOTEA5
NOTEA5S
NOTEB5

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTEC6
NOTEC6S
NOTED6
NOTED6S
NOTEE6
NOTEF6
NOTEF6S
NOTEG6
NOTEG6S
NOTEA6
NOTEA6S
NOTEB6

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTEC7
NOTEC7S
NOTED7
NOTED7S
NOTEE7
NOTEF7
NOTEF7S
NOTEG7
NOTEG7S
NOTEA7
NOTEB7

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTE C8
NOTECBS
NOTED8
NOTED8S
NOTEE8
NOTEF8
NOTEFBS
NOTEG8
NOTEG8S
NOTEA8
NOTE A8S
NOTEB8

108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

NOTEC9
NOTEC9S
NOTED9
NOTED9S
NOTEE9

120
121
122
123
124
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#define NOTEF9
#define NOTEF9S
#define NOTEG9
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ID.h
*

ID.h

*

ShowProducerFramework

*

*
*

Created by Joshua Strickon on Sat May 04 2002.
Copyright (c) 2002 _MyCompanyName_.
All rights reserved.

*

//Devices
//Inputs
#define MIDIINPORT 0
#define CAPSENSOR DEVICE 1
//Outputs
#define MIDI OUT-PORT 0
#define DMXDOWNLINK 1
//Input
#define
#define
#define
#define

Parsers
MIDI-KEYBOARD
MIDI-FLY
YAMAHATM
CAPSENSOR

0
1
2
3

//Output Parsers
#define SERDMX
#define LD360
#define JUICEBOX2
#define CMOPS150

0
1
2
3

#define REASON

4

//Mods
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

MATHADD 0
MATHSUBTRACT 1
MATH MULT
2
MATHDIVIDE 3
4
MATHMOD

#define SLIDER

5

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

COMPAREEQUAL_BYTE 6
COMPARELESSTHANBYTE
7
COMPAREGREATER THAN BYTE 8
COMPARELESSTHANEQUAL_BYTE 9
COMPARE_GREATERTHANEQUALBYTE 10

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

COMPAREEQUALINT 11
COMPARELESSTHANINT 12
COMPAREGREATER THAN INT 13
COMPARELESSTHANEQUAL_INT 14
COMPARE_GREATERTHANEQUALINT 15

#define COMPAREEQUAL_FLOAT 16
#define COMPARELESSTHANFLOAT 17
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#define COMPAREGREATERTHANFLOAT 18
#define COMPARELESSTHANEQUAL_FLOAT 19
#define COMPAREGREATERTHANEQUAL_FLOAT 20
#define MUX_1X8 21
#define SELECTOR_8X1 22
#define LFO 23
#define COLOR WHEEL 24
#define X225
#define MIDI-RAMP 26
#define MIDINOTEONPARSER 27
#define MIDI MAKE-NOTE 28
#define MIXER 8X1 29
#define MIDIPLAYTRIG 30
#define STARTBANG 31
#define SLIDERBANG 32
#define GATE 33
#define LINEARRAMP 34
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Devices
Computers
Apple PowerBookG4

Java Package

Devices.Computers.Apple

Device Name

ApplePowerBookG4

Device Ports

USB Port.USB
USB2 Port.USB
FireWire Port.FIREWIRE
SVideo Port.SVIDEOOUT
VGA Port.VGA OUT
Ethernet Port.ETHERNET
Audio L Port.AUDIOOUT
Audio R Port.AUDIOOUT

Keyspan USA-49W

Java Package

Devices.Computers.USB

Device Name

KeyspanUSA49W

Device Ports

USB Port.USB

1 Port.SERIAL
2 Port.SERIAL
3 Port.SERIAL
4 Port.SERIAL
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Devices

DMX
Artistic Licence Down-Link

Java Package

Devices.DMX.Interfaces

Device Name

ArtisticLicenceDownLink

Device Ports

Ethernet Port.ETHERNET
DMX Out A Port.DMXOUT
DMX Out B Port.DMXOUT

Framework Header

ArtisticLicence.h

Framework Name

DMXDownLink

ID

DMXDOWNLINK 1

Color Kinetics CMOPS- 150

Java Package

Devices.DMX.Dimmers

Device Name

ColorKineticsCMOPS 150

Device Ports

Data In Port.DMXIN
Data Out Port.DMXOUT

Parser Image

Java Package

Mods.DMX

Parser Name

CMOPS150

Framework Header

ColorKinetics.h

Framework Name

cmops150

ID

CMOPS150 3

Inputs

R G B each 1 Byte

Color Kinetics JuiceBox
2

Java Package

Devices.DMX.Dimmers
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I

Device Name

ColorKineticsJuiceBox2

Device Ports

Data In Port.DMXIN
Data Out Port.DMXOUT

Parser Image
@0

A

.3
1

2

5

4 5 6
fyie5en

Java Package

Mods.DMX

Parser Name

JuiceBox2

Framework Header

ColorKinetics.h

Framework Name

JuiceBox2

ID

JUICEBOX2 2

Inputs

R G B each 1 Byte

SI

Gilderfluke SER-DMX

Java Package

Devices.DMX.ServoControllers

Device Name

GilderflukeSERDMX

Device Ports

DMX In Port.DMXIN

Parser Image

Java Package

Mods.DMX

Parser Name

SERDMX

Framework Header

Gilderfluke.h

Framework Name

serdmx

ID

SERDMX 0

Inputs

16 servo values, each 1 Byte
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Devices

MIDI

MIDIMan Midisport 4X4

Java Package

Devices.MIDI.Interfaces

Device Name

MIDIManMIDISport4x4

Device Ports

Out A Port.MIDIOUT
Out B Port.MIDIOUT
Out C Port.MIDIOUT
Out D Port.MIDIOUT
In A Port.MIDIIN
In B Port.MIDIIN
In C Port.MIDIIN
In D Port.MIDIIN
USB Port.USB

Framework Header

midi io.h

Framework Name

MidilnPort
MidiOutPort

ID

MIDIINPORT 0
MIDIOUTPORT 0

Yamaha TMX

Java Package

Devices.MIDI.Controllers

Device Name

YamahaTMX
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I

Device Ports

L Output Port.AUDIOOUT
R Output Port.AUDIOOUT
L Aux Port.AUDIOOUT
R Aux Port.AUDIOOUT
Foot SW Port.AUDIOIN
IN Port.MIDI IN
OUT Port.MIDIOUT
1 Kick Port.AUDIOIN
2 Snare Port.AUDIOIN
3 Tom 1 Port.AUDIO IN
4 Tom 2 Port.AUDIO IN
5 Tom 3 Port.AUDIO IN
6 Port.AUDIO IN
7 Port.AUDIOIN
8 Port.AUDIOIN
9 Port.AUDIOIN
10 Inc Port.AUDIOIN
11 Dec Port.AUDIOIN
12 Hi-Hat Port.AUDIOIN

Parser Image

Java Package

Mods.MIDI

Parser Name

TMX

Framework Header

TMX.h

Framework Name

TMX

ID

YAMAHATMX 2

Outputs

MIDI messages, 12 trigger velocities, each 1 Byte

Propellerhead Reason

Java Package

Devices.MIDI.Synthesizers

Device Name

PropellerheadReason
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Devices

Device Ports

Bus A Port.MIDIIN
Bus B Port.MIDIIN
Bus C Port.MIDIIN
Bus D Port.MIDIIN

Parser Image

u -0 D

Java Package

Mods.MIDI

Parser Name

Reason

Framework Header

Reason.h

Framework Name

Reason

ID

REASON 4

Inputs

4 ports of MIDI messages

Sensors

16 Channel Capacitive Sensor

Java Package

Devices.Sensors

Device Name

MLCapacitiveSensorl6

Device Ports

Serial Port.SERIAL

Framework Header

MLCapacitiveSensorDevice.h

Framework Name

MLCapacitiveSensorDevice

ID

CAPSENSORDEVICE 1

Parser Image

Java Package

Mods.Sensors

Parser Name

CapacitiveSensor16

Framework Header

MLCapacitiveSensorParser.h
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Framework Name

MLCapacitiveSensorParser

ID

CAPSENSOR 3

Outputs

16 sensor values, each 1 Byte
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Mods
Compare

Equals
Tests for equality
Sends true if passes test

Sends false if fails
Sends value if passes test
Java Package

Mods.Compare

Mod Name

CompareEqualByte
CompareEqualInt
CompareEqualFloat

Framework Header

compare.h

Framework Name

compareByte
compareInt
compareFloat

ID

COMPAREEQUALBYTE 6
COMPAREEQUALINT 11
COMPAREEQUALFLOAT 16

Inputs

Input (byte,float,int) Test (byte,float,int)

Outputs

Output (byte,float,int) Result (bool)

Less Than
Tests for Less Than
Sends true if passes test

Sends false if fails
Sends value if passes test
Java Package

Mods.Compare

Mod Name

CompareLessThanByte
CompareLessThanInt
CompareLessThanFloat

Framework Header

compare.h

Framework Name

compareByte
compareInt
compareFloat
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ID

Inputs
Outputs

COMPARELESSTHANBYTE 7
COMPARELESSTHANINT 12
COMPARELESSTHANFLOAT 17
Input (byte,float,int) Test
(byte,float,int)
Output (byte,float,int) Result (bool)

Greater Than
Tests for Greater Than
Sends true if passes test

Sends false iffails
Sends value if passes test
Java Package
Mod Name

Framework Header
Framework Name

ID

Inputs
Outputs

Mods.Compare
CompareGreaterThanByte
CompareGreaterThanInt
CompareGreaterThanFloat
compare.h
compareByte
compareInt
compareFloat
COMPAREGREATERTHANBYTE 8
COMPAREGREATERTHANINT 13
COMPAREGREATERTHANFLOAT 18
Input (byte,float,int) Test (byte,float,int)
Output (byte,float,int) Result (bool)

Less Than Equal
Tests for Less Than Equal
Sends true if passes test

Sends false iffails
Sends value if passes test
Java Package
Mod Name

Framework Header
Framework Name
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Mods.Compare
CompareLessThanEqualByte
CompareLessThanEquallnt
CompareLessThanEqualFloat
compare.h
compareByte
compareInt
compareFloat
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Mods

COMPARELESSTHANEQUALBYTE 9
COMPARELESSTHANEQUALINT 14
COMPARELESSTHANEQUALFLOAT 19
Inputs

Input (byte,float,int) Test (byte,float,int)

Outputs

Output (byte,float,int) Result (bool)

Greater Than Equal
Tests for Greater Than Equal
Sends true if passes test

Sends false if fails
Sends value if passes test
Java Package

Mods.Compare

Mod Name

CompareGreaterThanEqualByte
CompareGreaterThanEquallnt
CompareGreaterThanEqualFloat

Framework Header

compare.h

Framework Name

compareByte
compareInt
compareFloat

ID

COMPAREGREATERTHANEQUALBYTE 10
COMPAREGREATERTHANEQUALINT 15
COMPAREGREATERTHANEQUALFLOAT 20

Inputs

Input (byte,float,int) Test (byte,float,int)

Outputs

Output (byte,float,int) Result (bool)

Gate

Gate
Passes input to output
when control is true

Java Package

Mods.Gate

Mod Name

GateBool
GateByte
GateInt
GateFloat

Framework Header

gate.h
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Framework Name

gate

ID

GATE 33

Inputs

Control (bool) Data (bool, byte, int, float)

Outputs

Passed (bool,byte,int,float)

Math

Add
Adds two input numbers

Java Package

Mods.Math

Mod Name

MathAddByte
MathAddInt
MathAddFloat

Framework Header

mathFunc.h

Framework Name

mathFunc

ID

MATHADD 0

Inputs

A (byte,int,float) B
(byte,int,float)

Outputs

A+B (byte,float,int)

Subtract
Subtracts two input numbers

Java Package

Mods.Math

Mod Name

MathSubByte
MathSubInt
MathSubFloat

Framework Header

mathFunc.h

Framework Name

mathFunc

ID

MATHSUBTRACT I

Inputs

A (byte,int,float) B
(byte,int,float)

Outputs

A-B (byte,float,int)
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Multiply
Multiplies two input numbers

Java Package
Mod Name

Mods.Math
MathMultByte
MathMultInt
MathMultFloat

Framework Header

mathFunc.h

Framework Name

mathFunc

ID

MATHMULT 2

Inputs

A (byte,int,float) B
(byte,int,float)

Outputs

A*B (byte,float,int)

Divide
Divides two input numbers
Outputs max value for divide by 0

Java Package

Mods.Math

Mod Name

MathDivByte
MathDivInt
MathDivFloat

Framework Header

mathFunc.h

Framework Name

mathFunc

ID

MATHDIVIDE 3

Inputs

A (byte,int,float) B
(byte,int,float)

Outputs

A/B (byte,float,int)

Mod
Mods two input numbers
Outputs max value for mod 0

Java Package

Mods.Math
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Mod Name

MathDivByte
MathDivInt
MathDivFloat

Framework Header

mathFunc.h

Framework Name

mathFunc

ID

MATHDIVIDE 3

Inputs

A (byte,int,float) B
(byte,int,float)

Outputs

A/B (byte,float,int)

X2
Multiples by 2
Used to scale MIDI data values

Java Package

Mods.Math

Mod Name

X2

Framework Header

mult.h

Framework Name

x2

ID

X2 25

Inputs

in (byte)

Outputs

out (byte)

Mixers

8 to 1 Mixer
Merges all inputs to output

Java Package

Mods.Mixers

Mod Name

Mixer8XlBool
Mixer8X1Byte
Mixer8X IInt
Mixer8XlFloat
Mixer8XlMidi

Framework Header

mixer.h

Framework Name

mixer

ID

MIXER_8X1 29
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Mods

Inputs

Eight inputs (bool, byte,int,float,MIDI)

Outputs

One output (bool,byte,int,float,MIDI)

Mux

Muxlx8
Passes input to all 8 out-

puts

Java Package

Mods.Mux

Mod Name

MuxlX8Bool
MuxlX8Byte
MuxlX8Int
MuxlX8Float
MuxlX8Midi

Framework Header

mux.h

Framework Name

mux

ID

MUX_1X8 21

Inputs

One input (bool, byte, int, float, MIDI)

Outputs

Eight outputs (bool, byte, int, float, MIDI)

MuxIX2
Passes input to all 2 outputs

Java Package

Mods.Mux

Mod Name

MuxlX2Bool
MuxlX2Byte
MuxlX2Int
MuxlX2Float
MuxlX2Midi

Framework Header

mux.h

Framework Name

mux

ID

MUX_1X8 21

Inputs

One input (bool, byte, int, float, MIDI)

Outputs

Two outputs (bool, byte, int, float, MIDI)
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Ramps

MIDI Ramp
Starts a ramp decay at fixed slope
Maximum decay 1 second

Java Package

Mods.Ramps

Mod Name

MidiRamp

Framework Header

ramp.h

Framework Name

midiRamp

ID

MIDI RAMP 26

Inputs

byte 0-127

Outputs

float 0-1

Linear Ramp
Linearly interpolates
between start and stop
over the specified time
Starts on Bang
Java Package

Mods.Ramps

Mod Name

LinearRamp

Framework Header

ramp

Framework Name

linearRamp

ID

LINEARRAMP 34

Inputs

bang (bool) start(float) stop(float) time(float)

Outputs

out (byte,int or float)

Oscillators

LFO
0-1Hz oscillator

Java Package

Mods.Oscillators

Mod Name

LFO
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Framework Header

cosOsc

Framework Name

cosOsc

ID

LFO 23

Inputs

Amplitude (float)
Offset (float)
Frequency (float)
Phase (float)

Outputs
Acos(2xF+ )
(byte, int, float)

Selector

8x1
Outputs Left Most Input

Java Package

Mods.Selector

Mod Name

Selctor8X1Bool
Selector8XIByte
Selector8X IInt
Selector8XIFloat
Selector8XlMidi

Framework Header

selector.h

Framework Name

selector.mm

ID

SELECTOR_8X1 22

Inputs

Eight inputs (bool,byte,int,float,MIDI)

Outputs

Highets rantk (bool,byte,int,float,MIDI)

2x 1
Outputs Left Most Input

Java Package

Mods.Selector
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Mod Name

Selctor2XlBool
Selector2XIByte
Selector2XlInt
Selector2XIFloat
Selector2XIMidi

Framework Header

selector.h

Framework Name

selector.mm

ID

SELECTOR_8X1 22

Inputs

Two inputs
(bool,byte,int,float,MIDI)

Outputs

Highets rantk
(bool,byte,int,float,MIDI)

Sliders

Single
Outputs single value

based on position of slider

Java Package

Mods.Slider

Mod Name

SliderByte
SliderInt
SliderFloat

Framework Header

slider.h

Framework Name

slider

ID

SLIDER 5

Outputs

Slider Value (byte,int,float)
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SingleBang
Outputs value based on
slider.

Outputs on bang

Java Package

Mods.Slider

Mod Name

SliderBangByte
SliderBangInt
SliderBangFloat

Framework Header

slider.h

Framework Name

sliderBang

ID

SLIDERBANG 32

Inputs

Send (bool)

Outputs

Slider Value (byte, int, float)

Color

ColorWheel
RGB color wheel
Scales wheels by float
input
Bang sends value
Java Package

Mods

Mod Name

ColorWheel

Framework Header

color.h

Framework Name

colorWheel

ID

COLORWHEEL 24

Inputs

scale 0-1 (float)
send (bool)

Outputs

r (byte)
g (byte)
b (byte)
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MIDI

Make Note

a A

Creates MIDI Note on

Java Package

Mods.MIDI

Mod Name

MakeNote

Framework Header

makeNote.h

Framework Name

makeNote

ID

MIDIMAKENOTE 28

Inputs

channel (byte) 0-15
pitch (byte) 0-127
velocity (byte) 0-127

Outputs

MIDI Note On (midi)

Note On Parser
Unpacks MIDI Note Ons

Java Package

Mods.MIDI

Mod Name

NoteOnParser

Framework Header

noteOnParser

Framework Name

noteOnParser

ID

MIDINOTEONPARSER

Inputs

in (MIDI)

Outputs

out (MIDI) unprocessed
channel (byte)
pitch (byte)
velocity (byte)
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MIDI Play Trig
Plays back a MIDI file
when triggered

Java Package

Mods.MIDI

Mod Name

MIDIPlayTrig

Framework Header

MIDIPlayTrig.h

Framework Name

MIDIPlayTrig

ID

MIDIPLAYTRIG 30

Inputs

start (bool)

Outputs

MIDI stream (MIDI)

Triggers

Start Bang
Sends bang first time it it
processed

Java Package

Mods

Mod Name

StartBang

Framework Header

startBang.h

Framework Name

startBang

ID

STARTBANG 31

Outputs

start (bool)
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ProcessThread
void * ProcessThread(void *param)

{
Project *p= reinterpret cast<Project *>(param);
Mode *mode;
while(p->alive){
if (p->playing)

{
mode=(Mode * )p->modes.at (p->currMode);
//time stuff
//get system time
p->currTime=AudioGetCurrentHostTime (;
p->currTime=AudioConvertHostTimeToNanos (p->currTime);
p->absTime=p->currTime-p->startTime+p->stopTime;
//process input parsers
int numnParsers-mode->inParsers. size (;
for(int i=0; i<num nParsers; i++){
Mod *mod=(Mod*)mode->inParsers.at(i);
mod->process (p->absTime);

}
//process mods
int numMods=mode->mods.size();
for(int i=O; i<numMods; i++){
Mod *mod=(Mod*)mode->mods.at(i);
mod->process(p->absTime);

}
//process output parsers
int numOutParsers=mode->outParsers.size();
for(int i=0; i<numOutParsers; i++){
Mod *mod=(Mod*)mode->outParsers.at(i);
mod->process (p->absTime);

}
//process outputs
int numOutputs=p->outPorts.sizeo;
for(int i=O; i<numOutputs; i++){
Mod *mod=(Mod*)p->outPorts.at(i);
mod->process(p->absTime);

}
//process transitions
int numTransitions=mode->transitions.sizeo;
for(int i=O; i<numTransitions; i++){
Transition *t=(Transition*)mode->transitions.at(i);
if(t->process(p->absTime) ){
// time to go
if (t->transType=AUDIO) {
mode->cleanUp(true);

}
else{
mode->cleanUp(false);

}
//find mode value
Mode *next;

int j;
for(j=O; j<p->modes.sizeo; j++){
next=(Mode *)p->modes.at(j);
if (next-t->mode)
goto foundmode;
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}
found-mode:
sprintf(msg, "Transitioning to %d\n",j);
Print: :outMsg(msg,PROJECTMSG);
t->mode->startUpO;
p->setMode(j);
p->absTime=O;
p->stopTime=O;
dcount=O;
p->startTime=AudioGetCurrentHostTime (;
p->startTime=AudioConvertHostTimeToNanos (p->startTime);
goto done;

}
}
done:
sched_yield ( );

}
else{
sched_yield ( );

}
}
return NULL;

}
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SecretSystemsJNI
//
//

SecretSystemsJNI.java
SecretSystems

//
//
//

Created by Joshua Strickon on Mon Feb 04 2002.
Copyright (c) 2001 _MyCompanyName_. All rights reserved.

//

//
import java.util.*;
public class SecretSystemsJNI {
//

Vector audioTracks-new Vector();

// The native method we are calling to output a message to the console.
public native void printf(String msg);
public native void init();
public native void play(;
public native void stop();
public native void reset();
public native void setMode(int mode);
public native int getModeo;
//pass filename and find out how many tracks were added to project
public native int addAudioTracks(String file);
//delete track from vector
public native void deleteTrack(int ref);
public native void setTrack(int ref,int mode, int channel);
public native void addTimeTrans(int src, int dest,int min,int sec, int msec,

int usec);
public
public
public
public
public

native
native
native
native
native

void
void
void
void
void

addAudioTrans(int src, int dest,int track);
addBoolTrans(int src, int dest);
addFloatTrans(int src, int dest);
addIntTrans(int src, int dest);
addMidiTrans(int src, int dest);

public native void deleteTrans(int src, int ref);
public
public
public
public
public
public

native
native
native
native
native
native

void setVolume(float volume, int mode, int channel);
void setLoop(boolean loop, int mode, int channel);
void setMute(boolean mute, int mode, int channel);
float getVolume(int mode, int channel);
boolean getLoop(int mode, int channel);
boolean getMute(int mode, int channel);

public
public
public
public
public
public

native
native
native
native
native
native

void setVolume(float volume, int ref);
void setLoop(boolean loop, int ref);
void setMute(boolean mute, int ref);
float getVolume(int ref);
boolean getLoop(int ref);
boolean getMute(int ref);

public native void newProject();
public native void newMode();
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public native void deleteMode(int ref);
public static native int createMod(int modType, Object[] params, int mode);
public static native int createOutParser(int parserType, Object[] params,

int mode);
public static native int createInParser(int parserType, Object[] params, int
mode);
public static native int createOutput(int outputType, Object[] params);
public static native int createInput(int inputType, Object[] params);
public
public
public
public
public

static
static
static
static
static

native
native
native
native
native

void
void
void
void
void

deleteMod(int index, int mode);
deleteOutParser(int index, int mode);
deleteInParser(int index, int mode);
deleteoutput(int ptr);
deleteInput(int ptr);

public static native void setParameter(int mod,int param, Object value);
public static void createLink(int type,int srcMod, int srcPort,int destMod,

int destPort){
switch(type){
case 1:
createBoolLink(srcMod,srcPort, destMod, destPort);
break;
case 3:
createByteLink(srcMod,srcPort, destMod, destPort);
break;
case 5:
createIntLink(srcMod, srcPort, destMod, destPort);
break;
case 7:
createFloatLink(srcMod, srcPort, destMod, destPort);
break;
case 9:
createMidiLink(srcMod, srcPort, destMod, destPort);
break;

}
}
public static native
destMod, int destPort);
public static native
destMod, int destPort);
public static native
destMod, int destPort);
public static native
destMod, int destPort);
public static native
destMod, int destPort);
public static
public static
public static
public static
serialDevice);

native
native
native
native

void createBoolLink(int srcMod, int srcPort, int
void createByteLink(int srcMod,

int srcPort,

int

void createIntLink(int srcMod, int srcPort, int
void createFloatLink(int srcMod, int srcPort, int
void createMidiLink(int srcMod, int srcPort, int

void setDMXOutput(int outParser, int output);
void setMIDIOutput(int outParser, int output,int port);
void setMIDIInput(int inParser, int input,int port);
void setSerialDevice(int serialParser, int

public void deleteLink(int mod, int type, int port){
switch(type){
case 1:
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deleteBoolLink(mod,port);
break;
case 3:
deleteByteLink(mod,port);
break;
case 5:
deleteIntLink(mod,port);
break;
case 7:
deleteFloatLink(mod,port);
break;
case 9:
deleteMidiLink(mod,port);
break;

}
}
public
public
public
public
public

native
native
native
native
native

void
void
void
void
void

public
public
public
public

static
static
static
static

native
native
native
native

public
public
public
public
port);
public

static
static
static
static

native void
native void
native void
native void

public
public
public
public
public

static
static
static
static
static

deleteBoolLink(int mod, int port);
deleteByteLink(int mod, int port);
deletelntLink(int mod,
intport);
deleteFloatLink(int mod, int port);
deleteMidiLink(int mod, it port);
void
void
void
void

deleteDMXOutput(int outParser);
deleteMIDIOutput(int outParser,int port);
deleteMIDIlnput(int inParser,int port);
deleteSerialDevice(int serialParser);
SendBool(int BoolMod, boolean boolValue,int port);
SendByte(int ByteMod,short data,int port);
SendInt(int IntMod, int intValue,int port);
SendFloat(int FloatMod, float floatValue,int

static native void SendMidi(int MidiMod, MidiMsg msg, int port);
native
native
native
native
native

boolean GetBool(int BoolMod,int port);
short GetByte(int ByteMod,int port);
int GetInt(int IntMod,int port);
float GetFloat(int FloatMod,int port);
MidiMsg GetMidi(int MidiMod,int port);

public SecretSystemsJNI(){

}
// Load the JNIOut JNI library when this class is loaded.
static {
try {
System.loadLibrary( "SecretSystemsJNI");
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace(;

}
}
}
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Project Builderjavah shell script
javah -classpath "${SYMROOT}/SecretSystemsJNI.jar" -force -d "${OBJROOT}/
Headers" "SecretSystemsJNI"
echo OBJROOT = ${OBJROOT} SYMROOT = ${SYMROOT}
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Device.java
package Devices;
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.*;
import java.net.URL;
import ilog.tgo.util.*;
import ilog.tgo.model.*;
import ilog.views.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
import ilog.tgo.graphic.IltCompositeGrapher;
import ilog.tgo.graphic.IltCompositeGraphic;
import ilog.tgo.graphic.IltCompositeInteractions;
import ilog.tgo.graphic.IltObjectInteractor;
import ilog.tgo.graphic. IltGraphicElementName;
import ilog.tgo.swing.IltJPopupMenuFactory;
import javax.swing.*;
import java. awt.event.ActionEvent;
import java.awt.event.ActionListener;
public abstract class Device implements Serializable {
public int devicePointer;
public String deviceName;
public String manufacturer;
public String modelNumber; //manufacturer number
public float power; //power in watts
public Vector ports=new Vector();
public int x,y; //grid location
public MyIltNetworkElement mylltNetworkElement;
public String cnnent="";
//comment about specific instructions
public void updateHardware(){

}
public void init(){

}
public void PrintInstructions(PrintWriter out){
out.println("<font size=+1 style=\"font-family:verdana\">"+deviceName);
out.println( "<br>");
out.println("Power");
out.println( "<br>");
out.println("<font size=-l style=\"font-family:verdana\">");
out .println("Power="+power+" Watts");
out.println( "<br>");
out.println("<font size=+1 style=\"font-family:verdana\">"+deviceName);
out.println( "Coments");
out.println( "<br>");
out .println("<font size=-l style=\" font-family:verdana\">");
out.println(comment);
out.println( "<br>");
PrintPorts(out);
out.println("<br>");

}
public void PrintPorts(PrintWriter out){
out .println("<font size=-l style=\" font-family:verdana\">");
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Port prt;
for(int i=0; i< ports.sizeo;i++){
prt=(Port)ports.get(i);
if(prt.connected){
out.println("<bold>"+prt.portName+"</bold>" + " is connected to
prt .deviceLink .deviceName +
out.println("<br>");

+ prt .portLink.portName);

}
}
}
public final void addTo(IltCompositeGrapher grapher, IlvPoint p){
myIltNetworkElement.computeGraphic(grapher, p);
setup(grapher);

}
public final void setup(IltCompositeGrapher g){
IltCompositeInteractions interactions =
myIltNetworkElement . getGraphicInteractions (g);

// Register a popup menu factory on the entire object.

{
IltObjectInteractor interactor =
new IltObjectInteractor();
interactor.setJPopupMenuFactory(
new IltJPopupMenuFactory() {
public JPopupMenu create (IltObject object,
IltCompositeGraphic graphic,
IltGraphicElementName elementName) {
return CreateMenu(object);

}
interactions.setInteractor(interactor);

}
}
public final void createNetworkElement(String deviceName,
IltNetworkElement .Type deviceType) {
myIltNetworkElement=new MyIltNetworkElement(deviceName,deviceType,new
IltOSIObjectState() ,this);
myIltNetworkElement . setState( IltOSI .State.Usage .Active);

}
public static final IltNetworkElement.Type CreateNEType (String fileName) {
IltNetworkElement.Type _theNEType = null;
// create the new type that will be associated with the GIF image
_theNEType = new IltNetworkElement .Type(fileName);
try {
Image img = null;
// first load the GIF image
URL url = IltPath.GetFileLocation(fileName);
img = java.awt.Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit().getImage(url);
// then map the drawer factory created using the GIF with the new type
IltImageNEDrawerFactory factory =
new IltImageNEDrawerFactory ( img);
IltNetworkElement . SetTypeMapping(_ theNEType, factory);
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//

Note: the numerical values above have been adjusted using the

// GIF Tuner application provided with JTGO.
} catch (Exception e) {
return null;

} // ignore silently any exception
return _theNEType;

}
public void Configure(Component comp){
System.out.println("Configuring " + deviceName);
final DefaultDialog dialog=new DefaultDialog(deviceName,coment);
dialog.setLocationRelativeTo(comp);
dialog.okButton.addActionListener(new ActionListener(){
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e){

//get comment
comment=dialog .cosmentPane.getText (;
dialog.dispose (;

}
dialog.showo;

}

public final JPopupenu CreateMenu (final IltObject object) {
JPopupMenu menu=new JPopupMenu("Ports");
int numPorts=ports.size(;
JMenuItem items []=new JMenultem[numPorts];
menu.add(new JMenuItem(deviceName));
menu. addSeparator (;
for(int i=O; i<numPorts; i++){
items [i]=new JMenuItem( ((Port)ports .get(i)) .portName);
if( ((Port)ports.get(i)) .connected){
items [i] .setForeground(Color.gray);

}
else{
items [i] .setForeground (Color .black);

}
menu.add(items [i]);

}
return menu;

}
public static class MylltNetworkElement extends IltNetworkElement {
public static IltObjectInfo metainfo = new
IltObjectInfo(Devices .Device.MyIltNetworkElement .class,"Devices .Device$MyIltNet
workElement");
Device dev;
public MyIltNetworkElement(String label, IltNetworkElement.Type type,
IltObjectState state,Device device){
super(label,type,state);
dev=device;

}
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public Device getDevice()

{
return dev;

}
}
}
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Port.java
package Devices;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
public class Port
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static

implements Serializable{
final mt MIDIIN=O;
final mt MIDIOUT-l;
final mt SERIAL2;
final mt ETHERNET=3;
final mt OPTICAL_1N4;
final mt OPTICAL_0UT5;
final mt AUDIO-IN=6;
final mt AUDIOOI7-7;
final mt USB=8;
final mt FIREWIRE=9;
final mt SVIDEOIN-lO;
final mt SVIDEOOUTll;
final mt VIDEOIN=12;
final mt VIDEOOUT=13;
final mt WUIN14;
final mt WUOUT15;
final mt VGA IN=16;
final mt VGA OUT=17;
final mt SPDIF_1N18;
final mt SPDIFOUT=19;
final mt POWERIN=20;
final mt POWEROUFJ-2l;
final mt WORDCLOCK_1N22;
final int WORDLOKOUT23;

public static final int INPUT=O;
public static final int OUTP
l;
public static final int BIDIRECTIONA=2;
public
public
public
public
public

public

it. io; f/is it an input or an output
boolean connected=false;
String portName;i/local
port
m portType;
ft
i/local
port type
Port portLinkinull;

portFndex;int

public Device deviceLink=null;
public transient mt pointer
=O;
public transient String pathnull;
public Port(String name, VIt port){
portName=name;
portType=port;
switch (port) {
case MIDI-IN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case MIDInOUT:
ionOUTPUT;
break;
case SERIAL:
ioBIDIRECCNIONAL;
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break;
case ETHERNET:
io=BIDIRECTIONAL;
break;
case OPTICALIN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case OPTICAL OUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case AUDIOIN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case AUDIOOUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case USB:
io=BIDIRECTIONAL;
break;
case FIREWIRE:
io=BIDIRECTIONAL;
break;
case SVIDEOIN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case SVIDEO OUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case VIDEOIN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case VIDEOOUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case DMXIN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case DNXOUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case VGA IN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case VGAOUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case SPDIF IN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case SPDIFOUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case POWER IN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case POWEROUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case WORDCIDCK IN:
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io=INPUT;
break;
case WORDCLOCK OUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;

}
}
}
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InputParser.java
//
//
//

//
//
//

InputParser.java
SecretSystems
Created by Joshua Strickon on Fri May 17 2002.
Copyright (c) 2002 _MyCompanyName_. All rights reserved.

//

package Devices;
import java.util.Vector;
import Mods.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
public abstract class InputParser extends Device implements Serializable{
public Vector mods=new Vector (;

public int pointer;
public abstract Mod addModo;
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OutputParser.java
//
//
//

OutputParser.java
SecretSystems

//
//

//
//

Created by Joshua Strickon on Fri May 17 2002.
Copyright (c) 2002 _MyCompanyName _. All rights reserved.

package Devices;
import java.util.Vector;
import Mods.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
public abstract class OutputParser extends Device implements Serializable{
public Vector mods=new Vector();

public int pointer;
public abstract Mod addMod(;

}
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SeriallnputDevice.java
//
//
//
//
//

//

SerialInputParser. java
SecretSystems
Created by Joshua Strickon on Sun May 19 2002.
Copyright (c) 2002 _MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved.

//
package Devices;
import java.util.Vector;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
public abstract class SerialInputDevice extends InputParser implements
Serializable{
public String path-null;
public void setPath(String pathName){
path=pathName;

}
}
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Link.java
//ilt
link with pointer to devices for enable removing
package Devices.Links;
import Devices.*;
import javax.swing.*;
import ilog.tgo.model.*;
import ilog.tgo.graphic.*;
import ilog.tgo.swing.IltJPopupMenuFactory;
import java.net.URL;
import java.awt.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
import ilog.tgo.util.*;
public class Link
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static

extends IltLink implements Serializable{

final
final
final
final
final
final
final
final
final
final

int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

AUDIO=O;
OPTICAL=l;
SPDIF=2;
MIDI=3;
SERIAL=4;
ETHERNET=5;
USB=6;
FIREWIRE=7;
VIDEO=8;
SVIDEO=9;

final int VGA=10;
final int DMXbll;
final int POWER=12;
final int WORDCLOCK=13;

public Device orig;
public Port origPort;
public Device dest;
public Port destPort;
public static IltObjectInfo metainfo = new
IltObjectlnfo(Devices.Links .Link.class, "Devices .Links .Link");
public String linkName;
public Link(Device origin,int originPort, Device destination,int
destinationPort, IltCompositeGrapher grapher){
super(new IltAlarmObjectState();
orig=origin;
dest=destination;
origPort=(Port)origin.ports.get(originPort);
destPort=(Port)destination.ports.get(destinationPort);
setFrom(orig.myIltNetworkElement);
setTo(dest .myIltNetworkElement);
computeGraphic (grapher);
setup(grapher);

}
public void setup(IltCompositeGrapher g){
IltCompositeInteractions interactions = getGraphicInteractions(g);
//

Register a popup menu factory on the entire object.

{
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IltObjectInteractor interactor =
new IltObjectInteractoro;
interactor. setJPopupMenuFactory(
new IltJPopupMenuFactory () {
public JPopupMenu create (IltObject object,
IltCompositeGraphic graphic,
IltGraphicElementName elementName) {
return CreateMenu(object);

}
interactions.setInteractor(interactor);

}
}
public final JPopupMenu CreateMenu (final IltObject object) {
JPopupMenu menu=new JPopupMenu ("Devices");
JMenultem items [ ]=new JMenuItem[ 3];
items [0]=new JMenultem(linkName);
items [1]=new JMenultem(orig.deviceName +
items [2]=new JMenuItem(dest.deviceName +
menu.add(items[O]);
menu. addSeparator (;
menu.add(items [1]);
menu.add(items [2]);
return menu;

+ origPort.portName);
+ destPort.portName);

}
public static final IltLink.Media CreateMedia (String name, String fileName)

{
IltLink.Media theMedia = null;
// create the new type that will be associated with the GIF image
_theMedia = new IltLink.Media(name);
try {
Image img = null;
// first load the GIF image
URL url = IltPath.GetFileLocation(fileName);
img = java.awt.Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit().getImage(url);
IltLink.SetMediaMapping(_theMedia,img);
} catch (Exception e) {
return null;
} // ignore silently any exception
return _theMedia;

}
}
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Mod.java
package Mods;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
import ilog.views.*;
import ilog.views.io.*;
import ilog.views.graphic.*;
import ilog.views.prototypes.*;
import java.util.*;
public abstract class Mod implements Serializable{
public int modPointer;
public String modName;
public float x,y; //manager location
public transient MyllvPrototypeInstance proto;
public Vector ports-new Vector (;
transient public IlvPoint p;
transient public static IlvInputStream ilvIn;
transient public static IlvOutputStream ilvOut;
public abstract int getPortType(String portName);
//returns data type
public abstract int getPortIndex(String portName);
//returns index of port
name
public int getPortAbsIndex(String portName){return getPortIndex(portName);}
//returns index relative to data type
public abstract void init(int mode);
public void getParameters(){};
private void writeObject(ObjectOutputStream out) throws IOException {
System.out.println("Writing Mod");
getParameters (;
out.defaultWriteObject();
// Then write it out normally
IlvGroupFrame f=proto.getGroupFrame();
IlvRect r=proto.boundingBox (new IlvTransformer ();
p=new IlvPoint(r.x,r.y);
out.writeObject (p);

}
/**

Compute the transient size field after deserializing the array */
private void readObject(ObjectlnputStream in)
throws IOException,
ClassNotFoundException, IlvReadFileException, IlvValueException{
System.out .println("Reading Mod");
in.defaultReadObject(;
p=(IlvPoint)in.readObject(;

//

Read the array normally.

}
public static final IlvPrototype CreatePrototype (String name, String
library) {
IlvPrototype _theProto = null;
try {
_theProto=IlvPrototypeLibrary.getPrototype(library,name);
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace(;
return null;
return _theProto;
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public static class MyIlvPrototypelnstance extends IlvPrototypeInstance {
transient Mod mod;
public MyIlvPrototypeInstance(IlvPrototype proto,String name,Mod m)
throws IlvValueException

{
super(proto,name);
mod=m;

}
public MyIlvPrototypeInstance(IlvInputStream stream) throws
IlvReadFileException

{
super (stream);

}
public MyIlvPrototypeInstance(IlvPrototypeInstance proto,Mod m) throws
IlvValueException

{
super(proto);
mod=m;

}
public void write(IlvOutputStream stream)
throws IOException

{
super .write(stream);

}
public Mod getMod ()

{
return mod;

}
}
}
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Port.java
package Mods;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable;
public class Port
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static
public static

implements Serializable{
final mt BOOLIN=O;
final mt BOOLOUT=1;
final mt BYTE IN=2;
final mt BYTE OUT=3;
final mt INTIN=4;
final mt INTOUT=5;
final mt FLOATIN=6;
final it FLOATOUT=7;
final mt MIDIIN=8;
final int MIDIOUT=9;

public static final int NOOTYPE=1O;

public static final int

INPUTI=O;

public static final int OUTPUT=l;
public static final int MAXPORT=5OO;
public mnt io; f/is it an input or an output
public boolean. connected=false;
public String portName;i/local
port name
public tt portType; i/local
port type
public Port portLinkinull;

public st portindex;
public Mod modfinknull;
public Port(String name,
portName=name;
portType=port;
portlindex=index;
switch(port){
case BOOLIN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case BOOLOUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case BYTEIN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case BYTEOUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case INT IN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case INTOUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case FLOAT-IN:
io=INPUT;
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break;
case FLOATOUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;
case MIDI-IN:
io=INPUT;
break;
case MIDI-OUT:
io=OUTPUT;
break;

}
}
}
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OutputParser.java
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

OutputParser.java
SecretSystems
Created by Joshua Strickon on Tue Apr 30 2002.
Copyright (c) 2001 _MyCompanyName_. All rights reserved.

package Mods;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
public abstract class OutputParser extends Mod implements Serializable{

}
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InputParser.Java
//
//
//
//
//
//

InputParser.java
SecretSystems
Created by Joshua Strickon on Tue Apr 30 2002.
Copyright (c) 2001 _MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved.

//
package Mods;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
public abstract class InputParser extends Mod implements Serializable{

}
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Link.java
SecretSystems
Created by Joshua Strickon on Fri Apr 26 2002.
Copyright (c) 2001 _MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved.

package Mods;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.io.*;
import java.io.Serializable.*;
import ilog.views.*;
import ilog.views.prototypes.*;
import ilog.views .graphic. IlvDoubleSplineLinkImage;
import SecretSystemsJNI;
public class Link implements Serializable {
public Mod src;
public Port srcPort;
public Mod dest;
public Port destPort;
transient MyIlvDoubleSplineLinkImage link;

IlvPoint [

points;

private void writeobject(ObjectOutputStream out) throws IOException {
//save link parameters
System.out.println("Writing Link");
points=link.getLinkPoints(new IlvTransformer ();
out.defaultWriteObject(;

}
private void readobject(ObjectInputStream in) throws IOException,
ClassNotFoundException{
//recreate link
System.out.println("Reading Link");
in.defaultReadObject(;

}
public void init({
try{
System.out.println("Creating Link from "+src.modName+
"+srcPort .portName+" to " + dest .modName + " " + destPort . portName);

link=new MyllvDoubleSplineLinkImage (new
IlvDoubleSplineLinkImage(((IlvGraphicElement)src.proto.findElement("Outputs."+s
rcPort .portName)) .getGraphic(,
((IlvGraphicElement)dest.proto. findElement ("Inputs. "+destPort.portName)) .getGra
phic(),true),this);
link.setLineWidth(3);
switch(srcPort.portType){
case Port.BOOLOUT:
link. setForeground (Color.yellow);
break;
case Port.BYTE OUT:
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link. setForeground (Color.blue);
break;
case Port.INTOUT:
link. setForeground (Color .red);
break;
case Port.FLOATOUT:
link.setForeground(Color.magenta);
break;
case Port.MIDIOUT:
link. setForeground(Color.black);
break;

}
link.setBackground (Color .black);
int srcAbsIndex=src.getPortAbsIndex(srcPort.portName);
int destAbslndex=dest.getPortAbslndex(destPort.portName);
SecretSystemsJNI.createLink (srcPort.portType,
src.proto.getInt("id"),
srcAbslndex,
dest.proto.getInt("id"),
destAbsIndex);
}catch(Exception e){
e.printStackTrace();

}
}
public Link(Mod source,Port sourcePort, Mod destination,Port
destinationPort, IlvDoubleSplineLinkImage image) {
link=new MyllvDoubleSplineLinkImage (image,this);
src=source;
dest=destination;
srcPort=sourcePort;
destPort=destinationPort;

}
public MyIlvDoubleSplineLinkImage
return link;

getLink () {

}
public static class MyIlvDoubleSplineLinkImage extends
IlvDoubleSplineLinkImage {
transient Link link;
public MyIlvDoubleSplineLinkImage(IlvDoubleSplineLinkImage

1,Link lnk)

{
super(l);
link=lnk;

}
public Link getLink()

{
return link;

}
}
}
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